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NOTES ET WARNINGS 

• The elevator controllers comply with the CSA B44.1 / ASME 17.5 Elevator and escalators electrical 

equipment and must be installed by a contractor who has the adequate training and the professional 

accreditation for the installation of elevator controllers. It is the contractor’s responsibility to ensure 

that the final installation complies with the local authority regulations.  

• The controller’s power supply must come from a fuse switch supplied by other suppliers. The value of 

the fuses must comply with the electric code. 

• It is necessary to install a separate conductor for electrical grounding of the controller in the mechanical 

room. Verify the electric code for the size of the conductor. An indirect grounding such as water pipes 

can cause intermittent problems and electric noise can be generated. 

• The elevator controller has circuits that are sensitive to electrostatic. Before handling a component, it 

is imperative to touch an earthed (GND) metal object to prevent an electrostatic discharge in order to 

prevent damaging it.  

• Take note that the control guarantee lasts for one year and begins when the control is billed. Improper 

use, a bad connection or failure to respect the user manual can invalidate the guarantee. Take note that 

only the material is guaranteed.   

• In case of a bad connection, the controller is protected by the TVS that can short circuit. Verify that the 

TVS are working correctly and change them as needed. 

• Plan for enough space between the faraday cage, located on top of the controller, and the ceiling of the 

mechanical room, because the dynamic braking resistor can be in the range of 4 000 to 40 000 watts. 

Refer to the drawings. 

 

You must read the entire manual for a quick and safe installation. 

Take note that the controller does not work without an encoder. 
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1. CONTROLLER 

1.1. OPERATING CONDITIONS 

 

Power supply 208-600VAC, 60Hz, 3 phases 

Main line fluctuations ±10% 

For a 50 Hz application, communicate with Automatisation JRT 

Operating temperature 0 to 40°C 

Humidity 95% (non-condensing) 

Enclosure Standard NEMA 1, do not install the controller in a dusty area or an 

area where there is a risk of water ingress. Other types of boxes are 

available upon request (NEMA 4, 12, etc.). 

Altitude Contact Automatisation JRT if the control is installed at more than 1 

000 meters. 

Motor Contact Automatisation JRT if the motor is installed at more than 

50 feet from the controller. 

 

 

1.2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Number of floors 64 

Operating mode Simplex, duplex, group of up to 6 elevators 

Speed Up to 1 000 ft/min 

Drive AC motor = Control Techniques M701, KEB F5 

DC motor = Magnetek DSD412 

Positioning system Perforated tape or encoder on the governor 

Inspection box The 100 series type controllers (JVF-2100, JVF-4100 or JSC-2100), a 

JRT-TOPBOX-CAN (pre-wired) is provided. If the controller is not a 

100 series type (JVF-2000, JVF-4000 or JSC-2100), refer to drawings 

for more details. 

COP Communication CANBUS 

User interface AL•Fred 

  

 

1.3. CODE COMPLIANCE 

• ASME A17.1-XX / CSA B44-XX Safety codes for elevators and escalators 

• CSA B44.1 / ASME 17.5 Elevator and escalators electrical equipment 
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1.4. GENERAL LAYOUT 

 

ID Description 

1 Hall calls terminals  

2 Options & accessories (24vdc) terminals 

3 24VDC fuses 

4 Safety terminals (120 VAC) 

5 120 VAC fuses 

6 Normal and emergency brake terminals 

7 Power terminals 

8 Power fuses 

9 MAIN-CPU processor 

10 NTSD-CPU processor (if 151ft/min and more) 

11 ETSD-CPU processor (if 201ft/min and more) 

12 SWE1 (8 Port Ethernet Switch) (For JRT Only) 

13 User interface AL•Fred (inside the door) 

14 JRT-INT-04. The following can be found on this card: Manual reset, Inspection control 

switch and the Car and Hall door bypass switches. 

15 M701 Drive 

16 Motor contactor 

17 Inductance (option) 

18 EMI/RFI filter (option) 
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2. JRT-TOPBOX-CAN 

The 100 series type controllers (JVF-2100, JVF-4100 or JSC-2100) have a junction box (JRT-TOP-BOX-

CAN) that include a pre-wired inspection box. This junction box is installed on top of car to make the 

connection with the travelling cable, equipment located on top of the car as well as the connection to the COP. 

If the controller is not a 100 series type (JVF-2000, JVF-4000 or JSC-2000), refer to drawings for more details. 

 

2.1. OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Operation Temperature -10 to 40°C 

Humidity 95% (non-condensing) 

Enclosure NEMA 1, 26”W × 8”H × 10”D 

 

2.2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Switches Stop/Start with protective guard 

Inspection/Normal with protective guard 

Enable  

Light 

Boutons Up 

Down 

Power outlet Duplex GFCI outlet, 120VAC, 15amp 

Light with protective 

covering 

Bulb 120VAC 

Bell 12V DC 

  

2.3. CODE COMPLIANCE 

• ASME A17.1-XX / CSA B44-XX Safety codes for elevators and escalators 

• CSA B44.1 / ASME 17.5 Elevator and escalators electrical equipment 
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2.4. GENERAL LAYOUT 

 

 

ID Description 

1 Terminals 

2 JRT-INTER-TAPE9 

3 JRT-CAN24IOCTOP 
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3. USER INTERFACE 

The AL•Fred user interface is a tactile color screen. All you need to do is press the buttons that are 

displayed in the current menu. However, in order to navigate between the various menus, you must log in.  

Note that the Registers Access and Alarms menus are available in read-only mode even if no session is 

open. 

After the delivery, the default password is 0000. It is your responsibility to change it and record the new 

password. 
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3.1. LOGIN  

The lock icon in the top right-hand corner must be unlocked, or else browsing is not permitted. 

• Press on the pad lock in the top right-hand corner. 

  

• Select the Password field to display the keyboard on which you can type the password.  

 

• Type the password and Press Enter.  

  

• Once you are login, the pad lock in the top right-hand corner will be unlocked and the buttons will be 

accessible. 
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3.1.1. FORGOT MY PASSWORD 

• Press the Forgot my password ? link. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

• A temporary code will appear. 

  

• Call Automatisation JRT support and give them this code. The Automatisation JRT technician will give 

you a new password that can later decide to keep or change. 

When you give the code to the Automatisation JRT technician, it is important to respect the numbers, 

upper case and lower-case letters. 
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3.1.2. CHANGE THE PASSWORD 

To change the password, the user must first be login. 

• Press the unlocked pad lock in the top right-hand corner. 

  

• Press the green Change my password? link 

 

• Press inside the empty New field, and a keyboard in which you can type the password will appear.  

 

• Press inside the empty Confirmation field, and a keyboard on which you can type the password will 

appear. 

 

• Press the Yes button. 
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3.2. LOGOUT  

AL•Fred locks automatically after a period of inactivity. At this time the screen will revert to the Monitoring 

menu, and the pad lock in the top right-hand corner will lock. 

• Press on the Unlocked pad lock in the top right-hand corner. 

 

• Press on the Yes button. 
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3.3. MODIFYING A PARAMETER  

AL•Fred has different ways of displaying parameters and options. 

• Active/Inactive button: 

➢ The button is active when it is green. 

➢ The button is inactive when it is grey. 

➢ If we press the button when it is active, it becomes inactive and vice versa. 

• Yes/No button: 

➢ The button is Yes when it is green. 

➢ The button is No when it is red. 

➢ If we press the Yes button, it will change to No and vice versa. 

•  Checkboxes: 

➢ The checkbox is active when it has a check. 

➢ The checkbox is inactive when there is no check. 

➢ When we press on an active checkbox it becomes inactive and vice versa.  

 

• Dropdown menu: 

➢ When we press the dropdown menu, the menu items will be displayed.  

➢ Select the desired item. 

 

• Digital parameter: 

➢ Press the digital parameter, and a decimal or hexadecimal keyboard will appear. 
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Alphanumeric keyboard 

 

 

Decimal keyboard 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hexadecimal keyboard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ The use of keyboards functions as a standard keyboard. Enter the desired value and press Enter. 

➢ The minimum and maximum values are indicated under the new value. 

➢ To correct one character at a time, press the  key. 

➢ To correct the complete value, press the CL key. 

New value 

Current value 

New value 

 

Current value 

 

New value 

Current value 

Space 

Upper case 

letters 
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3.4. MENU DIAGRAMS 

 

Main menus  Submenus 

Calls 

• Place car calls 

• Place hall calls 

• Lock car calls 

• Lock hall calls 

Registers access • --- 

Faults 
• Faults 

• Door fault 

Last ride • --- 

Settings 

• Elevator 

• HMI 
Elevator HMI 

• Options 

• Parking 

➢ Exclusive parking 

➢ Duplex parking 

• Positioning system 

➢ Hoistways 

➢ Hoistways learning  

➢ Positions table 

• Date/Time 

• IP Address 

• Positioning Indicator 

• Refresh 

• Units 

Tools 
• Memory backup 

• Factory reset 

Statistics • General 

Modes 

• Construction 

• Pre-maintenance 

• Maintenance 

• Independent service 

• Continuous maintenance 

About 
• Version 

• System update  
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3.5. MONITORING MENU 

This menu allows the user to visualize the general state of the elevator. 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Title of the 

menu 

Elevator number 

(15 character 

maximum.) 

Language 

choice 

langue 

Locked or 

not 

Date/Time 

Elevator 

status 

ETSD-CPU 
if > 200 fpm 

 

NTSD-CPU 
if >150 and < 201 

fpm 

 

The Shortcut button can be 

found in each menu 

Position and 

direction 

indicator 

Rear door 

Front door 

Front 

Photocell 

Weight in 

the car 

State of the 

Drive 

 

CPU 

connection 

Last ride Return to the 

previous menu 

 

State of the 

MAIN-CPU 
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3.5.1. CPU CONNECTION 

When we press on this icon, a window appears and indicates on which CPU AL•Fred is connected. In addition, 

it is possible to change the CPU on which we want AL•Fred to be connected.  

For example, if we want to change the ETSD-CPU processor registers, it is sufficient to choose ETSD in the 

list and press the Apply button, and AL•Fred will connect to the chosen CPU. 

 

 

 

3.5.2. LAST RIDE 

When we press on this icon, the last ride is displayed. 

• The green curve represents what is asked (the command). 

• The pink curve represents the result (feedback).  
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3.6. FAULTS MENU 

3.6.1. FAULTS 

This menu displays the fault history. 

Color code  

 

Yellow Active fault. 

Blue Inactive fault 

Each fault is made of the following components= [Number] - CPU – Name of the fault 

• [Number] = Register number in the CPU 

• CPU = Indicates on which CPU the fault comes from (MAIN, NTSD or ETSD) 

• Name of the fault = Brief description, for more details, see the table in section 13.4 Faults 

description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date/Start time Date/End time 

Code and name 

of the fault 

Filter the 

faults.  

When there is a 

filter, the text 

is red. 

Allows the 

faults to be 

reset 

Allows the 

inactive faults 

to be erased 

from the 

database 

Indicates the number of 

door fault at each level 
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3.6.1.1. Filter  

This menu allows users to apply a filter in order to limit the number of elements to be displayed in the faults 

list. Press the Filter button to change the start date and the end date. In addition, the user can display only the 

active or inactive faults by checking/unchecking the appropriate checkbox. Once the filters have been 

determined, press on Apply. Press the Reset button to remove the filters. 

 

Change the date/time  

• Press the desired number and a digital keyboard appears. 

 
 

3.6.2. DOOR FAULT 

This menu displays the number of times there is a door fault with the car and hall doors at the specified floor.  

In this example there are 2 door problems at the *RC level. 

It is possible to erase the number of faults on the specified floor and to erase for all the floors. 
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3.6.3. RESERVED 

 

3.7. REGISTERS ACCESS 

This menu allows users to access the registers in the processor that is connected to AL•Fred (MAIN-CPU, 

NTSD-CPU or ETSD-CPU). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modification of the value of a register 

• Select a register in the list. 

• Press on Address and enter the desired address. 

• The value is displayed in 3 formats: 

• Hexadecimal 

• Decimal 

• Binary  

• Press on Value or Decimal Value to make the modification. 

• If you only want to modify a bit, press on the desired bit and a message (Active or Inactive) will appear 

to confirm your choice. 

List of registers 

gistres 

Active bit 

Inactive bit 

inactif 

Increases or 

decreases the 

regsiters 

address 

Registers address 

registre 

Registers 

value Allows the 

modification 

of registers in 

Float format 
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3.8. CALLS MENU 

3.8.1. PLACE CAR CALLS 

This menu allows users to place car calls. 

 

If we press on a locked car call, the following message will appear. 

 

Locked call 

 

Car call recorded 

at this floor 
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3.8.2. PLACE HALL CALLS 

This menu allows users to place hall calls. 

 

 

 

 

If we press on a locked hall call, the following message will appear. 

 

 
3.8.3. LOCK CAR CALLS 

The menu allows users to lock car calls.  

Lock 

• Press on the desired floor to lock it.  

Unlock 

• Press on the desired floor to unlock it.  

Locked call 

Up Hall calls 

recorded on this 

floor 

 

Down Hall calls on 

recorded on this 

floor 
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3.8.4. LOCK HALL CALLS 

This menu allows users to lock hall calls.  

Lock 

• Press on the desired floor to lock it.  

Unlock 

• Press the desired locked floor to unlock it. 

 

 

Locked calls 

 

Unlocked calls 

 

Locked call 

 

Unlocked call 
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3.9. SETTINGS MENU 

3.9.1. ELEVATOR 

3.9.1.1. Positioning system 

3.9.1.1.1. Reserved 

3.9.1.1.2. Reserved 

3.9.1.1.3. Hoistway 

3.9.1.1.3.1. Hoistway learning 

Learning allows the absolute position to be recorded in millimeter of each floors. 

Procedure 

• Before to do the learning, verify if the positioning system counts in the good direction and ensure that 

the 12 inch north magnets (DZO) are properly installed on each floor as described is the section 7.2.2 

Magnets installation. 

• Move the elevator in Inspection mode and verify the High speed counter value. 

• If the value increases when the elevator is moving in up direction or if the value decreases when the 

elevator is moving un down direction, press the Yes button and the right section will be available to 

activate the learning. 

• Otherwise, press the No button and a warning will appear to indicate to swap the positioning system 

signal (refer to drawings for more details). 

• HT1 and HT2 terminals for the MAIN-CPU processor. 

• HT1B and HT2B terminals for the NTSD-CPU or ETSD-CPU processor (if required). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ETSD 

if > 200 fpm 

 

NTSD 

if >150 and < 201 fpm 
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• To activate the learning, the three indicator lights must be green. 

• If one of the three indicator lights is red and the Activate button is pressed, the following warning will 

appear: 

 
 

 
 

• When the three indicator lights are green, press the Activate button. To interrupt the learning at any 

time, put the elevator in Normal mode for or press the Deactivate button. 

• Move the elevator in Inspection mode until the top normal limit switch (TNL) is activated. Make sure 

that the top normal limit switch (TNL) activates 1 inch after the top floor. 
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3.9.1.1.3.2. Positions table 

After the hoistway learning, it is possible to visualize the position of the floors as well. 

The bottom floor position must be 0.0 mm after the learning. 

When there is not door entrance on a floor (skipping floors), the position indicates -100000.0 mm. In this 

example, the ND, 3 and 6 floors do not have door entrance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9.1.1.3.3. Reserved 

3.9.1.1.3.4. Reserved 
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3.9.1.2. Options 

The menu allows users to enter the various adjustment parameters of the basic parameter of the elevator.  

Option modification 

• Choose an option with the help of the dropdown menu. 

• Press on the desired parameter to modify it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motor protection  

Description Value Unit 

Too long travel protection delay (TTR)  second 

Too long travel protection delay with perforated tape (TTR)  second 

Delay beyond which calls are cleared if the car has not moved to another  

floor 
 second 

Deactivate the motor’s thermal contact (THM) ?   

 

Brake  

Description Value Unit 

Delay before voltage reduction after brake opening  second 

Invert the HLD output ? 

    Activated = HLD is ON at start and OFF after the delay specified above 

    Deactivated = HLD is OFF at start and ON after the delay specified above 

  

Number of starts allowed without the brake opening   

Time allowed for brake’s closing  second 

Number of consecutive levelings allowed on a single floor 

   After this many attempts, the emergency brake will be applied 
  

Deactivate the brake switch monitoring ?   

Invert the brake switch contact ?   

 

Start and stop fine tuning 

Description Value Unit 

Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start  second 

Delay before the brake drops to go from 7 to 0 fpm in floor leveling  second 

Delay before turning off the drive enable signal when stopping at the floor  second 

Magnetic field build-up delay before brake opening 

     n/a if permanent magnet motor 
   

second 
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Delay before releasing the motor contactor « M ». The timer begins after the 

drive enable signal has been turned off 
 

second 

Number of drive resets since …   

 

Positioning system  

Description Value Unit 

Slowdown distance in number of counts for a one floor run  mm 

Slowdown distance in number of counts for a two-or-more floor run  mm 

Length of the bottom hoistway access zone  mm 

Length of the top hoistway access zone  mm 

Manually force a new level   

Disable the bar code sensors (P1,P2,P3…) ?   

Distance to detect sliding in the brake  mm 

 

Door  

Description Value Unit 

Door open duration on hall call   second 

Door open duration on car call   second 

Door open duration on a re-opening caused by the photocell   second 

Preopen the door in the leveling zone ?   

     Delay before preopening door  second 

Extend the door open delay at the lobby ?   

     Door open duration if the 25% weight limit signal (LW3) is not active  second 

Reset hall call doors timer on every transition of the photocell signal ?   

Activate the doors closing protection ?   

     Number of attempts at closing the door after which the elevator will shut 

down 
  

     Delay before reopening the doors if they did not completely closed 

          CDC or HDC activated or DCL deactivate 
 second 

Activate the door nudging function ?   

     Delay before the door will be forced to close in nudging   second 

     Delay before door reopens during nudging if it cannot close completely  second 

     Delay between the second attempt to close the door in nudging   second 

Activate the door close simulation ?   

     Delay before door closing on a new call   second 

Delay before turning off the FDOL/RDOL signals when the contact opens 

before stopping the opening of the door 
 

second 

Delay before turning off the FDCL/RDCL signals when the contact opens 

before stopping the closing of the door 
 

second 

 

 

 

Car calls  

Description Value Unit 

Activate car calls vs photocell protection ?   

    Maximum number of car calls allowed before being excessive versus the             

    photocell (PH) 
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Cancel car calls at terminal landings ?   

Forbid car calls in opposite direction of travel ?   

 

Gong, buzzer, position and voice indicators 

Description Value Unit 

Fire buzzer duration  second 

Activate the car calls acceptance tone (CCA) ?   

     Car calls acceptance tone duration (CCA)  second 

Activate the passing chime ?   

     Passing chime stroke duration  second 

     Number of pulses in down direction ?   

     Delay between 2 passing gong strokes  second 

Delay before GU/GD gongs are triggered when the door opens  second 

Activate the voice annunciator ?   

    Announce the floor at each landing ?   

Is the position indicator is binary ?   

Activate flashing code on position indicator ? 

    No = 0, for IS/PH1/INS = 1, for out of service = 3-99 
  

     Flashing code for independent service   

     Flashing code for Phase I, emergency recall   

     Flashing code for inspection   

Should the SU/SD direction signal stay memorized when the door is closed 

and reopenend ? 
  

Manual door only:   

    Delay before reactivating the door opened gong if the door is still  

    opened  
 

second 

    Door opened gong delay  second 

 

Emergency recall (fire)  

Description Value Unit 

Designated recall floor level   

Open rear door when recalling to the designated recall level ? 

    Activated = rear door, Deactivated = front door 
  

Alternate recall floor level   

Open rear door when recalling to the alternate recall level ? 

    Activated = rear door, Deactivated = front door 
  

Invert fire signals (FS, ALT, FRM, FRA) ? 

    Activated = input OFF actives fire, Deactivated = input ON actives fire 
  

Alt input on delay 

    If = 1234, input unused 
 

second 

FMR input on delay 

    if = 1234, input unused 
 

second 

FRA input on delay 

    if = 1234, input unused 
 

second 

Reset phase I emergency recall without RFP signal ?   

Should the door close with a momentary press on the close door button 

during phase II emergency recall  ? 
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Fire buzzer duration  second 

 

Emergency power  

Description Value Unit 

Invert the emergency power signals (GEN1 and GEN2) ?   

Normal operation on emergency power ?   

Forbid high speed on emergency power ?   

 

Code blue  

Description Value Unit 

Time before code blue is cancelled if hall call recall failed  second 

Time before the controller reverts to automatic mode if the in-car key isn’t 

activated 
 

second 

 

Free car  

Description Value Unit 

Buzzer duration once the car arrives at the free car level  second 

Delay before accepting car calls once the car arrives at the free car level    second 

Time before reverting to automatic mode if no car calls are recorded  second 

Time before reverting to automatic mode  second 

 

Miscellaneous 

Description Value Unit 

Deactivate the LW1 load weight sensor ?   
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3.9.1.3. Parking 

3.9.1.3.1. Exclusive parking  

This page allows the user to activate the exclusive parking on a specific floor in addition to specifying an open 

or closed door parking. 

In this example, after 120 seconds of inactivity, the exclusive parking will be engaged and will go to at the 

*RC level with door closed. 

 

3.9.1.3.2. Duplex parking  

This page is only accessible for elevator #1 of the Duplex. We specify the two parking priorities in addition to 

specifying an open or closed door parking. 

In this example, the first elevator (#1 or #2) that is stopped for more than 120 seconds will at the *RC level 

with front door open. After that, if the second elevator is stopped more than 120 seconds, it will go at the S1 

level with door closed. 
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3.9.2. HMI 

3.9.2.1. Date/Time 

This menu allows users to change the date and time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9.2.2. Refresh 

This button allows the user to refresh the AL•Fred visuals.  

3.9.2.3. Position indicator 

 

 

Specify the new date 

and time. 

 

Day of the week  

0 = Sunday 

1= Monday  

… 

6 = Saturday 

 

Choose AM or PM 

Time format 

12H or 24H 

 AM/PM will be 

displayed if the time 

format de is 12H. 

Date format 

YYYY/MM/DD 

MM/DD/YYYY 

Once the date and time are 

modified, press on the 

Update button. 

Puts all the cases to 0. 
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Zone 1Z,2Z … ? 

If this option is unchecked, the position indicators and the choice of AL•Fred list of names for the floors are 

displayed with the floor name that was programmed. 

If this option is checked, the position indicators and the choice of AL•Fred list of names for floors are not 

displayed with the name of the floor that was programmed. They are displayed in the 1Z, 2Z format.  

Example  

  

*RC 1Z 

1 2Z 

2 3Z 

… … 

 

Change the name of the floors of the position indicator  

• Select the floor. 

• Press on the Character to be changed and a keyboard will appear. 

• Choose the character and press on the Enter button. If we don’t want to display this character, don’t 

put anything and press on the Enter button or press the character space « ˽ » and press on Enter. 

• Press on the Update button. 

• Do the same thing for the other floors that should be modified. 

If you have JRT Canbus position indicators, they will also be updated. 
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3.9.2.4. IP Address 

This menu allows the user to configure the AL•Fred IP address of the Lan1-Customer port.  

This port his used for the monitoring system.  

If there is a monitoring system, connect the customer cable in the Lan1-Customer port. Do not connect it in 

the Ethernet switch SWE1 (this Ethernet switch is for JRT only). 

When the tab is greyed out, it is because a cable is connected in the peripheral and the connection is established 

with AL•Fred. If the tab is red, it is because nothing is connected on the peripheral. 

If the customer network uses the following IP addresses 192.168.x.x, communicate with the customer 

network manager because the JRT local network uses this same address range. 
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3.10. TOOLS MENU 

3.10.1. MEMORY BACKUP 

This menu allows the user to create and restore a restore point (program and DM). 

 

3.10.1.1. Create a restore point (CPU  AL•Fred) 

• The elevator must be stopped and in Inspection mode. 

• Press on the Create restore point button. 

• Press the Yes button to continue or the No to cancel. 

• Give a name to the restore point. 

• When the restore point is created, it will appear in the list. 

3.10.1.2. Restore a restore point (AL•Fred  CPU) 

• The elevator must be stopped and in Inspection mode. 

• Press on the Restore button of the desired restore point. 

• A window appears with the choices (DM, Program). 

• When the choices are done, press the Apply button to start the transfer or the Cancel button to not do 

the transfer. 

3.10.1.3. Export … AL•Fred USB 

This menu allows users to export the AL•Fred restore points to a USB key. 

Note that the USB key must be formatted in Fat16 or Fat32, (NTFS is not supported). 

 

• Press on the Export button and the list of AL•Fred restore points will be displayed. 

• Insert a USB key. The USB port is situated at the back right of the screen. 

• Select the restore point or points that you want to save on the USB key.  

• Press on the Apply button to save on the USB key, or press Cancel to close the menu. 
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3.10.1.4. Import… USB  AL•Fred 

This menu allows users to import the USB key restore points to AL•Fred. 

Note that, the USB key must be formatted in Fat16 or Fat32 (NTFS is not supported). 

 

• Press on the Import button. 

• Insert the USB key and the USB key restore points will be displayed. The USB port is situated at the 

back right of the screen. 

• Select the restore point or points that you want to save from the USB key to AL•Fred. 

• Press on the Apply button to save from the USB key to AL•Fred or press Cancel to close the menu. 
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3.10.2. REINSTALLING THE PARAMETERS 

This option allows users to reset the AL•Fred default database. If you confirm the Factory reset, AL•Fred will 

restart, and during the restart it will ask the user to choose the index to know on which instance AL•Fred must 

connect. 

For example, if it is the #1 controller, choose index 1 and press the Apply button. 

 

 

 
3.11. MODES MENU 

This menu allows the user to activate these modes: 

• Construction 

• Independent service 

• Pre-maintenance 

• Maintenance 

• Continuous maintenance 

 

Activate/Deactivate 

The indicator light to the right of each mode indicates its state: 

• Green indicator light = The mode is active 

• Red indicator light = The mode is inactive 

If the mode button is green, but the indicator is red, this indicates that there is a condition that is preventing the 

MAIN-CPU processor from activating the desired mode. 
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3.11.1. CONTINUOUS MAINTENANCE 

This mode allows the user to operate the elevator in maintenance mode between two floors and at the specified 

Dwell time.  

 

Parameters 

• Specify the top floor 

• Specify the bottom floor 

• Specify the delay between the departures 

• The sequence is active if the button is green 

• The sequence is inactive if the button is grey 

 

3.12. STATISTICS MENU 

3.12.1. GENERAL 

This menu displays the elevator’s general statistics. 
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3.13. ABOUT MENU 

This menu displays the current version and allows the user to do an update of AL•Fred. 

 
 

3.13.1. SYSTEM UPDATE 

• Press the System update button. 

• Put the .swu file on the USB key. 

Note that the USB key must be formatted in Fat16 or Fat32 (NTFS is not supported). 

• Insert the USB key in AL•Fred. The USB port is situated at the back right of the screen. 

• Press the Install button on the desired update and press on the Yes button to confirm. Wait for AL•Fred 

to restart automatically. It can take a few minutes. 

• To finish the update, you must complete the Factory reset. Refer to the 0 Factory reset section. 
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3.14. COMMUNICATION ERROR 

A red triangle with an exclamation point appears to the right of the Faults button when there is a 

communication error. After 3 unsuccessful tries, AL•Fred reverts back to the Monitoring menu and displays 

Communication error. 

 

 

 

 
 

• Verify if the AL•Fred RJ45 cable is connected properly and has not been damaged.  

• Verify the operation of the MAIN-CPU processor and the SWE1 8-port Ethernet switch. 
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3.15. GENERAL DISPOSITION  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item Description 

1 RS-XXX (Serial port) 

2 CANBUS 

3 GPIO1 

4 GPIO2 

5 S1 (Boot) button 

6 RST (Reset) button 

7 Led 

8 Type-C USB 

9 MicroSD 

10 Nano-SIM 

11 LAN2 - JRT 

12 USB 2.0 

13 LAN1 - Customer 

14 Power 

15 GND 
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4. INSTALLATION 

4.1. CONTROLLER 

Install the controller safely in the machine room.  

Allow enough space between the resistance cage, located on top of the controller (JVF series only), and the 

ceiling of the machine room because the brake resistance can be in the range of 4 000 to 40 000 watts. 

 If you drill the enclosure to install conduits for wiring, protect the internal components in order that there 

are no metal chips or shavings that can be introduced into them. 

 

4.2. MAIN LINE VOLTAGE  

4.2.1. WITHOUT ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 

• Deactivate the main-line disconnect. 

• Remove the 3 fuses of the main-line disconnect. 

• Connect the main-line disconnect on the L1, L2 and L3 power terminals and the grounding on the GND 

terminal. 

• Activate the main-line disconnect and ensure that the voltage corresponds to the voltage indicated on 

the drawings. 

• Deactivate the main-line disconnect, put the 3 fuses back and reactivate the main-line disconnect. 

 

4.2.2. WITH ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Refer to the drawings. 

• Deactivate the main-line disconnect. 

• Take out the 3 fuses from the main-line disconnect. 
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• Connect the main-line disconnect on the L1, L2 and L3 power terminals and the grounding on the GND 

power terminals. 

• Connect the input of the isolation transformer on the L1, L2 and L3 power terminals. 

• Connect the output of the isolation transformer on the L1-1, L2-1, L3-1 power terminals. 

• Connect the grounding cord between the X0 isolation transformer and the controller’s GND terminal 

(refer to the image below). 

• Activate the main-line disconnect and ensure that the voltage corresponds to the voltage indicated on 

the drawings. 

• Deactivate the main-line disconnect, put back the 3 fuses and reactivate the main-line disconnect. 

The grounding conductors must be connected in the following way: 

 

 

JVF-2x00 and JVF-4x00 only: 

The output voltage of the transformer must be as close as possible to the voltage of the motor application. 

Change the connections to the primary isolation transformers when needed.  

Example 

For the voltage of the motor application = 350V 

Connection to                                      

Input of the TFO                       Output of the TFO 

           630V                                                  438V 

           615V                                                  448V 

           600V                                                  460V 

           585V                                                  471V 

           570V                                                  484V 

Use the 630V connection to the primary isolation transformer to have an output voltage of about 438V 

(the voltages may vary depending on the electrical input). 

  

H1

H2

H3
X3

X2X1

X0

Isolation transformer Elevator control

Drive

Motor

Earth ground

wire

Earth ground wire

from building electric

power input
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JSC-2x00 only: 

The drive input voltage must be maintained equal or above the motor armature voltage.  

Example 

Armature voltage = 160VDC, so 208 volts AC at the transformer’s secondary would be adequate.  

Armature voltage = 240vdc, so 240 to 250 volts AC at the transformer’s secondary would be adequate.  

Choose the appropriate connections at the transformer’s primary 

 

4.2.3. VOLTAGE VERIFICATIONS  

With the help of the multimeter, measure the following points (Refer to the drawings): 

• 120VAC between the J and N terminals (internal to the controller) 

• 120VAC between the JC and N terminals (accessory) 

• 24VDC between the +A and COM terminals (accessory) 

• 24VDC between the +AC and COM terminals (COP accessory) 

• 24VDC between the +G/+GR and COM terminals (hall and machine room accessory) 

• 24VDC between the +24V and COM terminals (positioning system) 

• 24VDC between the +DC and COM terminals (internal to the controller) 

 

4.3. MOTOR  

Connect the temperature sensor on the THM1 and THM2 or THM and N options & accessories terminals 

(refer to the drawings if required). 

It is possible to deactivate the temperature sensor if it is connected on the MAIN-CPU processor input. Go to 

the Deactivate the motor’s thermal protection (TMH) ? parameter by pressing on Menu  Parameters  

Elevator  Options  Motor protection. 

Provide a copper conductor for the electrical grounding of the motor 

JVF-2x00 and JVF-4x00 only: 

Connect the 3 phases of the motor on the T1, T2, T3 power terminals and the grounding of the motor on the 

MGND terminal. 
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JSC-2x00 only : 

 

 

Connect the controller to the DC filter and the DC filter to the motor, according to the electrical drawings. 

Refer to the motor nameplate for connections according to the operation voltage. 

Armature connection:  

If the motor has a "S1, S2" serial winding, it must be disconnected. However, the interpoles must remain 

connected in serial with the armature. 

Motor field connection:  

The DSD 412 drive controls the motor field using a current loop. The waiting, running and starting current 

will have to be determined. The field resistance will vary depending on the motor temperature. The current 

will be the same no matter what the resistance value is.  

The DSD 412 is set during manufacturing to provide a current comprised between 2.0 and 6.9 amps. 

The motor field must be put in serial or in parallel to remain in the drive current range. 
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Example #1:  

160 volts = 3.2 amps running current (new motor) 

50 Ohms (measured) 

Example: 

90 volts = 4.5 amps running current (existing motor) 

20 Ohms (measured) 

Keep the field resistance value and the running value. They will be required to program the field 

parameters. 

This current field is sufficient in 99% of the cases. The motor field controlling circuit can be modified to 

support the higher current fields. Communicate with Automatisation JRT inc. for assistance. 

SW1 
Motor (A) minimum 

current field 

Motor (A) maximum 

current field 
SW1=Off 

SW2=Off 

SW3=Off 

SW4=On 

0.2 1.9 

SW1=Off 

SW2=Off 

SW3=On 

SW4=Off 

2.0 6.9 

SW1=Off 

SW2=On 

SW3=Off 

SW4=Off 

7.0 16.0 

SW1=On 

SW2=Off 

SW3=Off 

SW4=Off 

16.1 40.0 
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4.4. NORMAL BRAKE 

Refer to drawings to see how the brake is powered. 

If the normal and the emergency brake are connected in parallel, it’s important to provide 4 wires for the 

connection of the brake coils which will allow normal and emergency brake test to be perform separately. 

 

4.4.1. PB400 MODULE 

JVF-2x00 and JSC-2x00 only 

Connect to the normal brake on the CNB and NB brake terminals. 

For adjustments, refer to the 9.9.1 section. 

 

4.4.2. RESISTANCE 

Connect to the normal brake on the CNB and NB terminal brakes.  

For adjustments, refer to the 9.9.2 section. 

 

4.4.3. JRT-BRK 

JVF-2x00 and JSC-2x00 only 

Connect the normal brake to the CNB and NB terminal brakes. 

For adjustments, refer to the 9.9.3 section. 

 

4.4.4. AUXILIARY CONTACT 

Connect the normal auxiliary contact of the normal brake on the BRC et COM options and accessories 

terminals. 

 

 

 

It is possible to deactivate and reverse the normal auxiliary brake. Go to the Deactivate the brake switch 

monitoring ? parameter by pressing on the Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Brake. 
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4.5. EMERGENCY BRAKE 

Refer to the drawings to see how the emergency brake is powered. 

4.5.1. RESISTANCE 

JVF-4x00 only 

Connect the emergency brake on the CEB and EB terminal brakes. 

For adjustments, refer to the 9.9.2 section. 

4.5.1.1. Auxiliary contact 

Connect the emergency brake’s auxiliary contact on the EBRC and COM options & accessories terminals. 

 

 

 

It is possible to deactivate and reverse the auxiliary contact of the emergency brake. Go to Deactivate the 

brake switch monitoring ? by pressing on Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Brake. 

 

4.5.2. ROPE GRIPPER 

JVF-2x00 and JSC-2x00 only 

Connect the rope gripper on the RG et N safety terminals. 

 

 

 

 

4.5.2.1. Auxiliary contact 

Connect the rope gripper’s auxiliary contacts on the SP1 et RGS safety terminals. 
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4.6. MOTOR ENCODER 

Use a multi-stranded conductor with a shield for the connection of the motor encoder. The encoder cable must 

be alone in a conduit in order to eliminate electrical interferences from the power lines. 

The encoder must be aligned in a very precise way with the motor shaft. The vibrations must be the weakest 

possible in order not to affect the speed regulation and cause premature wear and tear of the encoder. 

It is recommended to mechanically isolate the encoder from the motor shaft. 

 JVF-2x00 only 

• Connect the encoder motor on the ECA, ECA/, ECB, ECB/, E+V, E0V and ESHD options and 

accessories terminals. 

JVF-4x00 only 

• Connect the encoder motor on the ECA, ECA/, ECB, ECB/, DAT, DAT/, CLK, CLK/, E+V, E0V 

and ESHD options and accessories terminals. 
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JVF-2x00 only 

• Connect the encoder motor on the ECA, ECA/, ECB, ECB/, E+V, E0V and ESHD options and 

accessories terminals. 

 

 

Encoder with wheel installed on the sheave: 

 

The encoder can be installed using a small wheel pivoting on the sheave shaft. 

• Press DATA/FCTN to have access to the list of all functions. 

• Select the parameter Encoder/Motor Ratio (16). 

• Press DATA/FCTN to have access to the parameter’s content. 

Using the arrows, write the ratio: D/d. e.g:. 30 po/3 po = ratio = 10 and press ENT to save. The 

ratio can be readjusted later, during the actual speed verification. 
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4.7. TEMPORARY JUMPER  

Install the temporary jumpers between the following terminals in order to be able to move in Inspection mode 

(refer to the drawings if required):  

• GOV and GOV1 (Governor overspeed switch); 

• GOV1 and GOV2 (Governor overspeed switch); 

• SFC and FCS (Firefighter’s stop swith); 

• FCS and CSW (In-car stop switch); 

• CSW and TCS (Top of car stop switch); 

• TCS and BFL (Hoistway and Top of car switch); 

• SFC and GSTS (Governor rope tension switch); 

• TCS and HDC (Hall doors closed contact); 

• TCS and CDC (Car door closed contact); 

• If walkthrough doors: 

• 03_TCS et HDC (Hall door contact closed) ; 

• 03_TCS et 31_CDCA (Car door contact closed) ; 

• 03_TCS et RHDC (Rear hall door contact closed) ; 

• 03_TCS et 32_RCDC (Rear car door contact closed) ; 

• TCS and HDL (Hall doors locked contact if manual door); 

• SP1 and RGS (Rope gripper switch) (JVF-2x00 and JSC-2x00 only); 

• CNL and TNL (Top normal limit switch); 

• CNL and BNL (Bottom normal limit switch); 

• SFC and TSL/TSL1 (Top slowdown limit switch); 

• SFC and BSL/BSL1 (Bottom slowdown limit switch); 

• SFC and TSLD (Top speed limiting device switch); 

• SFC and BSLD (Bottom speed limiting device switch); 

• PCH and LTT (Top traveling inspection switch); 

Once a safety switch is installed, remove the jumper. 
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4.8. PREPARATION FOR A FIRST RUN IN INSPECTION 

To continue the work and the installation of various safety switches and the positioning system, the elevator 

will need to be displaced in the Inspection/Construction mode. In contrast, before moving the elevator in 

Inspection mode, an automatic calibration of the motor must be completed. 

Activate the Inspection and Construction mode, for more details follow the instructions of chapters 5 and 6. 

 

Verifications: 

• The green lights (Power and Run) of the MAIN-CPU processor must be turned on. 

• The MAIN-CPU processor inputs must be activated: 

• +A, SFC, FCS, CSW, GSTS, SFCE, RGS, CDC, HDC, GTS, CNL, RDY 

• The relay/contactors must be activated: 

• RED, BRK, REDE, GTS, RDY, CDC, HDC 

• Erase the alarms: 

• Maintain the red Manual reset button located on the JRT-INT-

XX board for 2.5 seconds.  

• Consult the Faults menu in order to verify that none are present. 

Do the automatic calibration of the motor (Autotune): 

• For the M701 drive, follow the instructions of sections 10.2.7 and 10.2.8. 

• For the F5 drive, follow the instructions of sections 10.3.7 and 10.3.8. 

• For the DSD412 drive, follow the instructions of sections 10.4.7 and 10.4.8. 

 

4.9. INSTALLATION OF EQUIPEMENT AND SAFETY SWITCHES 

Refer to the drawings for the installation of equipment and safety switches and remove the temporary junction 

jumpers installed in section 4.7. 

 

4.9.1. CAR TOP SWITCH AND PERIPHERALS 

• Install the JRT-TOPBOX-CAN (JVF-2100, JVF-4100 or JSC-2100) or the inspection box (JVF-2000, 

JVF-4000 or JSC-2000) on the car top (refer to the drawings). 

• Connect the escape hatch switch on the TCS and EHS terminals. 

• Connect the car safety switch on the RLS and CSS terminals. 

• Connect the car top stop switch on the CSW and TCS terminals. 
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• Connect the car door closed switch on the CDC and SFC terminals (refer to the drawings if on the back 

door). 

• Connect the left maintenance locking system switch on the LLS and EHS terminals, JVF-4x00 only. 

• Connect the right maintenance locking system on the RLS and LLS terminals, JVF-4x00 only. 

• Connect all the other switches and peripherals. (refer to the drawings). 

 

4.9.2. SWITCHES AND HOISTWAY PERIPHERALS 

• Connect the top final limit switch on the TFL and IES safety terminals. 

• Connect the bottom final limit switch on the BFL and TFL safety terminals. 

• Connect the pit stop switch on the PSW and CSS safety terminals. 

• Connect the tape broken switch on the TBS et PSW safety terminals (refer to the drawings if required 

and to the section 7.2.1 Tape Installation). 

• Connect the bottom normal limit switch on the CNL and BNL safety terminals. 

• Connect the top normal limit switch on the CNL and TNL safety terminals. 

• Connect the bottom slowdown limit switch on the CNL and BSL safety terminals. 

• Connect the top slowdown limit switch on the CNL and TSL safety terminals. 

• Connect the bottom speed limiting device switch on the CNL and BSLD safety terminals (refer to the 

drawings if required). Keep the jumper, it will be removed when you will do the learning of the ETSD-

CPU (section 9.4). 

• Connect the top speed limiting device switch on the CNL and TSLD safety terminals (refer to the 

drawings if required). Keep the jumper, it will be removed when you will do the learning of the ETSD-

CPU (section 9.4). 

• Connect all the other switches and peripherals (refer to the drawings). 

4.9.2.1. Required switches at the top and bottom landing 

 

The following table shows the required switches at the top and bottom landing and where to install them. 

 

 100 fpm 150 fpm 200 fpm 250 fpm 350 fpm 

(1 floor run at 200 fpm) 

TFL 
3 in. after the 

top floor 

3 in. after the 

top floor 

3 in. after the 

top floor 

3 in. after the top 

floor 

3 in. after the top floor 

TNL 
1 in. after the 

top floor 

1 in. after the 

top floor 

1 in. after the 

top floor 

1 in. after the top 

floor 

1 in. after the top floor 

TSLD - - - 
24 in. before the 

top floor 

24 in. before the top floor 

TSL 
24 in. before the 

top floor 

36 in. before 

the top floor 

48 in. before the 

top floor 

60 in. before the 

top floor 

48 in. before the top floor 

TSL1 - - - - 85 in. before the top floor 

↕      
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BSL1 - - - - 85 in. before the top floor 

BSL 
24 in. before the 

top floor 

36 in. before 

the top floor 

48 in. before the 

top floor 

60 in. before the 

top floor 

48 in. before the top floor 

BSLD 
- - - 24 in. before the 

top floor 

24 in. before the top floor 

BNL 
1 in. after the 

top floor 

1 in. after the 

top floor 

1 in. after the 

top floor 

1 in. after the top 

floor 

1 in. after the top floor 

BFL 
3 in. after the 

top floor 

3 in. after the 

top floor 

3 in. after the 

top floor 

3 in. after the top 

floor 

3 in. after the top floor 

 

The bottom (BFL) and top (TFL) final limit switches should be activated approximately 3 inches of the bottom 

and top landings. This kind of switch must be mechanical type only. 

 

The bottom (BNL) and top (TNL) normal limit switches should be activated approximately 1 inches of the 

bottom and top landings. This kind of switch can be mechanical or magnetic type. 

 

The bottom (BSLD) and top (TSLD) speed limiting device switches should be activated approximately 24 

inches of the bottom and top landings. This kind of switch can be mechanical or magnetic type. 

 

 

The bottom (BSL/BSL1) and top (TSL/TSL1) slowdown limit switches can be mechanical or magnetic type. 

The table above is for information only. The suggested distances are based on the value of the Slowdown 

distance in number of counts for a one floor run and Slowdown distance in number of counts for a two-

or-more floor run parameters (refer to section 0 Deceleration distance). It is recommended to install the 

switch at the same place or after (1 inch maximum) the software deceleration point (by the perforated tape or 

the encoder of the governor). The elevator acceleration/deceleration must be adjusted before making the final 

adjustment of those switches. 

Example for 250 fpm and below 

• 1 ch (count of hole) = 0.75 inch. 

• Note the value of the Slowdown distance in number of counts for a one floor run parameter 

(Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Positioning system). 

• If the parameter value is 82 ch, the slowdown limit switches (BSL/TSL) should activate 61 

inches before to the top and bottom landing (82 x 0.75 po = 61½ po).  

Example for 251 fpm and above 

• 1 ch (count of hole) = 0.75 inch. 

• Note the value of the Slowdown distance in number of counts for a one floor run parameter 

(Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Positioning system). 

• If the parameter value is 82 ch, the slowdown limit switches (BSL/TSL) should activate 61 

inches before to the top and bottom landing (82 x 0.75 po = 61½ po).  
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• Note the value of the Slowdown distance in number of counts for a two-or-more floor run 

parameter (Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Positioning system). 

• If the parameter value is 120 ch, the slowdown limit switches (BSL1/TSL1) should activate 89 

inches before to the top and bottom landing (120 x 0.75 po = 89 po).  

 

Always make sure that slowdowns are initiated by the perforated tape or the governor encoder rather 

than by the slowdown limits. The deceleration should never be engaged by the NTSD processor in 

normal operation.  

If the slowdown counts number is changed, the slowdown limit will have to be moved. 
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4.9.2.2. Top and bottom landing switches provided by Automatisation JRT Inc  

 

 

 

TNL TNL 

TSLD1 

TSLD 

TSL 

TSL1 
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BSL1 

BSLD1 

BSL 

BSLD 

BNL 
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4.9.3. MACHINE ROOM SWITCHES AND PERIPHERALS 

• Connect the governor overspeed switch on the GOV and GOV1 safety terminals. 

• Connect the governor overspeed switch on the GOV1 and GOV2 safety terminals (refer to the drawings 

if required). 

• Connect the governor rope tension switch on the SFC and GSTS safety terminals. 

• Connect the motor’s emergency stop switch on the MES and TBS safety terminals, JVF-4x00 only. 

• Connect the motor access switch on the MAS and MES safety terminals, JVF-4x00 only. 

• Connect all the other switches and peripherals (refer to the drawings). 

 

4.9.4. COP SWITCHES AND PERIPHERALS  

• Connect the Firefighter stop switch on the FCS et SFC terminals. 

• Connect the In-car stop switch on the CSW and FCS terminals. 

• Connect the JRT-CAN-XX board on the CL2 and CH2 terminals. Use the conductor with a shielding 

for the CL2 and CH2 signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The JP1 jumper must be installed on the last JRT-CAN-XX board. 

For example, the main COP and auxiliary COP each has 2 board. The JP1 jumper must only be installed 

on the second board of the auxiliary COP (the last of the CAN-Bus line). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Connect all the other switches and peripherals (refer to the drawings). 
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5. INSPECTION MODE 

5.1. CONTROLLER INSPECTION 

• Install a jumper between the +A and INS terminals. 

• Ensure that the ACC relay is deactivated. 

• Put the Car and Hall door bypass switches of the JRT-INT-XX board in the 

Stop position. 

• Put the inspection switch of the JRT-INT-XX board in the Inspection 

position.  

• To move the car upwards, press on the Permit and Up buttons at the same time. 

• To move the car downwards, press on the Permit and Down button at the same 

time. 

 

 

5.2. TOP OF CAR INSPECTION OR WITH A REMOTE CONSOLE 

• Ensure that the INS terminal is not connected. 

• The indicator that corresponds to the MAIN-CPU processor’s INS input must be switched off.  

• To go up, place a jumper between the +A and PCH terminals. 

• To go down, place a jumper between the +A and PCB terminals.
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6. CONSTRUCTION MODE  

The Construction mode temporarily deactivates certain detections to facilitate the installation of the elevator. 

Once the elevator control is put in Automatic mode and a call has been placed, the Construction mode will 

be automatically deactivated and all the signals will be functional. 

To activate the Construction mode: 

• Activate the Inspection mode. 

• Go to the Construction parameter by pressing on Menu  Modes. 
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7. POSITIONING SYSTEM 

7.1. RESERVED 

7.2. PERFORATED TAPE 

7.2.1. TAPE INSTALLATION 

• Install the top mounting bracket and fix the tape firmly on the bracket. 

 

Leave enough space between the bracket and the car's top to avoid damaging it in the event that the 

cabin would exceed the top landing. 

• Place the roll of tape on the car top in a safe area. Move the car in Inspection up to the bottom floor 

while carefully unrolling the tape. 

• Install the bottom mounting bracket and fix the tape firmly on the bracket. 

 

 

Leave enough space between the bracket and the car's bottom to avoid damaging it in the event that 

the car would reach the buffer. 

• Install the tape broken switch on the tape support. Connect the tape break switch to the TBS and PSW 

of the safety terminals (refer to drawings if required). 
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•  Position the switch so that the cam does not activate it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• If the tape breaks, the spring tension will retract the cam which will activate the switch and open 

the safety circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Once the tape is attached, lower the bracket down by tightening the screws. Continue until the tape 

tension is adequate. 

• Install the signal interface box on the car top and the tape head sensor. 

• The tape head sensor must be placed so that the cable is connected to the bottom of the tape head sensor 

head. 

 

7.2.2. MAGNETS INSTALLATION 

To indicate the positions of the door zone and the levelling, a north 12 inch magnet must be installed at each 

floor on the tape. Also, north 3 inch magnets must be installed for the binary code.  

The binary code is used to correct the elevator’s position, so it is important that the magnets have the right 

position. 

Do not install magnets for the binary code at the bottom and top landing. The slowdown limit switch 

BSL and TSL will correct the position. 

For group or triplex, if the elevator does not go to the bottom floors, the binary code will have to start 

at the same level than the car calls. Example: Car calls to the elevator B start from the third floor, 3Z. 

The binary code starts at level 3, where only P1 and P2 are activated. 

It is strongly recommended not to stick the magnets immediately to the tape. If a mistake should happen 

in the positioning, it would still be easy to move the magnets on the tape. Wait until you have made 

successful tests before sticking definitely the magnets to the tape. 
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Procedure without IP1200-TP1 guide 

• Align the elevator floor and the hall floor. 

• Place the north 12 inches magnets on left side of the tape so that the DZO and DZO1 sensors are 

activated but not LU and LD, this means centered between LU and LD. The sensors can be moved 

inside the sensing head to facilitate the adjustment of the car positioning. For example, in order to 

achieve the best possible levelling adjustment, it is better and easier to move the LU and LD sensors 

than to cut off the magnet on the steel tape. 

• Place the north 3 inches magnets on right side of the tape so that the P1 to P5 sensors are activated. 

Center the magnets to sensors P1 to P5. Refer to the table below to know how many magnets is required 

for each floor. 

Procedure with IP1200-TP1 guide 

• Align the elevator floor and the hall floor. 

•  Position the row guide as shown in figure 1. 

Warning, if 2 proximity switches are mounted above the sensor head, the guide must be placed at the 

position shown by the picture not above the proximity bracket. 

 

• Move the car down and place the red magnet 

supplied as in figure 2. 

• Position the JRT template under the red magnet as 

in figure 3.  

• Install the DZO magnet in the reserved space of 

the JRT template. 

• Install the P1 to P5 magnets in the reserved space of the JRT template. Refer to the table below to know 

how many magnets is required for each floor. 

 

Place the guide at this position. 
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Binary magnet table 

 
Magnets required for binary 

code  
 

 

Binary 

code P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 Nbr. 
Length 

(inches) 

 
 

Level 

1      1 3 

2      1 3 

3      2 3  

4      1 3 

5      2 3 

6      2 3 

7      3 3 

8      1 3 

9      2 3 

10      2 3 

11      3 3 

12      2 3 

13      3 3 

14      3 3 

15      4 3 

16      1 3 

17      2 3 

18      2 3 

19      3 3 

20      2 3 

21      3 3 

22      3 3 

23      4 3 

24      2 3 

25      3 3 

26      3 3 

27      4 3 

28      3 3 

29      4 3 

30      4 3 

31      5 3 

 

 

7.2.2.1. Probleme with the binary code 

Elevator controllers memorizes which floors were corrected by the bar code reader. It keeps in its memory the 

last 10 levels that were modified. 

 

This tool can be very useful to locate at which floor a problem occurs. 

Example of a problem with a magnet at the 18Z: 

BCD value 

(Hexadecimal) 

Level at which the car stops to 

answer a call (Bz, 2z, 3z…) 

BCD value 

(Hexadecimal) 

Level confirmed by the bar code 

reader (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5) 

DM2960 18 Z DM2970 16 Z 

DM2961 20 Z DM2971 22 Z 

DM2962 18 Z DM2972 16 Z 

DM2963 15 Z DM2973 17 Z 

DM2964 18 Z DM2974 16 Z 

DM2965 13 Z DM2975 15Z 

P1 

P2 

P4 

P3 

P5 

Example: 2nd floor 

Slide 

3 “magnet 
Centered with  
P2 
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DM2966 0 DM2976 0 

DM2967 0 DM2977 0 

DM2968 0 DM2978 0 

DM2969 0 DM2979 0 

In that example, each time the elevator stops at the 18Z, the bar code reader corrects the position 

to 16Z. When the elevator will travel to another floor, the bar code reader will readjust the position 

by two floors. 

If you look closely at the binary code (P1…P5) of the 18Z and of the 16Z (see previous page), you 

will see that the P2 sensor at the 18Z is missing. 

Move the elevator in inspection mode to the 18Z and correct the error with the sensor or the 

misplaced magnet.  

Once the error is corrected, write 1 in the DM2940 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”) register to clear 

the error buffer. 
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7.3. STANDARD TAPE WITH ENCODER ON THE GOVERNOR 

7.3.1. TAPE INSTALLATION 

Refer to section 7.2.1 Tape installation. 

 

7.3.2. MAGNETS INSTALLATION 

Refer to section 7.2.2 Magnets installation. 

 

7.3.3. ENCODER ON THE GOVERNOR INSTALLATION 

• Turn off the power and install the encoder on the shaft located in the center of the encoder. 

• Once this is done, use the same pipeline as the governor’s dry contact to pass the encoder wire provided 

with the controller. 

• Connect the wires between terminals HT1, HT2, +24V and COM (refer to drawings). 

 

7.4. INDEPENDENT POSITIONING SYSTEM 

The second independent position feedback can be from one of those systems and it’s connected to HT1B et 

HT2B terminals (refer to drawing if required): 

 

•  The perforated tape reader. 

 

• Two proximity sensors installed above the 

perforated tape sensor head.  

 

 

 

 

• Two encoders mounted back to back on the 

governor shaft or an encoder with dual 

independent channels. 
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Contract speed elevators 200 FPM 

To verify the good operation of that second feedback, verify the speed calculated by the NTSD-CPU processor 

which is displayed in the Monitoring menu of the AL•Fred. 

 

Contract speed elevators greater than 200 FPM 

To verify the good operation of that second feedback, verify the speed calculated by the ETSD-CPU processor 

which is displayed in the Monitoring menu of the AL•Fred. 

 

 For all types of independent position feddbacks, if the position counter increases when the elevator is going 

down, you must swap HT1B and HT2B signals. 
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8. START-UP  

Before to run in Automatic mode, you must do a Hoistway learning.  

 

8.1. RESERVED 

 

8.2. HOISTWAY LEARNING 

The learning allows users to save the position of each floor. 

To do the Hoistway learning, press Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Positioning system  Hoistway. 

For more detail, refer to section 3.9.1.1.3.1 Hoistway learning. 

Once the learning is activated, return to the Monitoring menu. Each time a floor is recorded, the position 

indicator will show the next floor. At the end of the learning, the position indicator must show the name of the 

top floor. 

If the elevator stops at the top floor and the Hoistway learning mode status is still displayed, this means that 

one or more floors have not been recorded. Verify the bottom (BNL) and top (TNL) normal limit switches and 

redo the learning.  

Move the elevator in Inspection mode. The position indicator should change according to the position of the 

elevator. 

If the position indicator does not seem to operate correctly, verify that the Slowdown distance in number of 

counts for a one floor run and Slowdown distance in number of counts for a two-or-more floor run 

parameters are well configured and redo the learning. Refer to section 0 Deceleration distance for more 

details. 

If the position indicator works, the elevator is ready to run in Automatic mode. 

 

8.2.1. POSITIONS TABLE 

After the hoistway learning, it is possible to visualize the position of the floors. 

To visualize the positions, press Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Positioning system  Hoistways. 

For more details, refer to the 3.9.1.1.3.2 Positions table section. 
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8.2.2. DECELERATION DISTANCE 

 

The recommended distance for a normal slowdown to the floor is 6 inches per 25 fpm. 

Example: 

 

200 fpm X 6 in = 48 in 

 25 fpm 

 

Tape or the encoder have 16 counts / ft = 1 count / 0.75 in 

 

Therefore: 48 in = 64 ch (count of hole) 

   0.75 

Slowdown distance table :  

• 100 fpm = 609.50 mm = 24 in = 32 ch (counts of hole) 

• 150 fpm = 914.11 mm = 36 in = 48 ch (counts of hole) 

• 200 fpm = 1218.82 mm = 48 in = 64 ch (counts of hole) 

• 250 fpm = 1523.52 mm = 60 in = 80 ch (counts of hole) 

• 300 fpm = 1828.22 mm = 72 in = 96 ch (counts of hole) 

• 350 fpm = 2132.93 mm = 84 in = 112 ch (counts of hole) 

• 400 fpm = 2437.63 mm = 96 in = 128 ch (counts of hole) 

 

250 fpm and less : 

Adjust the Slowdown distance in number of counts for a one floor run parameter by pressing on Menu  

Parameters  Elevator  Options  Positioning system. 

The parameter can be changed at any time when the elevator is stopped. 

If the parameter value is changed, the slowdown limit switches will have to be moved. 

 

250 fpm and above : 

Adjust the Slowdown distance in number of counts for a one floor run and Slowdown distance in number 

of counts for a two-or-more floor run parameter by pressing on Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options 

 Positioning system. 

The parameter can be changed at any time when the elevator is stopped. 

If the parameter value is changed, the slowdown limit switches will have to be moved. 
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8.2.3. HIGH SPEED COUNTER VERIFICATION 

Every time the elevator is stopped at a floor, the recorded floor position is moved in the high-speed counter. 

 

Count loss 

 

When the elevator stops at the floor, observe the value that will be shown in the Monitoring menu after 2 

seconds. 

 

If the value changes for more than 2 ch (counts of hole) or 1.5 inches or 38.10 mm, it may indicate a count loss 

or that the recorded floor position is incorrect. 

 

Redo a Hoistway learning and if the problem is still present: 

 

• Verify HT1 and HT2 shield.  

• Cleaning the tape and the reader can solve the count loss problem. 

• Day light or high power lights generate infrared rays that can affect the perforated tape high-speed 

counter. 

 

8.3. DRIVE 

Make an optimal calibration of the drive and make the final adjustments of the speeds and 

acceleration/decelerations. 

• For the M701 drive, refer to the 10.2.9 Adjustment section. 

• For the F5 drive, refer to the 10.3.9 Adjustment section. 

• For the DSD412 drive, refer to the 10.4.9 Adjustment section. 

 

8.4. EMERGENCY TERMINAL STOPPING DEVICE (ETSD) 

Make adjustments of the Emergency Terminal Stopping Device, refer to the 9.4.1 Adjustment section. 
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8.5. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE CONTROLS 

Refer to the drawings for more details. 

8.5.1. GROUPE WITHOUT INDEPENDENT DISPATCHERS (DUPLEX) 

The two controls are equipped with their own processor and when they are connected together with the 

Ethernet port, it automatically changes to Duplex mode. At this moment, they separate the hall calls. If they 

are not connected together through the communication ports, they are two separated Simplex controls. 

Therefore, during the construction, it is not necessary to connect them together. 

The continuous group service is ensured with this type of control. When one of the two controls loses power 

or if it is put out of order, the other control automatically takes all the calls without erasing them. 

Connection between the two controls 

• The common power supply of the following groups: +G, +GR, COM;  

• All the hall calls: BU, 2U, 3U ... 2D, 3D … etc;  

• Phase I Emergency recall operation: RFP, TSTP, TSTD, FS, ALT, FRM, FRA, INCG; 

• Emergency power: GEN1, GEN2, LAU, UG1, UG2; 

• A white RJ45 cable is provided to connect the two controls through the Ethernet port. 

 

8.5.2. GROUP WITH INDEPENDENT DISPATCHER 

For the dispatcher, a power supply separated at 120VAC is required. 

All the elevator controls have their own processor and when they are connected in a network they are 

automatically in Group mode. When this occurs, the dispatcher distributes the hall calls according to a 

sophisticated algorithm at each of the controls. 

Connection between the controls  

• The power supply common to the group: +G, +GR, COM; 

• Phase I Emergency recall operation: RFP, TSTP, TSTD, FS, ALT, FRM, FRA, INCG; 

• Emergency power: GEN1, GEN2; 

• The presence signals between the controllers: OK1, OK2, OK3, etc.; 

• The white RJ45 cables are provided to connect the controls through the Ethernet port. 

Connection to the dispatcher 

• All of the hall calls: BU, 2U, 3U, etc., et 3D, 3D, etc.; 
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• Phase I Emergency recall operation: RFP, TSTP, TSTD, FS, ALT, FRM, FRA, INCG; 

• Emergency power: GEN1, GEN2, UG1, UG2, UG3, etc.; 

• A white RJ45 cable is provided to connect the last elevator control with the dispatcher with the Ethernet 

cable. 
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9. ADJUSTMENTS 

9.1. SLOWDOWN LIMIT SWITCHES 

The MAIN-CPU processor verifies continuously the normal slowdown limits position at bottom and top 

landing. 

 

Slowdown limits Corresponding register 

(BCD value “Hexadecimal”) 

BSL DM0360 

TSL DM0364 

BSL1 DM0362 

TSL1 DM0366 

 

The value in those corresponding registers is the difference between the elevator deceleration point and the 

physical position where the switch opens upon arriving at a terminal landing.  

 

If the value of the corresponding register = 3, that means the limits opens 3 ch (counts of hole) after the elevator 

deceleration point. 

 

If the value of the corresponding register = 0, that means that the slowdown limit opens before or at the elevator 

deceleration point. Make sure that the elevator decelerates with the deceleration point instead with the 

slowdown limit switches. The elevator that activates the slowdown limit switch before the deceleration point 

will remain in leveling speed longer at that floor than all others. 

 

A value between 1 and 3 is a good slowdown limit adjustment. If the difference is too high, that indicates that 

the slowdown limit switch is too close to the terminal landing.  

 

The value contains in register DM0359 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”) is the error detection level that will 

generate a warning.  The error detection level can be changed and between 4 and 48 ch (counts of hole).  

 

Warning Description Corresponding DM 

(BCD value “Hexadecimal”) 

HR83.14 Bad adjustment LRB DM360 

HR83.15 Bad adjustment LRH DM364 

HR84.00 Bad adjustment LRB1 DM362 

HR84.05 Bad adjustment LRH1 DM366 

 

Example with BSL :  

1 ch (counts of hole) = 0.75 inch 

Go to Registers access and verify the register DM0360 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

DM0360 = 10 ch (counts of hole) (difference between the deceleration point and the switch) 

10 ch (counts of hole) * 0.75 = 7.5 inches 

The bottom slowdown limit BSL needs to be move up about 7 inches. 
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9.1.1. 250 FPM  

 

The elevators at 250 fpm operate with two speed (one floor run and the contract speed), but only use one 

slowdown limit switch at the bottom and top landing. 

 

Install the slowdown limit switch (BSL and TSL) for the contract speed. 

 

For the one floor run, if necessary, adjust the register DM0198 and DM1398 of the MAIN-CPU processor. 

These registers are used to delay the activation of the slowdown limit switch.  

 

The value of the register DM1398 of the MAIN-CPU processor is transferred to the NTSD-CPU processor. 

  

Example for the MAIN-CPU processor :  

We want to delay the activation of the slowdown limit switch by 2 seconds. 

Go to Registers access and monitor the value of the register DM0198 of the MAIN-CPU processor 

(BCD value “Hexadecimal”) and enter 20 (unit is in 0.1 sec.). 

 

Example for the NTSD-CPU processor :  

We want to delay the activation of the slowdown limit switch by 1.5 seconds. 

Go to Registers access and monitor the value of the register DM1398 of the MAIN-CPU processor 

(BCD value “Hexadecimal”) and enter 15 (unit is in 0.1 sec.). This value will be transferred to the 

NTSD-CPU processor. 

 

9.2. UNINTENDED CAR MOVEMENT PROTECTION (UCM) 

The elevator control has a protection to detect an Unintended Car Movement protection (UCM) if the hall door 

is not locked and if the car door is open. 

Attention, the Unintended Car Movement protection fault can be generated if the tape selector is removed or 

not supplied when it is in the door zone (DZO and DZO1) and in the leveling (LU or LD). 

It is possible to adjust the distance before detecting an Unintended Car Movement. Go to the Distance to detect 

sliding in the brake parameter by pressing the Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Positioning 

system. 

 

9.3. NORMAL TERMINAL STOPPING DEVICE (NTSD) 

9.3.1. 0-200 FPM 

 

The NTSD-CPU processor allows : 

• Slowdown the elevator at terminal landings in case of failure of the normal stopping means. The NTSD-

CPU processor monitor the slowdown limit switches BSL and TSL. As soon as one of those switches 

open at a terminal landing, the slowdown command will be forced to the drive by the NTSD relay. 
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• Detect an unintended car movement of the elevator. As soon as the NTSD-CPU processor detects an 

unintended car movement, the emergency brake will apply. REDE relay will be deactivated. 

• Detect if the elevator speed exceeds 150 fpm in inspection. As soon the elevator speed exceeds 150 

fpm, the emergency brake will apply. REDE relay will be deactivated. 

Calculated speed verification: 

• Place a car call far enough to be able to reach the contact speed. The Monitoring menu display the 

calculated speed of the NTSD-CPU processor. 

• If the displayed speed is different of the contract speed, verify the register DM1391 of the MAIN-CPU 

processor and modify if necessary. 

DM1391 = Speed correction factor (adjustable between 10% and 150%) (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”).  

(This register is transferred by communication to the NTSD-CPU processor) 

 

9.3.2. 201 FPM AND ABOVE 

 

The NTSD-CPU processor allows : 

• Slowdown the elevator at terminal landings in case of failure of the normal stopping means. The NTSD-

CPU processor monitor the slowdown limit switches BSL, TSL, BSL1 and TSL1. As soon one of 

those switches open at a terminal landing, the slowdown command will be forced to the drive by the 

NTSD relay. 

9.4. EMERGENCY TERMINAL STOPPING DEVICE (ETSD) 

The ETSD-CPU processor allows : 

• To make an emergency stop at terminal landings in case of failure of the normal stopping means. The 

ETSD-CPU processor monitor the speed limiting device BSLD and TSLD. As soon as one of those 

switches open at a terminal landing with the actual speed higher than a threshold value, REDE relay 

will open the safety circuit 

• Detect an unintended car movement of the elevator. As soon as the NTSD-CPU processor detects an 

unintended car movement, the emergency brake will apply. REDE relay will be deactivated. 

• Detect if the elevator speed exceeds 150 fpm in inspection. As soon the elevator speed exceeds 150 

fpm, the emergency brake will apply. REDE relay will be deactivated. 

 

9.4.1. ADJUSTMENT 

• Remove the jumpers of the BSLD and TSLD terminals. Make sure the BSLD and TSLD switches are 

properly positioned and operational. 

If those switches are Schmersal magnetic with memory, you must move the elevator at least one time 

bottom to top floor in Inspection mode. 
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• Activate the Maintenance mode. When the elevator is in the middle of the hoistway, the ETSD-CPU 

processor inputs BSLD and TSLD must activated. 

Calculated speed verification: 

• Place a car call far enough to be able to reach the contact speed. The Monitoring menu display the 

calculated speed of the ETSD-CPU processor. 

• If the displayed speed is different of the contract speed, verify the register DM1391 of the MAIN-CPU 

processor and modify if necessary. 

DM1391 = Speed correction factor (adjustable between 10% and 150%) (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”).  

(This register is transferred by communication to the ETSD-CPU processor) 

 

The speed limiting device BSLD and TSLD are placed to be activated at 24 inches from top or bottom landing.  

In Automatic mode, the ETSD-CPU processor verify if the actual elevator speed gets higher than the defined 

threshold when BSLD and TSLD are reached.  It can be possible to see the elevator speed at this moment. 

 

DM1395: threshold for the BSLD switch (Default 200 fpm) (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

DM1396: threshold for the TSLD switch (Default 200 fpm) (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

 

DM1370 : Speed in fpm when a the fault is detected for the BSLD switch (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

DM1374 : Speed in fpm when a the fault is detected for the TSLD switch (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

 

Also, in Automatic mode, it is possible de visualize the speed reached for each switch in the following 

registers:  

 

DM1380 : Speed in fpm when the BSLD switch is reached (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

DM1384 : Speed in fpm when the TSLD switch is reached (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

 

Write 1 in the DM1390 register to reset the registers. 

(Those registers are transferred by communication to the ETSD-CPU processor) 

 

9.5. RESERVED 

 

9.6. RESERVED 

 

9.7. RESERVED  

 

9.8. HOISTWAY ACCESS ADJUSTMENT 

The controller allows limiting the movement to the access at the top and bottom landings. This allows avoiding 

the installation of mechanical limits switches.  
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To do the adjustment on the distance allows for the hoistway access, press on Menu  Parameters  Elevator 

 Options  Positioning system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    Access 

Floor TZ   

   Length of the access zone to the top access 

     

 
 

  Length of the access zone to the bottom 

access 

Floor BZ   

   Access 
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9.9. BRAKE  

9.9.1. MODULE PB400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The BH potentiometer indicates the peak voltage. 

The BL potentiometer indicates the holding voltage. 

The TM potentiometer indicates the peak delay.  

Adjustment 

• TM potentiometer, start with 1.5 seconds and adjust as needed. 

• BL and BH potentiometer, move the elevator in Inspection mode and measure the peak and holding 

voltages between the NB and CNB terminals. Adjust as needed. 
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9.9.2. RESISTANCE 

 

Adjustment 

• The duration of the peak voltage can be adjusted by the Delay before voltage reduction after brake 

opening parameter by pressing on Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Brake. Start with 1.5 

seconds and adjust as needed. 

• Move the elevator in Inspection mode, and measure the peak and holding voltages between the CNB 

and NB (Normal brake), and CEB and EB (Emergency brake) terminals. Adjust as needed. 

• The holding voltage can be adjusted with the help of the HR1 (Normal brake) and HR2 (Emergency 

brake). Adjust as needed. 
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9.9.3. JRT-BRK 

 

The PEAK AMP potentiometer indicates the current required for the opening of the brake. 

Example 

 

 

 

The HOLD AMP potentiometer indicates the current required to hold the brake. 

Example 

 

 

 

The PEAK TIME (sec) potentiometer indicates the peak delay. Start with 1.5 seconds, adjust as needed. 

Adjustment 

• Adjust the three potentiometers with the values calculated above. 

• Move the elevator in Inspection mode and measure the peak and holding voltages between the NB and 

CNB terminals. Adjust as needed. 

 

 

 

Peak AMP   = Peak voltage  = 220 volts = 2 amperes 

 Brake resistance  110 ohms   

Hold AMP   = Hold voltage = 160 volts = 1.45 amperes 

 Brake resistance   110 ohms   
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Troubleshooting 

 

Problem Description Verification 

The D1 and D2 LEDs 

blink rapidly at the 

same time 

Indicates that the L1 and L2 power supply is 

absent. 

 

This situation is normal when the elevator is 

stopped because the voltage is removed from 

the power section. If the 2 LEDs continue to 

blink when the M and UDC contactors are 

activated, there is a problem.  

Remove power from the controller. 

 

Verify the 2 FH1 and FH2 fuses of the 

JRT-BRK module. 

 

Turn the power back on. 

 

Move the elevator in Inspection mode 

and measure the voltage between the L1 

and L2 terminals of the JRT-BRK 

module. If you measure 120 or 240 volts 

and the fuses are in good condition, 

replace the module. 

The D2 LED blinks 

quickly after the PEAK 

TIME potentiometer 

delay.  

Indicate that the output current cannot reach 

the required value asked by the HOLD AMP 

potentiometer. 

Verify that the adjustment of the HOLD 

AMP potentiometer is not too high. 

 

Verify the input voltage. It must be 

around 120V or 240V depending on the 

brake voltage. 

The BRO output signal 

is activated during the 

peak delay and is 

deactivated during the 

hold period. 

Indicates that that there is no current on the 

brake coil. 

Verify the brake connection. 

 

Verify the resistance of the brake coil.  

 

Verify the supply of the JRT-BRK 

module (L1 and L2). 
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10. DRIVE 

10.1. RESERVED 

10.2. CONTROL TECHNIQUES M701 

This chapter is a summary of how to use the M701 drive. For more details, refer to the supplier’s drive user 

guide. 

10.2.1. KEYBOARD 

 

1. Exit button – Used to exit the editing mode. 

2. Reverse button – Not used. 

3. Forward button – Not used. 

4. Navigation button – Used to navigate in the menus 

and modify the value of a parameter. 

5. Reset button – Used to reset the drive. 

6. Enter/Mode – Used to edit a parameter. 

 

10.2.2. DISPLAY MODE 

 

1. Parameter mode. 

2. Status mode. If the drive is ready, it will display Inhibit, Ready or Run. 

3. Trip mode. 

4. Alarm mode. 
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10.2.3. MODIFYING A PARAMETER 

To modify a parameter in the drive: 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – left and right arrows – to find the desired menu (for example 0.yyy). 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down arrows – to find the parameter to modify (for example: 

0.045) and press on the Enter/Mode (6) to move to the Editing mode. The parameter value will blink.  

• When the parameter to be modified has several choices, use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down 

arrows – to select the choice (for example: SC.EnDat). If the parameter is a numerical value, use the 

Navigation (4) buttons – left and right arrows – to position the cursor on the number to be modified 

(for example: 0070) and use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down arrows to change the value of 

the number.  

• When the parameter contains the desired value, press on the Enter/Mode (6) button to accept the 

modification and leave the Editing mode, or press on the Exit (1) button to leave the Editing mode 

without accepting the modification. 

 

10.2.4. SAVING PARAMETERS 

To save the parameters in the drive: 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – left and right arrows to find the 0.yyy menu. 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down arrows – to find the 0.000 parameter and press the 

Enter/Mode (6) button to move to the Editing mode. The value of the parameter will blink.  

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down arrows – in order to select Save Parameters. 

• Press on the Enter/Mode (6) button to accept the modification and leave the Editing mode. 

• Press on the red Reset (5) button.  

• The display will display No action. 

• The parameters are saved. 
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10.2.5. DIAGNOSTIC 

The drive has a red indicator light, as illustrated in the image below, to indicate if the drive is in error or not. 

When the drive is in error, the keyboard will indicate the error code. 

1. Solid indicator light = The drive is not in error. 

2. Blinking indicator light = The drive has an error. 

 

10.2.5.1. Error history 

The Trip 0 (10.020) to Trip 9 (10.029) parameter contains the last 10 errors that were produced. Trip 0 

(10.020) is the most recent and Trip 9 (10.029) is the oldest. When an error occurs, it is written in Trip 0 

(10.020) and all the others shift towards the bottom, and the error that was in Trip 9 (10.029) is replaced by 

the one that was in Trip 8 (10.028). 

10.2.5.2. Erase the error history 

Press on the (red) Reset button for 2-3 seconds. 

10.2.5.3. Reset the drive 

Press on the (red) Reset button. 

 

Trip 1  
 

Encoder 2 
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10.2.6. SMARTCARD 

This card allows you to copy the data from one drive to another in the case of a duplex or a group. This allows 

for time savings and prevents forgetting one or many parameters. Therefore, once the first elevator is adjusted, 

the card allows transferring all of the modified parameters in the other drives. However, it is necessary to redo 

all the automatic calibration of the motor (Autotune) because certain parameters can be different. 

If the motor’s automatic calibration (Autotune) was done on a non-adjusted elevator and you want to 

transfer an adjusted elevator’s parameters from the smartcard before doing the parameter transfer, take 

note of the 5.017, 5.024, 0.052 et 0.053. Once the transfer is completed, put back the original values of the 

4 parameters. 

 

10.2.6.1. Procedure  

• Take the Smartcard that is in the envelope inside the controller. 

• Remove the drive’s keyboard. 

• Insert the smartcard in the drive, as illustrated. 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – left and right arrows – to find the 0.yyy menu. 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down buttons – to find the 0.001 

parameter and press on the Enter/Mode (6) button to switch to the Editing 

mode.  

• To transfer the parameters from the drive to the smartcard: 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down arrows to select Program.  

• To transfer the smartcard to the drive: 

• Use the Navigation (4) buttons – up and down arrows in order to select Read. 

• Press on the Enter/Mode (6) button to accept the modification and leave the Editing mode. 

• Press on the red Reset (5) button. 

• The display will display No action. 

• The parameters are saved. 

Once the transfer/saving is completed, remove the Smartcard and put it into the envelope located inside the 

controller. 
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10.2.7. PARAMETERS 

These parameters were programmed at Automatisation JRT. However, we strongly recommend verifying these 

parameters in the field.  

For more details on the parameters and the menu navigation, refer to the supplier’s user guide. 

 

10.2.7.1. Reserved 

10.2.7.2. Motor 

The following parameters are obtained from the motor’s nameplate. 

• Number of Motor Poles (0.047) 

This parameter corresponds to the number of poles on the motor. 

Number of poles = 120 degrees × frequency Hz  

Motor rpm  

• Motor Rated Speed (0.048) 

JVF-2x00 only 

This parameter corresponds to the motor speed in rpm. 

The speed corresponds to the motor’s synchronous speed minus the motor slip. Write 1150 rpm 

for a motor slip of 50 rpm for a 1200 rpm motor. 

JVF-4x00 only 

This parameter corresponds to the motor speed in rpm. 

• Motor Rated Voltage (0.049) 

This parameter corresponds to the motor voltage. 

• Motor Rated Current (0.050) 

This parameter corresponds to the motor current written on the nameplate or on the datasheet 

provided by the motor’s supplier. 

• Motor maximum speed (0.019) 

Motor maximum speed. (Example: 1200 rpm for JVF-2x00 or 105 rpm for JVF-4x00). 

Begin with the value 0.048 or 0.048 +10% (Example 95 rpm * 1.10 = 105 rpm) 
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10.2.7.3. Encoder 

• Encoder Type (0.060) 

This parameter corresponds to the encoder type used (refer to the drawings). 

JVF-2x00, the encoder type is AB.  

JVF-4x00, the encoder type is SC.ENDAT.  

• Encoder Voltage Select (0.061) 

This parameter corresponds to the encoder’s power supply voltage.  

Write 5V as default value. 

• Encoder Pulses per Revolution (0.062) 

This parameter corresponds to the number of pulses per encoder revolution.  

Refer to the encoder’s nameplate, in general 1024 or 2048. 

 

10.2.8. AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION OF THE MOTOR (AUTOTUNE) 

It is important to have verified the motor and encoder parameters before starting the calibration sequence. Refer 

to the 10.2.7 Parameters section of this chapter if you haven’t already. 

In case of emergency, always be ready to turn off the main power supply switch during the drive’s first trials. 

JVF-2x00, do a stationary calibration.  

JVF-4x00, it is preferable to do a rotating calibration, but it is also possible to do a stationary calibration. 

 

10.2.8.1. Stationary 

This calibration allows to calculate the resistance, the motor inductance as well as the motor’s current 

gains. 

• With AL•Fred, go to Registers access and note the value of the register DM0049 et enter the new value 

0500 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

• Change the 0.045 parameter to Stationary. 

• Move the elevator in Inspection mode until the 0.045 parameter indicates None. 

• Save the parameters in the drive and put set the register DM0049 to its original value.  
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10.2.8.2. Rotating  

This calibration allows to calculate the the dephasing angle, resistance, the motor inductance as well as the 

motor’s current gains. 

• The motor must absolutely be freewheeling or with a balanced load to perform this calibration. 

If the motor is not in free wheel, distribute 50% of the maximum load in the car. Place the 

elevator in the middle of the hoistway. Cut the power and open the brake manually. Carry out 

the balanced load test by turning the motor shaft manually. Adjust the counterweight if 

necessary. When the elevator is balanced correctly, it is possible to proceed to the Autotune. 

• Change the 0.045 parameter to Rotating. 

• The brake must open correctly to allow the progress of the calibration sequence. 

• Move the elevator in Inspection mode until the 0.045 parameter indicates None. 

• Save the parameters in the drive. 

 

10.2.8.3. Verification  

• Rotation test 

If the elevator goes down when a up command is activated, reverse the values of the 0.051 and 

0.067 parameters. If they are on ON, write OFF and vice versa. Restart the calibration sequence. 

• Verifying the motor current  

JVF-2x00 only 

Look at the drive’s 0.012 parameter and given an up or down command. The current displayed 

during a constant speed displacement must be a little lower than the motor’s nominal current. If the 

current is elevated, verify the mechanical restrictions or change the value of the 0.067 parameter 

to reverse the feedback direction of the motor encoder. Restart the calibration sequence. 

• Encoder verification 

JVF-4x00 only 

Run the motor, take note of the 0.063 parameter value, cut the control’s power supply and wait for 

the drive to turn off. Put the power supply back on and look at the 0.063 parameter. If the value is 

the same, continue the installation. If the value is different, cross the ECA and ECB terminal wire 

and ECA/ with ECB/. Then cross the motor phase. Restart the calibration sequence. 
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• Encoder position 

 JVF-4x00 only 

It is important to mark the encoder position in relation to the motor. This will allow for an easier 

and faster encoder replacement. 

Make a recognizable mark between the mobile part and a fixed part of the motor. For example, the 

brake pad and the disk. When the mark is made, take a note of the 0.063 parameter and write the 

value in a place that can be easily found if the encoder has to be replaced. 

 

10.2.8.4. Common error  

• Trip Autotune Stopped  

The automatic calibration was stopped before it was completed. Verify the jumper between the +A 

and PCH or PCB terminals. Verify if the controller is in trouble with the help of the AL•Fred 

Faults menu. Resolve the errors as needed. 

• Trip Encoder 2.xx 

Verify the encoder’s power supply and connection. The drive does not detect the encoder. 

• Trip Encoder 7.x 

It is not possible to do the calibration as long as this error is not resolved. If the communication 

between the encoder and the drive is impossible, verify the encoder’s power supply and connection. 

Verify if the encoder type is SC.ENDAT in the 0.060 parameter. If the distance between the 

encoder and the control is more than 46 meters (150 ft), there can be a voltage loss in the encoder 

cable.  

• Autotune 1  

The motor or the encoder is not running, or the drive does not receive pulses. Verify the brake 

opening. Verify the encoder connection. 

• Autotune 2  

The motor does not turn in the same direction as the encoder. Reverse the 2 phases of the motor on 

the contactor.  

• Phasing Error 

Verify the encoder connection. Ensure that the encoder rotor is well attached and that it is not 

turning in relation to the motor rotor.   
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10.2.8.5. Troubleshooting 

• Encoder replacement  

JVF-4x00 only 

If the position marking was done as mentioned in the 10.2.8.3 section, follow the steps below: 

• Move the motor manually in order to position the marks one over on the other between the 

mobile and fixed parts. 

• Install the new encoder on the motor shaft and visualize the 0.063 parameter. Turn the encoder 

shaft until the displayed value corresponds to the one written during the installation. Tighten the 

encoder rotor on the motor shaft. Try some run in Inspection mode to validate that it is working 

well. 

If it is impossible to find the marking or that the parameter value of the 0.063 was not conserved, 

you will need to do an automatic calibration of the motor (Autotune). Redo the Stationary 

calibration according to 10.2.8.1 section, or else you will need to do the Rotary calibration 

according to 10.2.8.2 section. 
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10.2.9. ADJUSTMENT 

Save the parameters in the drive after the adjustments. 

10.2.9.1. Speed gain 

These parameters will be programmed by Automatisation JRT inc. However, they can be adjusted to obtain 

the optimal elevator operation. 

 

Parameter Default value 

JVF-2x00 

Default value 

JVF-4x00 

Explanation 

0.007 

Proportional 

0.2000 (sec/rad)  

 

Between 0.1000 and 

0.6000 by increments of 

0.05 

0.2000 (sec/rad)  

 

Between 0.1000 and 

0.6000 by increments of 

0.05 

If the value is too low, the speed will not be 

stable. If it is too high, the vibrations will 

be felt in the motor and it will be louder. 

0.008 

Integral 

4.000 (sec2/rad) 

 

Between 1 and 8 by 

increments of 0.5 or 1 

1.000 (sec2/rad) 

 

Between 0.1 and 8 by 

increments of 0.5 or 1 

If the value is too low, there will be a 

significant error on the speed during the 

speed changes. For example, at the end of 

the deceleration. 

 

In addition, the elevator will have an 

important rollback It can be increased 

around 5 to reduce this effect. If it is too 

high, the vibrations will be felt in the motor 

and its noise will be louder. 

0.009 

Differential 

0.0500   

 

Between 0.00 and 0.25 

by increments of 0.02 

0.0500   

 

Between 0.00 and 0.25 

by increments of 0.02 

Deletes the overshoots and the 

undershoots. If the value is too high, 

significant vibrations will be felt in the 

motor and its noise will be louder. It is 

rarely necessary to change it. 

 

10.2.9.2. Current gain  

0.052 Proportional gain and 0.053 Integral gain.  

These gains are calculated during the automatic calibration of the motor (Autotune). However, they can be 

lowered up to 200 for the two gains as needed (decrease by increment of 300). Gains that are too high lead to 

excessive motor vibration and noise. 
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10.2.9.3. Operation speed 

These parameters will be programmed by Automatisation JRT inc. However, they can be adjusted to obtain 

the optimal elevator operation. 

Compare the wanted speed with the parameter FREQUENCY/SPEED REFERENCE SELECTED 0.011 

and the actual motor speed, parameter SPEED FEEDBACK 0.010. The speeds are in RPM. 

Modify the wanted speeds according to the following table: 

Parameter Description Value and explication PLC output 

0.020 Preset ref 1: Zero electric 0 rpm No output 

0.021 Preset ref 2: Leveling speed Example: Motor 1175 rpm 

Contract speed= 350 fpm 

Wanted leveling speed= 7 fpm 
7𝑓𝑝𝑚  × 1175 𝑅𝑃𝑀

350𝑓𝑝𝑚
= 23.5 𝑟𝑝𝑚 

PS1 = Activated 

0.022 Preset ref 3: Controller inspection  Example: Motor 1175 rpm 

Contract speed = 150 fpm 

Wanted inspection speed= 50 fpm 
50𝑓𝑝𝑚  × 1175 𝑅𝑃𝑀

150𝑓𝑝𝑚
= 392 𝑟𝑝𝑚 

PS2 = Activated 

0.023 Preset ref 4: Car top inspection Example: Motor 1175 rpm  

Contract speed = 200 fpm 

Wanted inspection speed= 75 fpm 
75𝑓𝑝𝑚  × 1175 𝑅𝑃𝑀

200𝑓𝑝𝑚
= 440 𝑟𝑝𝑚 

PS1 et PS2 = Activated 

0.024 Preset ref 5:  Free  

0.025 Preset ref 6: 1 floor  

If elevator of 250 fpm and more 

Example: Motor 1175 rpm 

Contract speed = 350 fpm 

Wanted 1 floor speed=200 fpm 
200𝑓𝑝𝑚  × 1175 𝑅𝑃𝑀

350𝑓𝑝𝑚
= 671 𝑟𝑝𝑚 

PS1 et PS4 = Activated 

0.026 Preset ref 7: Contract 

 

Example: Motor 1175 rpm;  

1175 rpm and if needed adjust with the tachometer 

PS2 et PS4 = Activated 

 

10.2.9.4. Rounding up factors (S-Curves) 

The rounding up factor allows obtaining a comfortable transition between 2 speeds. Adjust as followed : 

Paramètre Description Valeur et explication  

JVF-2x00 

Valeur et explication 

JVF-4x00 

0.028 S ramp acceleration limit 0.7 s²/1000 rpm: generally between 0.25 

and 1.5 per step of 0.25 or 0.5 according to 

the wanted comfort. The higher the value is, 

the more the roundup is accentuated. The 

softer the acceleration and deceleration the 

more important the acceleration and 

deceleration distance will be. 

2 s²/1000 rpm: generally between 1 and 4 per 

step of 0.25 or 0.5 according to the wanted 

comfort. The higher the value is, the more the 

roundup is accentuated. The softer the 

acceleration and deceleration the more 

important the acceleration and deceleration 

distance will be. 
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10.2.9.5. Accelerations and decelerations 

 

Every speed must be programmed correctly before making any adjustments to the accelerations and 

decelerations. 

 

The units for the accel/decel parameters are in sec/1000rpm.  

 

Adjust the accelerations and decelerations as followed:  

 

Parameter Description Value and explication 

0.034 Acceleration rate 1: For 1 floor speed or contract speed if 

elevator of 250 FPM and less 

Example: Motor 1175 RPM;  

Speed to reach= 200 FPM 

Wanted Acc/Dec = 0-200 FPM in 1.8s 

RPMs
RPM

RPMs
1000/53.1

1175

10008.1
=


 

0.035 Deceleration rate 1: For 1 floor speed or contract speed if 

elevator of 250 FPM and less 

See example with parameter 0.03 

0.036 Acceleration rate 2: Inspection  

 

Example: Motor 1175 RPM;  

Inspection speed= 50 FPM 

Wanted Acc/Dec = 0-50 FPM in 4s 

RPMs
RPM

RPMs
1000/40.3

73

10004
=


 

0.037  Deceleration rate 2: Inspection  

 

Example: Motor 1175 RPM;  

Inspection speed= 50 FPM 

Wanted Acc/Dec = 50-0 FPM in 0.5s 

RPMs
RPM

RPMs
1000/43.0

1175

10005.0
=


 

0.038 Acceleration rate 3: For contract speed for elevator of 

300 FPM and more. 

 

Example: Motor 1175 RPM;  

Speed to reach= 350 FPM 

Wanted Acc/Dec = 0-350 FPM in 2.5s 

RPMs
RPM

RPMs
1000/04.2

1175

10005.2
=


 

0.039 Deceleration rate 3: For contract speed for elevator of 

300 FPM and more. 

See example with parameter 0.18 
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10.2.9.6. Slip 

JVF-2x00 only 

The 0.048 parameter indicates the synchronous speed of the motor minus the motor slip. This value is generally 

made up of between 1 and 3% of the synchronous speed. 

• New motors: 

Write the value of the nameplate 

Example: 

1175 rpm for a 6 pole motor (slip of de 25 rpm) 

• Old motors: 

The motors have a strong slip and 1200 rpm is often written on the nameplate. This value is 

generally made up of between 3 and 10% of the synchronous speed. 

Example: 

1200 – (1200Rpm X 5%) = 1 140 rpm 

Motor Rated Speed = 1 140 rpm to start the tests 

If the value of the programmed slip frequency does not correspond to the motor, it will not 

develop enough torque to get the elevator go up and down at full capacity at low speed. 

If the slip frequency is too high, the current exit of the drive will be too high even if the motor 

turns well. If the current remains above the motor’s nominal current by more than 3 amperes 

when the car is empty at maximum speed, reduce the slip frequency. The current should go 

below the nominal current at maximum speed.  

 

 

10.2.9.7. Motor power factor 

JVF-2x00 only 

The MOTOR RATED POWER FACTOR 5.010 parameter corresponds to the motor’s power factor, this 

means at the phase difference between the tension and the current of the motor. The default value is 0.85. In 

contrast, on certain old motors, if they do not follow the instructions or if they are not constant, reduce the 

value by step of 0.02. This value must be between 0.60 and 0.85. 
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10.2.9.8. Start and stop 

The drive can react slowly to the opening of the brake. This slow reaction can cause an unpleasant rollback.  

The elevator control can help remove this rollback with the help of the following parameters.  

Start 

If JVF-2x00, go to the Magnetic field build-up delay before brake opening parameter by 

pressing on Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

After this delay, the brake starts opening. 

Default value = 0.4 seconds 

Go to the Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start parameter by pressing on Menu  

Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

The delay must be long enough to prevent the brake pads from making contact at the beginning of 

the elevator acceleration. 

Default value = 0.4 seconds 

The pre-load torque command can also help to remove this rollback. Refer to section 10.2.9.9 Pre-

load torque.  

Stop 

Go to the Delay before the brake drops to go from 7 to 0 fpm in floor leveling parameter by 

pressing Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

This delay represents the time necessary for the elevator to go from 7 fpm to 0 fpm. The brake 

drops as soon as this delay is expired. 

Default value = 0.6 seconds 

Go to the Delay before turning off the drive enable signal when stopping at a floor by pressing 

Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

This delay represents the time that the motor maintains the motor in place while the brake is 

applied. The delay must be long enough to not have a free wheel situation during a fraction of a 

second if the brake is slow to drop. 

Default value = 1.1 seconds 
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10.2.9.9. Pre-load torque 

The drive accepts a signal of +/- 10 volts as its preload torque to eliminate rollbacks at brake opening. 

• To activate the PRELOAD TORQUE, put the value FEED FWD (4) in the parameter TORQUE 

MODE SELECTOR 4.011. 

• To deactivate the PRELOAD TORQUE, put the value SPEED (0) in the parameter TORQUE 

MODE SELECTOR 4.011. 

The value of the preload torque command can be visualized through the parameter TORQUE REFERENCE 

0.074. 

 

Go to the Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start parameter by pressing Menu  Parameters  

Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. Take note the value and temporarily increase to 2 seconds. 

This will allow to better see the rollback at brake opening. The preload torque command sent to the drive can 

come from two types of interfaces. 

10.2.9.9.1. Without weighing device 

It is possible to add only one negative or positive fixed command with the T7 ANALOG INPUT 2 OFFEST 

0.075 parameter.  

 

• Load the car with an average weight equal to 3 to 4 persons (between 500 and 800 lbs).  

• Move the elevator up and down. At each departure, when the brake turns on, observe the direction of 

the inversion on the brake’s drum. When the elevator is stopped, change the value of the T7 ANALOG 

INPUT 2 OFFSET 0.075 parameter. Change the value until there is no more inversion visible on the 

brake drum.  

• Move the elevator up and down to different places in the hoistway for a medium weight.  

• If no significant rolling back is observed, you have finished the adjustments.  

• The value should be between +60% and –60%.  

• There will be a rollback when the car has a full load. However the rollback distance may be smaller by 

increasing the gain Kil 0.008 (see the section on the gain adjustments).  

• Save the drive’s new parameters. 

• Do not forget to put the original value back in Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start 

parameter. 
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10.2.9.9.2. With Weighing device 

This type of system generally sends a 0-20 ma or 0-10 volts output signal.  

When the elevator is empty, we should measure 0 volts between the PL+ et PL- terminals. 

When the elevator is in LW2 overload, we should measure 10 volts between the PL+ et PL-. terminals. 

 

 

Carry out the calibration of the weighing system before adjusting the drive parameters, see the manual supplied 

by the manufacturer or appendix B if the module is a Micelect. 

 

Once the system is well calibrated, it is possible to adjust the drive parameters. 

Procedure: 

• Go to the Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start parameter by pressing Menu  

Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. Take note the value and temporarily 

increase to 2 seconds. This will allow to better see the rollback at brake opening. The preload torque 

command sent to the drive can come from two types of interfaces 

• The car must be empty. 

• On the Micelect module, take in note the value of the R1 alarm.  

• Change R1 alarm and put a value higher than the R3 alarm to turn off the automatic reset. 

• Do a TARE on the Micelect module to display 0 lbs. 

• Put a 40% load inside the car. The elevator should be balanced. If not, add or remove weight from the 

counterweight. 

• Adjust the Dcor parameter on the Micelect module to display the real weight in the car. 

• Move the car to the middle of the hoistway. Put the controller in Inspection mode with the controller 

switch. 

• Go to the first drive parameter 

• Visualize the T7 ANALOG INPUT 2 OFFSET 0.075 parameter. 
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• Move the elevator up and down. The brake will open at each start. Observe the direction of the 

rollback on the brake drum. When the elevator is stopped, modify the T7 ANALOG INPUT 2 

OFFSET 0.075 parameter so there is no rollback. 

• Remove all weights from the car. 

• Move the elevator to the middle of the hoistway in Inspection mode. 

• Go to the second drive parameter 

• Visualize the T7 ANALOG INPUT 2 SCALING 0.076 parameter. 

• Move the elevator up and down. The brake will open at each start. Observe the direction of the 

rollback on the brake drum. When the elevator is stopped, modify the T7 ANALOG INPUT 2 

SCALING 0.076 parameter.  

• Modify the value until there is no more visible rollback on the brake drums. Move the elevator 

up and down at different locations in the hoistway.  

• If there is no apparent rollback, the adjustments are complete.  

• On the Micelect module, put back R1 alarm value to the previous value smaller than R3 alarm to re-

activate the automatic reset. 

• Save the drive parameters. 

• Do not forget to put the original value back in Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start 

parameter. 
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10.2.9.10. Speed deviation problem detection compared to real speed 

 

Drive speed pattern and elevator speed comparison (Speed deviation): 

 

Continuous line: reference signal 

Dashed line: real elevator speed 

"SPEED DEVIATION" 

Factory set to 200 rpm. The drive processor monitors the elevator speed and if the real speed goes out of that 

band, a timer begins to count. If the speed stays out of the band for 1 second, the elevator speed will be reduced. 

After 5 seconds, if the speed is still out of the band, the controller will stop the elevator. 

 

The APPLICATION MENU 1 RW INTEGER 0.055 parameter holds the value of the allowed deviation. 

So, if the elevator speed becomes under or over 200 rpm, the elevator speed will be reduced after the 1 second. 

 

Adjust between 10 and 20% of the contract speed in rpm. Save the new parameter. 

 

 

  

Speed deviation low
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10.2.10. MENU 0 PARAMETERS 

 

Menu 0 Description Parameters Value 

0.001 Parameter cloning (SmartCard (Load/Save) 11.042   

0.002 Trip 0 (Last Fault) 10.020   

0.003     

0.004     

0.005 Motoring Current Limit (Torque limit) 4.005   

0.006 Symmetrical Current Limit (Torque limit) 4.007   

0.007 Speed controller P gain 1 (Kp1)  3.010   

0.008 Speed controller I gain 1 (Ki1)  3.011   

0.009 Speed controller D gain 1 (Kd1)  3.012   

0.010 Speed Feedback 3.002   

0.011 Reference selected (Speed selected) 1.001   

0.012 Current Magnitude (Motor Current) 4.001   

0.013 Brake Control: Brake Release (Output RUN) 12.040   

0.014 Acceleration/Decceleration Rate Selected 2.030   

0.015     

0.016     

0.017     

0.018 Reference Selector (# Speed selected) 1.014   

0.019 Maximum Reference Clamp (Maximum speed) 1.006   

0.020 Pre-set ref 1 (Zero speed) 1.021   

0.021 Pre-set ref 2 (Leveling speed) 1.022   

0.022 Pre-set ref 3 (Inspection controller speed) 1.023   

0.023 Pre-set ref 4 (Top car Inspection speed) 1.024   

0.024 Pre-set ref 5 1.025   

0.025 Pre-set ref 6 (1 floor speed) 1.026   

0.026 Pre-set ref 7 (Contract speed) 1.027   

0.027 Pre-set ref 8 1.028   

0.028 Maximum Rate Of Change Of Acceleration (S-Curve) 2.007   

0.029 S Ramp Set-up Mode 2.041   

0.030 Max. Rate Of Change Of Acceleration 1 (Accel. In) 2.042   

0.031 Max. Rate Of Change Of Acceleration 2 (Accel. Out) 2.043   

0.032 Max. Rate Of Change Of Acceleration 3 (Deccel. In) 2.044   

0.033 Max. Rate Of Change Of Acceleration 4 (Deccel. Out) 2.045   
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Menu 0 Description Parameters Value 

0.034 Acceleration Rate 1(1 floor speed) 2.011   

0.035 Deceleration Rate 1 (1 floor speed) 2.021   

0.036 Acceleration Rate 2 (Inspection speed) 2.012   

0.037 Deceleration Rate 2 (Inspection speed) 2.022   

0.038 Acceleration Rate 3 (2 floors speed) 2.013   

0.039 Deceleration Rate 3 (2 floors speed) 2.023   

0.040 Acceleration Rate 4 2.014   

0.041 Deceleration Rate 4  2.024   

0.042     

0.043     

0.044 Maximum Switching Frequency 5.018   

0.045 Auto-tune 5.012   

0.046 Motor Parameter Adaptive Control (For motor slip) 5.016   

0.047 Number Of Motor Poles 5.011   

0.048 Motor Rated RPM 5.008   

0.049 Motor Rated Voltage 5.009   

0.050 Motor Rated Current 5.007   

0.051 Reverse Output Phase Sequence 5.042   

0.052 Current Controller Kp Gain 4.013   

0.053 Current Controller Ki Gain 4.014   

0.054 Overspeed Threshold (0 = Overspeed = 120%) 3.008   

0.055 Speed deviation (RPM) 18.011   

0.056 Motor Thermal Time Constant (Overload time constant) 4.015   

0.057 Motor Protection Accumulator (Output OVLD > 75%) 4.019   

0.058      

0.059     

0.060 Drive encoder type 3.038  

0.061 Drive encoder supply voltage 3.036  

0.062 Drive encoder lines per revolution 3.034  

0.063 Drive encoder position 3.029  

0.064 Position Feedback Phase Angle 3.025  

0.065 RFC Feedback Mode  3.024  

0.066 P1 Error Detection Level 3.040  

0.067 P1 Feedback Reverse (Reverse channel AB) 3.056  
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Menu 0 Description Parameters Value 

0.068    

0.069    

0.070    

0.071    

0.072    

0.073 Analog Reference 1 (Analog speed Posi1000)  1.036  

0.074 Torque Reference 4.008  

0.075 Analog Input 2 Offset (Preload-Torque) 7.031  

0.076 Analog Input 2 Scaling (Preload-Torque) 7.012  

0.077 Analog Input 2 Invert (Preload-Torque) 7.013  

0.078 Analog Input 3 Thermistor Feedback (Moteur Thermistor) 7.047  

0.079 Analog Input 3 Thermistor Trip Threshold 7.048  

0.080 Analog Input 3 Thermistor Reset Threshold 7.049  
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10.3. KEB F5 

This chapter is a summary of how to use the F5 drive. For more details, refer to the supplier’s drive user guide. 

 

10.3.1. KEYBOARD 

 

 

Button Name Fuction 

 
Up/Down Increase/Decrease through menu or values 

 
Enter 

Selects a parameter or group, Enters Edit Mode, 

Save Parameter setting 

 
Escape Backs out of parameter or group or exits Edit Mode 

 
Hotkeys 

Key correspond to display LCD text above. 

Allows a user to quickly jump menus 
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10.3.1.1. Menus and navigation 

Overview of all menu from Home Screen 

Diag: diagnostics 

Prog: programmation 

Lang: language 

 

Programming Menu 

 

Operator System (OS) Tune  parameters (LL) Terminal slowdown (TS) 

Configuration Handling (CH) Control Setting (LC)  

Basic Setup (US) Timer parameters (LT)  

Inputs (LI) Positioning parameters (LP)  

Motor Data (LM) Special functions (LX)  

Encoder Data (LE) Analogue I/O (LA)  

Machine Data (LN) Outputs (LO)  

Speed profile (LS) Field bus configuration (FB)  
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Home screen provides a split menu with basic diagnostics. 

 
 

 
Diagnostics (F2) provide a split screen with data information 
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10.3.2. DISPLAY MODE 

 LED 1 LED 2 

Off 
No operation (noP) 

Drive not enabled 
N/A 

Green Inverter running the motor 
Run mode 

Drive is able to run 

Orange N/A 

Stop mode: 

- Drive is being 

programmed or making 

calculations; 

- FTP file transfer mode; 

Red - Blinking A limit has been reached: 

- Torque; 

- Current; 

- Voltage 

N/A 

Red - Solid Drive is faulted 
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10.3.3. MODIFYING A PARAMETER 

Use the following sequence is to modify a drive parameter: 

• Go to the menu Programming Menu (F3) 

• Use the up and down arrows to find the parameter group menu to modify (example Motor Data) and 

press the key Enter to access to the group menu. 

• Use the up and down arrows to find the parameter to modify (example LM 03 Motor Current) and 

press the key Enter to access to the parameter. 

• Press the key Enter to access to the Edit Menu. 

1. Up and down arrows can be used to increase or decrease the number. 

2. Num (F4) allows a user to adjust each placeholder value. 

3. >> (F4) Used to move the placeholder for adjustment.  

4. . (F3) Used to insert a decimal point. 

5. <- (F2) Used as a backspace to move placeholder for adjustment. 

6. + - (F1) Used to change the sign of the value. 

• Once the value is correct, press the key Enter to save the new value and exit the Edit mode or key Esc 

to exit the menu without save. 

Example #1 with UP and DOWN arrows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Example #2 NUM function 
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10.3.4. RESERVED 

10.3.5. DIAGNOSTIC 

The variable speed drive indicates two classes of events: faults and alarms. 

Faults: 

When a fault occurs, the drive stops and the brake drops. The fault description appears on the screen. The Stop 

Error LED is red and an Error message is shown on the LCD. 

To access the fault log, from the Home menu go to diagnostic (F2) and from diagnostic screen #1 press key F2 

(Prev), the Diagnostic screen Log will appear. 

 

 

 

 

 

To clear the fault log screen, press F4 (File) and the keypad will write a .txt file with the faults and clear the 

screen. It possible to access this .txt file by using KEB FTP program.  

To erase faults: 

• Hold the MANUAL RESET button, located on the controller inspection board, for 2.5 seconds, 

hardware reset will be sent to drive.  

or 

• First of all, the fault must be corrected before it is erased from the drive’s memory. Then press key F4 

from Diagnostic Screen. 

  

For the complete fault description, see the drive user’s manual. 
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Alarms: 

Contrarily to faults, alarms do not trigger a stop and do not stop the drive from starting. Any active alarm will 

appear on the operating screen. The message will be erased automatically when the alarm disappears. 

For a complete alarm description, see the COMBIVERT F5 ELEVATOR DRIVE (00F5LUB-K332) manual 

of the drive chapter 7. Diagnostics and Troubleshooting. 

 

10.3.6. RESERVED 

10.3.7. PARAMETERS 

These parameters were programmed at Automatisation JRT. However, we strongly recommend verifying these 

parameters in the field. 

For more details on the parameters and the menu navigation, refer to the supplier’s user guide 

10.3.7.1. Machine 

 

It is important to enter the correct value, such that both motor and the car run at the correct speed and the 

drive’s internal Overspeed Error limit is calculated correctly. 

 

The following equation is used by the drive to calculate the motor speed in RPM. 

  

 
 

• TRACTION SHEAVE DIAMETER (LN01) 

This parameter contains the machine sheave diameter, ideally this value would be measured from 

the center of the rope (Example 24.00 In). 

• GEAR REDUCTION RATIO (LN02) 

This parameter contains the machine gear reduction indicate on the machine nameplate or calculate 

using the following equation: 

(Sheave Dia. Inches * 3.1415 * Motor RPM)/(Contract Speed fpm * 12)  

If the ratio is unknown, you can enter the value of the parameter LN05 Estimated Gear 

Reduction Ratio. 
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• ROPING RATIO (LN03) 

This parameter contains the roping ratio. 

• LOAD (LN04) 

The load capacity of the elevator. 

10.3.7.2. Motor 

The following parameters are obtained from the motor’s nameplate. 

• MOTOR POWER (LM01) 

JVF-2x00 only 

This parameter contains the motor power (Example: 20 HP). 

• MOTOR SPEED (LM02) 

JVF-2x00 only 

This parameter contains the motor speed (rpm), make sure it’s rated “Slip Speed” (Example: 

1185 rpm) 

• New motors: 

Inscribe the value of the name plate. 

• Old motors 1 or 2 speed AC with or without and encoder: 

These motors have a strong slip and often 1200 RPM is inscribed on the name plate. 

This value is generally between 3 and 10% of the synchronous speed. 

Example: 

1200 - (1200 RPM X 5%) = 1140 RPM 

Motor Rated Speed = 1140 RPM to start the test. 

If the value of the programmed slip frequency does not correspond to the motor, 

it will not develop enough torque to get the elevator to go up and down with a full 

charge at low speed. 

ATTENTION 

If the slip frequency is too high, the current exit of the drive will be too high even 

if the motor runs well. If the current stays under the nominal current of the motor 

for more than 3 amperes when the cab is empty at high speed, reduce the slip 

frequency. The current should go back below the nominal current at high speed. 
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JVF-4x00 only 

This parameter contains the motor speed (rpm) without slip. 

RPM = Rated Motor Frequency X 120  

                           # of Motor Poles                  

 

• MOTOR CURRENT (LM03) 

This parameter contains the motor current indicated on the motor nameplate or on the data sheet 

given by the motor supplier (Example: 23.6 AMP). 

• MOTOR FREQUENCY (LM04) 

JVF-2x00 only 

This parameter contains the motor frequency indicated on the motor nameplate or on the data sheet 

given by the motor supplier (Example: 60 Hz). 

Frequency = Motor RPM X number of poles = 1200 X 6 = 60 Hz 

 120 Degrees 120 

JVF-4x00 only 

This parameter contains the motor frequency indicated on the motor nameplate or on the data sheet 

given by the motor supplier (Example: 17 Hz). 

Frequency = Motor RPM X number of poles = 102 X 20 = 17 Hz 

 120 Degrees 120 

• MOTOR VOLTAGE (LM05) 

This parameter contains the motor voltage indicated on the motor nameplate or on the data sheet 

given by the motor supplier. 

• MOTOR POWER FACTOR (LM06) 

JVF-2x00 only 

This parameter contains the motor power factor indicated on the motor nameplate or on the data 

sheet given by the motor supplier (Example: 0.87). 

If not know, a value of 0.9 is recommended for old high slip motor and a value of 0.75 is 

recommended for gearless induction motor. 
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• LM07 MOTOR TORQUE: 

JVF-4x00 only 

This parameter contains the motor torque indicated on the motor nameplate (Example: 631lb-ft). 

 
lb-ft = HP x 5258 / Rated Speed (rpm)  

lb-ft = kW x 7043 / Rated Speed (rpm)  

lb-ft = Nm / 1.355  

 
Nm = HP x 7125 / Rated Speed (rpm)  

Nm = kW x 9543 / Rated Speed (rpm)  

Nm = lb-ft x 1.355  

 

• ELECTRIC MOTOR PROTECTION (LM08) 

This parameter is set always to ON, to protect an overload motor. 

• ELECTRIC MOTOR PROTECTION CURRENT (LM09) 

JVF-2x00 only 

This parameter should be set to the motor rated current for the application. In the case the motor is 

oversize, the value in parameter LM09 will be lower than the motor current.  

The trip curve is in accordance with UL508C and it is defined as follows: 

100% of trip current => continuous running 

120% of trip current => trip after 2 hours 

150% of trip current => trip after 2 minutes 

200% of trip current => trip after 1 minutes 

800% of trip current => trip after 5 seconds 

 

Example: 

 

Motor name plate: 480 V/42A 

Machine/Application: 32A 

 

LM03: 42A 

LM09: 32A 

 

• LM11 PEAK MOTOR CURRENT FACTOR: 

JVF-4x00 only 

This parameter is then used to limit the time of peak current to the motor.  In the case that current 

motor exceeds this value for longer than 3.0 sec, the drive will automatically shut down. 
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Refer to the data sheet of the manufacturer to write the right value. 

Example: 

  Motor current: 32A 

  Accel current: 58A 

  58A / 32A x 100 = 181.25% 

10.3.7.3. Encoder 

• Encoder 1 Interface (LE01) 

Read Only parameter, by default this parameter it set itself by the drive depending of the encoder 

card inside the drive.  

This parameter corresponds to the encoder type used (refer to the drawings). 

JVF-2x00, the encoder type is Incremental.  

JVF-4x00, the encoder type is 16: Endat. 

This parameter is also used to reset “Error Encoder Interface” fault, by displaying manually the 

value and pressing Enter. 

• Encoder 1 Pulse number (LE02) 

This parameter contains the number of pulses per encoder revolution (check with the encoder, 

generally 1024 or 2048). 
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10.3.8. AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION OF THE MOTOR (AUTOTUNE) 

It is important to have verified the motor and encoder parameters before starting the calibration sequence. Refer 

to the 10.3.7 Parameters section of this chapter if you haven’t already.  

In case of emergency, always be ready to turn off the main power supply switch during the drive’s first trials. 

10.3.8.1. Motor tuning 

When set to Start, this parameter allows to calculate, at the next drive activation, the resistance, the motor 

inductance as well as the motor’s current gains.  

1- Activate the Inspection mode.  

2- With AL•Fred, go to Registers access and note the value of the register DM0049 et enter the 

new value 0500 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

3- Disable the normal brake, disconnect the wires from the NB terminal. 

4- Drive 

▪ Go to Tune Parameters 

▪ Set LL01 Motor Tuning to Start 

 

 

5- Move the elevator in Inspection mode until the keypads displays Calculation Complete (takes 

2 to 5 minutes). 

  

6- Drive 

▪ Go to Speed profile 

▪ Set LS03 Inspection speed to previous value 
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7- Return the normal brake to a normal operation, reconnect the wire on NB terminal. 

8- With AL•Fred, set the value of DM0049 register to its original value. 

10.3.8.2. Rotating encoder pole position learn 

JVF-4x00 only 

It’s recommended to perform this test with rotating to allow the drive to learns the motor pole position. 

1- The motor must absolutely be freewheeling or with a balanced load to perform the encoder pole 

position learn. 

If the motor is not in free wheel, distribute 50% of the maximum load in the car. Place the 

elevator in the middle of the hoistway. Cut the power and open the brake manually. Carry out 

the balanced load test by turning the motor shaft manually. Adjust the counterweight if 

necessary. When the elevator is balanced correctly, it is possible to proceed to the encoder 

pole position learn. 

2- Activate the Inspection mode.  

3- With AL•Fred, go to Registers access and note the value of the register DM0049 et enter the 

new value 0500 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

4- Drive 

• Go to Tune Parameters 

• Set LL06 Encoder Pole Position Learn to Start 

 

 

5- Move the elevator in Inspection mode until the keypads displays RELEASE Inspection 

Speed. 

6- Perform encoder Synchronization by pressing YES (F2) and follow the instruction on the LCD. 

7- With AL•Fred, set the value of DM0049 register to its original value. 

If the test failed, try to change in motor data parameters LM2. 
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10.3.8.3. Stationary encoder pole position learn 

JVF-4x00 only 

In the case that is not possible to remove the ropes or balance the car, it’s possible to perform a stationary 

encoder pole position. 

1- Activate the Inspection mode.  

2- With AL•Fred, go to Registers access and note the value of the register DM0049 et enter the 

new value 0500 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”). 

3- Disable the normal brake, disconnect the wires from the NB terminal. 

4- Drive 

• Go to Tune Parameters 

• Set LL05 SPI to Start 

 

 

5- Move the elevator in Inspection mode until the keypads displays SPI Successful. 

 

6- Return the normal brake to a normal operation, reconnect the wire on NB terminal. 

7- With AL•Fred, set the value of DM0049 register to its original value. 

If the test failed, try to change in motor data parameters LM2. 
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10.3.8.4. Verification 

1- Move the elevator in Inspection in Up direction. 

• If the car is running in the correct direction, set LE03 = Nothing Reversed 

• If the car is not running in the correct direction, set LE03 = Inverted Rotation. 

2- Move the elevator in Inspection in Up direction with an empty car. 

• Go to Home Screen to watch the current. If the current is too high (over the name 

plate current motor), set LE03 = A/B Swapped 

• Go to Home Screen to watch the current. If the current is normal (below the name 

plate current motor), do not change LE03 setting. 

3- Move the elevator in Inspection in Up direction with an empty car. 

• Go to Home Screen to watch the current. If the current is too high (over the name 

plate current motor) and the motor is not running in the correct direction, set LE03 = 

A/B Swapped & Inverted rotation. 

• Go to Home Screen to watch the current. If the current is normal (below the name 

plate current motor) and the motor is running in the correct direction, do not change 

LE03 setting. 
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10.3.9. ADJUSTMENT 

Automatisation JRT Inc has programmed these parameters. However, they can be modified in order to obtained 

optimum elevator performances. 

10.3.9.1. Speed gain 

The KEB drive has a proportional and integral gain. The firsts “Kp Speed” (LC03, LC04 and LC05) and “Ki 

Speed” (LC08, LC09 and LC10) will be used for high speed travelling and “Ki speed offset” (LC11 and LC12) 

will be added to “Ki speed” in low speed. 

As the following table:  

Parameter Description Value and explication 

LC02  
Speed Gain 

Optimization 

If the inertia learn procedure has taken place, the Speed Gain 

Optimization provides a quick adjustment of the speed control 

response on a scale between 0 = “Soft” and 25 “Hard”.  From the 

learned inertia value, the drive determines a ratio between the 

proportional and integral gain and adjustment of the optimization 

will scale each accordingly. 

 

 

LC03 

 

 

LC04 

Proportional 

 

Kp Speed 

Acceleration 

 

Kp Speed 

Deceleration 

3000: generally, between 1000 and 3000 per block of 250.  

 

If the value is too low, the speed won’t be stable.  

 
 

Low values may result in overshoot of the command speed as high 

speed is reached. 

 
 

 If it is too high, there will be motor vibrations and the noise will be 

louder. 
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Parameter Description Value and explication 

LC05 
KP Speed 

Pretorque 

500: In most cases it is not necessary to adjust the proportional gain. 

However, if a vibration is felt in the car during the pre-torque phase 

this gain can influence it. Try values of 500, 1000, 4000, and 6000 

to determine whether or not there is any influence. In some cases, a 

higher value may actually provide a smoother response. 

 

 

LC08 

 

 

LC09 

Integral 

 

KI Speed 

Acceleration 

 

KI Speed 

Deceleration 

1000: generally, between 300 and 1500 per block of 250.  

 

If the value is too low, there will be an important speed fault 

deviation when the speeds are changing.  

 
 

If the value is too high, it can result in torque pulsation during the 

acceleration and deceleration. 

 
 

If the value is too low, it can result to an overshoot into high speed 

before the speed settles. 

 
 

LC10 
KI Speed 

Pretorque 

5000: The pre-torque gain setting controls the rate of the build up of 

torque and the stiffness of the motor as the brake releases. This gain 

can be adjusted to control the strength of the pre-torque. In general 

lower spring tension and lower brake pick voltages result in a 

smoother transition of the load from brake to motor. This gain 

should be adjusted as high as necessary to prevent the sheave from 

moving during brake release. Typical values are between 5,000 and 

20,000. If the value gets too high, vibration or audible noise in the 

motor may occur during the pre-torque phase. 

 

LC11 
KI Offset 

Acceleration 

2000: generally between 2000 and 5000 per block of 250. This gain 

is added to LC08 in low speed. This offset will assist the motor in 

catching the load during the starting. 

 

LC12 
KI Offset 

Deceleration 

500: generally between 500 and 2000 per block of 250. This gain is 

added to LC09 in low speed. This offset will allow the system to 

track the command speed tightly at low speed. 
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Parameter Description Value and explication 
 

LC25 KP High Speed 

100: percentage increase or decrease of the proportional gain at high 

speed. In some cases it is beneficial to reduce the gain at high speed 

to minimize system response to hoistway vibrations or disturbances.  
When set to 100%, this function is effectively off. 

 

LC30 Maximum torque 

150 - 250: the maximum output torque that the drive will permit. 

This parameter prevents the motor form exceeding its breakdown 

torque limit. 

 

 

10.3.9.2. Operation speed 

Compare the wanted speed and the actual motor speed, Home Screen “ELEVATOR SPEED”. The speeds are 

displayed in FPM. 

If the speed displayed in “ELEVATOR SPEED” is not even with the real elevator speed, modify 

parameter LN02 (GEAR REDUCTION RATIO). When parameter LN02 is increased, the value of 

“ELEVATOR SPEED” will be increased and if it is decreased, the speed shown by the drive will be decreased. 

If the encoder signals are reversed, the motor will turn slowly and won’t reach 60 FPM. The motor current 

will be very high. Correct the situation: 

• Remove the controller power and wait 30 seconds. 

• Inverse the power conductors T1 and T2 which go to the motor. 

• Reset the power and try again. 

When activating PCH, the motor may reach 60 FPM, but the car may go down. Correct the situation: 

• Remove the controller power and wait 30 seconds. 

• Inverse the power conductors T1 and T2 which go to the motor. 

• Inverse the encoder signals the following way: 

• The wire of terminal A+ goes to terminal B+ 

• The wire of terminal B+ goes to terminal A+ 

• The wire of terminal A- goes to terminal B- 

• The wire of terminal B- goes to terminal A- 

• Reset the power and try again. 
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Parameter Description Value and explication PLC output 

LS00 Zero Speed Zero Speed 0 FPM PS1, PS2 and PS3 

= Deactivated 

LS01 Levelling 

Speed 

Speed 1 

 

Levelling Speed 

7 FPM 

 

Maximum value: 25 FPM 

PS1 = Activated 

LS04 Correction 

Speed 

Speed 2 

 

Controller 

inspection and 

access speed 

30 FPM 

 

Maximum value: 50 FPM 

PS2 = Activated 

LS03 Inspection 

Speed 

Speed 3 

 

Top of car 

inspection 

60 FPM PS1 and PS2 = 

Activated 

LS06 Intermediate 

Speed 2 

Speed 4 

 

 

Short floor 

Depending of the distance 

between the short floor. 

 

X feet * acceleration of 25 

feet/min 

 

Example: 

Short floor 2 feet 

 

2 Feet x 25 FPM = 50 FPM 

 

PS4 = Activated 

LS05 Intermediate 

Speed 1 

Speed 5 

 

One floor run speed   

If elevator of 250 FPM and more 

 

Full speed for one floor run 

 

PS1 and PS4 = 

Activated 

LS02 High Speed Speed 6 

 

High speed 

 

 

Elevator contract speed. 

 

Example: 

For elevator of 400 FPM 

 

Speed 5 One floor run = 200 FPM 

Speed 6 High speed = 400FPM 

 

PS2 and PS4 = 

Activated 

LS07 Intermediate 

Speed 3 

Speed 7 

 

Seismic and others 

Speed for special options as 

Seismic, Powervator and others. 

PS1, PS2 and PS4 

= Activated 
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10.3.9.3. Accelerations and decelerations 

 

Every speed must be programmed correctly before making any adjustments to the accelerations and 

decelerations. 

 

 

Modify the wanted speeds according to the following table:  

The acceleration and deceleration parameters units are in feet-per-second. Adjust the 

accelerations and decelerations according to the following table in the menu SPEED 

PROFILE: 

Parameter Description Explanation Value and explanation 

LS20 High speed 

LS30 Intermediate 1,2 

LS40 Intermediate 3 

LS50 Inspection 

Acceleration  

(f/sec2) 

By default, controller is 

coming with a setting of 

1 ft per 50 FPM 

 

 

2.4 ft/s2 

Example: 

50 FPM/60 s = 0.833 feet/s 

 

Wanted acceleration=0-50 FPM in 

0.35 s 

 
0.833 𝑝𝑖/𝑠

0.35 𝑠
= 2.4 𝑓𝑡/𝑠2 
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LS21 High speed 

LS31 Intermediate 1,2 

LS41 Intermediate 3 

LS51 Inspection 

 

Start Jerk  

(f/sec3) 

The more the value is 

low, the higher the 

roundup is important and 

increase floor to floor 

time. 

8 ft/s³: Adjust the value per block of 

0.5 as per the wanted comfort. 

 

LS22 High speed 

LS32 Intermediate 1,2 

LS42 Intermediate 3 

LS52 Inspection 

 

Acceleration Jerk 

(f/sec3) 

The more the value is 

low, the higher the 

roundup is important and 

increase floor to floor 

time. 

8 ft/s³: Adjust the value per block of 

0.5 as per the wanted comfort. 

 

 

LS23 High speed 

LS33 Intermediate 1,2 

*LS43 Intermediate 3 

LS53 Inspection 

 

Deceleration  

(f/sec2) 

By default, controller is 

coming with a setting of 

1 ft per 50 FPM 

 

2.4 ft/s2 

Example: 

200FPM/60 s = 3.333 feet/s 

 

Wanted acceleration=0-200 FPM in 

0.35 s * (200 FPM/50 FPM) = 1.4 s 

 
3.33 𝑝𝑖/𝑠

1.4𝑠
= 2.4 𝑝𝑖/𝑠2 

 

LS24 High speed 

LS34 Intermediate 1,2 

*LS44 Intermediate 3 

LS54 Inspection 

 

Deceleration Jerk 

(f/sec3) 

The more the value is 

low, the higher the 

roundup is important and 

increase floor to floor 

time. 

8 ft/s³: Adjust the value per block of 

0.5 as per the wanted comfort. 

 

LS25 High speed 

LS35 Intermediate 1,2 

*LS45 Intermediate 3 

LS55 Inspection 

 

Stop Jerk 

(f/sec3) 

The more the value is 

low, the higher the 

roundup is important and 

increase floor to floor 

time. 

8 ft/s³: Adjust the value per block of 

0.5 as per the wanted comfort. 

 

LS27 High speed 

LS37 Intermediate 1 

LS47 Intermediate 3 

 

Correction 

(in) 

This adjustment can 

provide additional time 

running at the run speed 

after the slowdown speed 

has been given to reduce 

the amount of time at 

levelling speed. 

0 in 

LS38 Intermediate 2 

 

Correction 

(in) 

This adjustment can 

provide additional time 

running at the run speed 

after the slowdown speed 

has been given to reduce 

the amount of time at 

levelling speed. 

0 in 

*LS43 Intermediate 3 Final Stop 

Deceleration  

 

All speeds will use this 

setting for the Final stop 

2.4 ft/s2 

*LS44 Intermediate 3 Final Stop 

Deceleration Jerk 

 

 

All speeds will use this 

setting for the Final stop 

8 ft/s³ 

*LS45 Intermediate 3 Final Stop Stop Jerk 

 

 

All speeds will use this 

setting for the Final stop 

8 ft/s³ 
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10.3.9.4. Start and stop 

The drive can react slowly to the opening of the brake. This slow reaction can cause an unpleasant rollback.  

The elevator control can help remove this rollback with the help of the following parameters.  

Start 

If JVF-2x00, go to the Magnetic field build-up delay before brake opening parameter by 

pressing on Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

After this delay, the brake starts opening. 

Default value = 0.4 seconds 

Go to the Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start parameter by pressing on Menu  

Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

The delay must be long enough to prevent the brake pads from making contact at the beginning of 

the elevator acceleration. 

Default value = 0.4 seconds 

Stop 

Go to the Delay before the brake drops to go from 7 to 0 fpm in floor leveling parameter by 

pressing Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

This delay represents the time necessary for the elevator to go from 7 fpm to 0 fpm. The brake 

drops as soon as this delay is expired. 

Default value = 0.6 seconds 

Go to the Delay before turning off the drive enable signal when stopping at a floor by pressing 

Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

This delay represents the time that the motor maintains the motor in place while the brake is 

applied. The delay must be long enough to not have a free wheel situation during a fraction of a 

second if the brake is slow to drop. 

Default value = 1.1 seconds 
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10.4. MAGNETEK DSD412 

This chapter is a summary of how to use the DSD412 drive. For more details, refer to the supplier’s drive user 

guide. 

 

10.4.1. KEYBOARD 

 

The DATA/FCTN key allows to access the content of a function or to go back to the functions list. 

The ARROW keys: The up arrow allows to increase the function numbers or to increase particular 

function content. The down arrow works the same but in the opposite way. 

The ENT key allows to save the modifications. If the key DATA/FCTN is pressed before ENT the 

functions list will appear and the modifications will be erased. 

The RESET key allows canceling any mistake that may have occurred. 

The switch NV RAM activates the light on the right side of the screen (NV RAM NOT PROTECTED). 

The switch must be activated to allow any modifications and to save them in the NV RAM. 

 

10.4.2. RESERVED 

 
10.4.3. MODIFYING A PARAMETER 

To modify a drive parameter, the sequence is the following: 

• Use the arrows to find the parameter to modify (example: WEAK FIELD CURRENT (49)) and press 

DATA/FCTN.  

• Use the up/down arrows to change the parameter value. 

• When the parameter has the desired value, press ENT to save the value and press DATA/FCTN to exit 

the Edit mode, or press DATA/FCTN to cancel the modification and exit the Edit mode. 

The light (NV RAM NOT PROTECTED) must be on in order to be able to modify and save the functions 

in the non-volatile memory, if not, activate it with the switch NV RAM. 
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10.4.4. SAVING PARAMETERS 

It is very important to save the content of all the functions in the NV RAM to ensure the functions remain 

effective after a power loss. It is recommended to carry out this operation frequently. 

Procedure:  

• The light NV RAM NOT PROTECTED must be on. 

• Press DATA/FCTN to access the functions list. 

• Select the parameter SAVE/RECALL FUNCTION (994). 

• Press DATA/FCTN. 

• Press the arrows until the screen shows SAVE and press ENT. 

 

 

10.4.5. DIAGNOSTIC 

The drive retains the 16 most recent faults. The faults are not kept in memory when the power is off. 

Procedure:  

• Press DATA/FCTN to access the functions list. 

• Select the parameter VIEW ERROR LIST (800). 

• Press DATA/FCTN to access the list. 

• The screen will show the most recent fault. 

• Press the arrows to visualize the codes in the list. 

• Press DATA/FCTN to exit. 

To erase the list, select the parameter ERROR LIST REST (22), press DATA/FCTN, press the up arrow 

to select ON and press ENT. 
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10.4.6. RESERVED 

10.4.7. PARAMETERS 

These parameters were programmed at Automatisation JRT. However, we strongly recommend verifying these 

parameters in the field. 

For more details on the parameters and the menu navigation, refer to the supplier’s user guide. 

10.4.7.1. Encoder  

• ENCODER PPR (10) 

This parameter contains the number of pulses per encoder revolution (check with the encoder. 

Generally 1024 or 2048 pulses. 

10.4.7.2. Motor field  

During the first drive operation attempts, prepare to stop the elevator in case of emergency:  

• Turn off the main power switch. 

• Disconnect one side of the motor field. 

• Disconnect one side of the normal brake coil (NB). 

• Make sure the conductors do not touch anything. 

• Supply the elevator controller. 

The fault F905 FIELD LOSS should appear on the drive screen. 

IMPORTANT 

If the drive indicates an error, the MAIN-CPU will attempt to rearm the drive three times. If the problem 

persists, the attempts will stop. 

Example :  

90 volts = 4.5 amps running voltage (existing motor) 

20 Ohms measured with a multimeter 

In this example, the measured running voltage allows to find the current circulating in the field. The 

measured running current is sometimes written on the nameplate. 

• WEAK FIELD CURRENT (49) 

Using the arrows, enter the running current and press ENT to save. 

IMPORTANT 
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When the elevator is travelling in full speed, increase or decrease the running field current to 

ensure the voltage measured at the armature terminal is close to the voltage written on the 

nameplate. 

• FULL FIELD CURRENT (50) 

The drive allows increasing the field current at low speed to increase the motor torque. Adding 200 

to 300ma is generally sufficient. 

Using the arrows, enter 0.3A more than the running current WEAK FIELD CURRENT (49) and 

press ENT to save. 

• RATED FIELD VDC (52) 

The drive has to know the maximum field voltage measured. 

Using the arrows, enter the field’s running voltage and press ENT to save. 

• STANDBY FIELD CURRENT (53) 

The waiting current must be written and it should generally be between 40% and 50% of the 

running voltage.  

Using the arrows, enter 40% of the running current and press ENT to save. 

If the motor overheats while waiting, decrease the waiting current. Do not however go below 1.5 

amps. 

10.4.7.3. Motor armature  

• RATED ARM I (3) 

Using the arrows, enter the armature current indicated on the nameplate and press ENT to save 

(Example 88A). 

• RATED ARM V (7) 

Using the arrows, enter the armature voltage indicated on the nameplate and press ENT to save. 

• NOM AC VOLTAGE (9) 

Measure the voltage at the drive input between terminals L1 and L2. 

Using the arrows, enter the measured voltage and press ENT to save. If the parameter is not well 

set, the fault F407 DCU CEMF FAULT may be indicated by the drive. 
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10.4.7.4. Motor overload pattern  

1 Pattern unit = Armature nominal current (written on nameplate) (F 3) 

Stop on overload (sec.) = Time allowed before activation (F 83) 

 2 X (Actual current (Pattern unit) - 1) 

Example with values programmed by Automatisation JRT:  

Armature current on nameplate: 100 Amps (F 3) 

If actual current measured in armature = 150 Amps in overload  

150 Amps/100 Amps = 1.5 pattern unit 

Stop on overload (sec.) = 20 seconds (F 83) 

                                          2 X (1.5 Pattern unit - 1) 

                                      = 20 seconds at 150 Amps (150%) continue and the  

 drive stops on motor overload. 

If actual current is measured in armature = 200 Amps in overload 

200 Amps/100 Amps = 2 Pattern units 

Stop on overload (sec.) = 20 seconds (F 83) 

                                          2 X (2 Pattern unit - 1) 

                                      = 10 seconds at 200 Amps (200%) continue and the  

 drive stops on motor overload. 

If actual current is measured in armature = 300 Amps in overload  

300 Amps/100 Amps = 3 Pattern units 

Stop on overload (sec.) = 20 seconds (F 83) 

                                          2 X (3 Pattern unit - 1) 

                                      = 5 seconds at 300 Amps (300%) continue and the  

 drive stops on motor overload. 

 

Save data in the non-volatile memory WITH the parameter SAVE/RECALL FUNCTION (994). 
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10.4.8. CALIBRATION 

10.4.8.1. Drive internal diagnosis 

The drive internal diagnosis function must be carried out. This will verify the state of the SCR and verify the 

polarity of the signal ARMATURE FEEDBACK. 

Put the elevator in Inspection mode and the RUN/STOP SW6 switch of the JRT-INT-XX pcb must be at the 

position ARR/STOP. 

Procedure :  

• Turn off the power. 

• Turn on the power and verify the voltage at the motor field terminals (F+ and F-). The result should be 

50% of the running voltage. If the voltage exceeds 100%, turn off the power immediately and 

disconnect the field. Go back to section 10.4.7.2 to verify the motor field parameters. 

• Install a jumper between terminals GOV and MA. This will activate the contactor M. 

• Select the parameter PCU Diagnostic (998) and press DATA/FCTN. 

• The screen should show ENTER. 

• Press ENT. The drive will now show TEST and the relay LPR will activate once. 

If the fault F917 REVERSE ARMATURE FEEDBACK appears, cut the power and cross the wires 

on the drive connecter TB5 (unscrew the cover, open the drive. The terminals are on the right. Cross 

the wires + and – from the connector TB5). 

Turn the power back on and start over at the first step of this section. 

• If all went well, the drive will show PASS. 

The fault F405 SAFETY CIRCUIT FAULT will appear and the drive will show PASS. 

The fault appeared because the contactor was triggered manually. Make sure the message PASS 

appears. 

• Remove the jumper between terminals GOV and MA. 

• Go to the next section. 
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10.4.8.2. Armature resistance/inductance and the motor field time constant 

The drive automated calibration must be done. This operation is very important. 

Put the elevator in Inspection mode and the RUN/STOP SW6 switch of the JRT-INT-XX pcb must be at the 

position ARR/STOP. 

Procedure:  

• Install a jumper between terminals GOV and MA. This will activate the contactor M. 

• Select the parameter SELF TUNE (997) and press DATA/FCTN. 

• The screen should show ENTER. 

• Press ENT. The drive will now show TEST and the relay LPR will be activated 2 times. The motor 

will make sounds 

The fault F405 SAFETY CIRCUIT FAULT will appear and the drive will show PASS. 

The fault appeared because the contactor was triggered manually. Make sure the message PASS 

appears. 

• Remove the jumper between terminals GOV and MA. 

• Select the parameter MEASURED MOTOR RESISTANCE (613) and press DATA/FCTN. 

The displayed value represents the armature resistance measured by the drive.  

Note the value. 

If that value is higher than 3.0 ohms, it indicates that the armature "FEEDBACK" is reversed. In 

this case, cut the power and cross the 2 wires (red and black # 14 AWG) of terminals A1A and A2A. 

Reset the power and restart at this section’s 1st step. 

• Select the parameter MEASURED MOTOR INDUCTANCE (614) and press DATA/FCTN. 

Note this value. The value will be 0.00XX. 

• Select the parameter MEASURED FIELD L/R TIME CONSTANT (615) and press DATA/FCTN. 

Note the value. 

• Select the parameter ARMATURE OHMS (4) and press DATA/FCTN. Enter the value provided by 

parameter MEASURED MOTOR RESISTANCE (613) and press ENT. 

• Select the parameter ARMATURE INDUCTANCE (6) and press DATA/FCTN. Enter the value 

provided by parameter MEASURED MOTOR INDUCTANCE (614). This value will be 0.00XX and 

and press ENT. 
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• Select the parameter FIELD L/R (51) and press DATA/FCTN. Enter the value provided by parameter 

MEASURED FIELD L/R TIME CONSTANT (615) and press ENT. 

If the drive field response time is greater than 0.5 seconds, the parameter Magnetic field build-up 

delay before brake opening (Menu-Settings-Elevator-Options-Start and stop fine tuning) of the 

MAIN-CPU processor will be equal to parameter MEASURED FIELD L/R TIME CONSTANT 

(615). 

SAVE DATA IN THE NON-VOLATILE MEMORY WITH PARAMETER SAVE/RECALL 

FUNCTION (994). 

 

10.4.9. ADJUSTMENT 

Save the parameters in the drive after the adjustments 

10.4.9.1. Gains 

Automatisation JRT Inc has programmed these parameters. However, they can be modified in order to obtained 

optimum elevator performances. 

INERTIA (41) 

This parameter represents the time, in seconds, needed for the car to accelerate from 0 FPM to the contract 

speed with an armature current equal to the value indicated on the nameplate. 

The increasing of this parameter allows to reduce the OVER SHOOT at the end of 

accelerations/decelerations. If the entered time is way too high, the elevator will take a lot of time to 

reach the selected speed. 

Enter 1,2 seconds to start. 

GAIN SWITCH SPEED (105) 

This parameter determines at what speed the LOW SPEED BANWIDTH (40) will be applied instead of 

HIGH SPEED BANWIDTH (39). This value is calculated in factory. 

How to calculate the %: 

Example: 

Contract speed = 350 fpm 

Leveling speed at 7 fpm 

7 fpm X 100 = 2 % 

350 fpm 

GAIN SWITCH SPEED = 0,02 
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When the speed exceeds 2% of the contract speed (350 X 0.02 = 7 FPM), the speed drive enters in 

HIGH SPEED BANWIDTH (39). 

Low speed gain : 

• LOW SPEED BANWIDTH (40) = Start with 11 rad/s 

High speed gain : 

• HIGH SPEED BANWIDTH (39) = Start with 7 rad/s 

10.4.9.2. Overspeed 

OVERSPEED (12) : 

This parameter sets the tolerance percentage for the motor rotation speed errors. The value is 115% by 

default. 

Example : 

115 % X 1135 rpm = 1305 rpm 

So, if the motor rotation reaches 1305 rpm, the drive will stop and indicate a fault. 

10.4.9.3. Operation speed 

Automatisation JRT Inc has programmed these parameters. However, they can be modified in order to obtained 

optimum elevator performances. 

Move the car in Inspection mode and measure the car’s real speed in fpm with a tachometer. Then, correct the 

conversion factor so the real speed is the same as the one programmed. 

 

If the encoder signals are reversed, the fault F99 TACH REVERSE CONNEXION will appear. 

It is possible that when PCH is activated, the car may accelerate very rapidly. Release immediately the 

signal "PCH". The faults F97 OVER SPEED TRIP or F410 SPEED ERROR FAULT may be displayed 

  

F40 

F39 
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Causes: The armature rotation direction is opposite to the encoder rotation direction. The 

drive has a problem with the field polarity. 

• Turn off the controller power. 

• Inverse the motor field. (Example F+ and F-). 

• Turn on the controller power and try to move the car in Inspection mode. 

 

When activating PCH, the motor may reach 60 FPM, but the car may go down. Correct the situation: 

• Turn off the controller power. 

• Inverse the motor field. (Example F+ and F-). 

• Inverse the encoder signals the following way: 

➢ A+ → B+ 

➢ B+ → A+ 

➢ A- → B- 

➢ B- → A- 

• Turn on the controller power and try to move the car in Inspection mode. 

The speed displayed on the drive’s screen should be 60 fpm, although it is probably not equal to the elevator’s 

real speed. Using the following formula, determine the contract speed fpm to program so the speed displayed 

is equal to the tachometer’s. 

Example: 

RPM at "Contract motor speed" of 250 FPM = 1135RPM 

Real speed from the hand tachometer (FPM) = 58 FPM 

Programmed speed PS1 +PS2 (FPM.) = 60 FPM 

Speed to program (RPM) = Speed to write in the drive 

Speed to program = 60 FPM X 1135 RPM = 1174 RPM 

"Contract Mtr Spd" 58 FPM 

Change the parameter MOTOR RPM (11) for the new value so the real speed is equal to the one displayed. 

If the encoder is installed with a small wheel, the parameter Encodeur/Moteur Ratio (16) will have to be as 

precise as possible.  

After this change the screen will show the real car speed. You will be able to re-adjust this parameter with 

more precision when you will do fast speed rides. 
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Modify the wanted speeds according to the following table:  

Paramètre Description 
Value and 

explanation 

MAIN-CPU 

output 

F 151  Levelling speed Example: 7 FPM PS1 = Activated 

F 152 Controller inspection speed Example: 50 FPM  PS2 = Activated 

F 153  Top of car inspection speed Example: 75 FPM  PS1 and PS2 = 

Activated 

F 154  Preset ref 4  Free  

F 155  One floor run speed 

Elevator at 250 FPM and 

higher 

Example: 200 FPM 

 

PS1 and PS4 = 

Activated 

F 156  Contract speed 

 

Example: 250 FPM PS2 and PS4 = 

Activated 

10.4.9.4. Rounding up factors (S-Curves) 

 

The acceleration and deceleration parameter units are in percents (The higher the value is the softer the 

transition between the speeds will be, but the accelerations and decelerations will be longer). Adjust the 

roundups as per the following table:  

Parameter Description Value and explanation 

F174 

Acceleration #1 %S  

F174: For 1 floor speed or 

contract speed if elevator of 

250 FPM and less 

Put 50.00% and adjust if needed 

F176 

Deceleration #1 %S 

F176: For 1 floor speed or 

contract speed if elevator of 

250 FPM and less 

Put 50.00% and adjust if needed 

F175 

Acceleration #2 %S 

F175: For contract speed for 

elevator of 300 FPM and more. 

 

Put 50.00% and adjust if needed 

F177 

Deceleration #2 %S 

F177: For contract speed for 

elevator of 300 FPM and more. 

Put 50.00% and adjust if needed 

F180 

Acceleration #3 %S 

F180: Inspection 

 

Put 5.00% 

F181 

Deceleration #3 %S 

F181: Inspection 

 

Put 5.00% 

 

 

Jerk

Jerk Jerk

Levelling Jerk

Jerk

Jerk Jerk

Levelling Jerk

Accel Decel

Accel Decel
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10.4.9.5. Accelerations and decelerations 

 

All preset speeds must be set properly before adjusting accelerations and decelerations. 

 

 

The acceleration and deceleration parameters units are in second.  

Adjust the accelerations and decelerations according to the following table in the menu:  

Parameter Description Value and explanation 

F170 

Acceleration #1 Time  

F170: For 1 floor speed or 

contract speed if elevator of 

250 FPM and less 

Example: Speed to reach= 200 FPM;  

Desired acceleration = 0-200 FPM in 1.5s 

Put 1,5 

F172 

Deceleration #1 Time 

F172: For 1 floor speed or 

contract speed if elevator of 

250 FPM and less 

See the example of parameter F 170 

F171 

Acceleration #2 Time  

F171: For contract speed for 

elevator of 300 FPM and 

more. 

 

Example: Speed to reach= 350 FPM;  

Desired acceleration = 0-350 FPM in 2.5s 

Put 2,5 

F173 

Deceleration #2 Time 

F173: For contract speed for 

elevator of 300 FPM and 

more.  

See the example of parameter F171 

F178 

Acceleration #3 Time  

F178: Inspection 

 

Example: Speed to reach= 60 FPM;  

Desired acceleration = 0-60 FPM in 4.0s 

Put 4,0 

F179 

Deceleration #3 Time 

F179: Inspection 

 

Example: Speed = 60 FPM;  

Desired deceleration = 60-0 FPM in 0.5s 

Put 0,5 

 

 

 

  

Jerk

Jerk Jerk

Levelling Jerk

Jerk

Jerk Jerk

Levelling Jerk

Accel Decel

Accel Decel
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10.4.9.6. Reserved 

10.4.9.7. Reserved 

10.4.9.8. Start and stop 

The drive can react slowly to the opening of the brake. This slow reaction can cause an unpleasant rollback.  

The elevator control can help remove this rollback with the help of the following parameters.  

Start 

Go to the Magnetic field build-up delay before brake opening parameter by pressing on Menu 

 Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

After this delay, the brake starts opening. 

Default value = 0.4 seconds 

Go to the Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start parameter by pressing on Menu  

Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

The delay must be long enough to prevent the brake pads from making contact at the beginning of 

the elevator acceleration. 

Default value = 0.4 seconds 

Stop 

Go to the Delay before the brake drops to go from 7 to 0 fpm in floor leveling parameter by 

pressing Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

This delay represents the time necessary for the elevator to go from 7 fpm to 0 fpm. The brake 

drops as soon as this delay is expired. 

Default value = 0.6 seconds 

Go to the Delay before turning off the drive enable signal when stopping at a floor by pressing 

Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. 

This delay represents the time that the motor maintains the motor in place while the brake is 

applied. The delay must be long enough to not have a free wheel situation during a fraction of a 

second if the brake is slow to drop. 

Default value = 1.1 seconds 
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10.4.9.9. Pre-load torque 

The drive has a +/- 10 Volts dc input to receive a pre-torque signal to remove the rolling back effect at start on 

brake opening. 

• To activate, the parameter PRE-TORQUE ENABLE (114) = 1. 

• To deactivate, the parameter PRE-TORQUE ENABLE (114) = 0. 

 

The value of the preload command may be visualized with the parameter PRE-TORQUE INPUT (603). 

 

Go to the Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start parameter by pressing Menu  Parameters  

Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. Take note the value and temporarily increase to 2 seconds. 

This will allow to better see the rollback at brake opening. The preload torque command sent to the drive can 

come from two types of interfaces. 

10.4.9.9.1. Without weighing device 

It is possible to add only one negative or positive fixed command with the PRETORQUE BIAS (117).  

• Load the car with an average weight equal to 3 to 4 persons (between 500 and 800 lbs).  

• Move the elevator up and down. At each departure, when the brake turns on, observe the direction of 

the inversion on the brake’s drum. When the elevator is stopped, change the value of the PRETORQUE 

BIAS (117) (0,15 = -15 %; 0,20=-20 %) parameter. Change the value until there is no more inversion 

visible on the brake drum.  

• Move the elevator up and down to different places in the hoistway for a medium weight.  

• If no significant rolling back is observed, you have finished the adjustments.  

• The value should be between +60% and –60%.  

• Save the drive’s new parameters. 

• Do not forget to put the original value back in Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start 

parameter. 
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10.4.9.9.2. With Weighing device 

This type of system generally sends a 0-20 ma or 0-10 volts output signal.  

When the elevator is empty, we should measure 0 volts between the PL+ et PL- terminals. 

When the elevator is in LW2 overload, we should measure 10 volts between the PL+ et PL-. terminals. 

 

 

Carry out the calibration of the weighing system before adjusting the drive parameters, see the manual supplied 

by the manufacturer or appendix B if the module is a Micelect. 

 

Once the system is well calibrated, it is possible to adjust the drive parameters. 

Procedure: 

• Go to the Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start parameter by pressing Menu  

Parameters  Elevator  Options  Start and stop fine tuning. Take note the value and temporarily 

increase to 2 seconds. This will allow to better see the rollback at brake opening. The preload torque 

command sent to the drive can come from two types of interfaces 

• The car must be empty. 

• On the Micelect module, take in note the value of the R1 alarm.  

• Change R1 alarm and put a value higher than the R3 alarm to turn off the automatic reset. 

• Do a TARE on the Micelect module to display 0 lbs. 

• Put a 40% load inside the car. The elevator should be balanced. If not, add or remove weight from the 

counterweight. 

• Adjust the Dcor parameter on the Micelect module to display the real weight in the car. 

• Move the car to the middle of the hoistway. Put the controller in Inspection mode with the controller 

switch. 

• Go to the first drive parameter 

• Visualize the PRETORQUE BIAS (117) parameter. 
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• Move the elevator up and down. The brake will open at each start. Observe the direction of the 

rollback on the brake drum. When the elevator is stopped, modify the PRETORQUE BIAS 

(117) parameter so there is no rollback. 

• Remove all weights from the car. 

• Move the elevator to the middle of the hoistway in Inspection mode. 

• Go to the second drive parameter 

• Visualize the PRETORQUE MULT (87) parameter. 

• Move the elevator up and down. The brake will open at each start. Observe the direction of the 

rollback on the brake drum. When the elevator is stopped, modify the PRETORQUE MULT 

(87) parameter.  

• Modify the value until there is no more visible rollback on the brake drums. Move the elevator 

up and down at different locations in the hoistway.  

• If there is no apparent rollback, the adjustments are complete.  

• On the Micelect module, put back R1 alarm value to the previous value smaller than R3 alarm to re-

activate the automatic reset. 

• Save the drive parameters. 

• Do not forget to put the original value back in Time allowed for the opening of the brake at start 

parameter. 

10.4.9.10. Speed deviation protection compared to real speed 

Drive speed pattern and elevator speed comparison (Speed deviation): 

 

Continuous line: reference signal 

Dashed line: real elevator speed 

Speed deviation low
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Speed Error Trip Threshold (100) : 

Factory set to 10%. This is a percentage of the contract speed that determines FPM band around the command 

speed. The drive processor monitors the elevator speed and if the real speed goes out of that band, a timer 

begins to count SPEED ERROR TRIP TIME (99). If the speed stays out of the band for more than the timing 

delay, the elevator controller will try to reduce the car speed. After 5 seconds, if the speed is still out of the 

band, the controller will trip out. 

Example: 

Contract speed = 200 fpm 

10 % level = 20 fpm 

So, if the elevator speed becomes lower than 180 FPM or higher than 220 fpm, it will be reduced after the 

time programmed in parameter SPEED ERROR TRIP TIME (99). 

SPEED ERROR TRIP TIME (99) 

Factory set to 0.8 s, this is the time the drive processor will wait before giving a signal to the elevator controller 

to reduce the speed. 

10.4.9.11. Full load testing 

Run the elevator with full load at levelling speed in the top and bottom of the hoistway. This allows us to check 

if the speed drive is well calibrated in low speed. If the car cannot move correctly, modify the parameters 

INERTIA (41) and SPEED BANDWIDTH (40). 
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10.4.10. DRIVE PARAMETERS 

10.4.10.1. Adjustment parameters 

FNCT. # DESCRIPTION UNIT 
RANGE DEFAULT 

JRT 
SITE 

SETTING MIN MAX 

1 CURRENT LIMIT. % 0 300 250  

2 
USE SELF-TUNE 
VALUES 

LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

3 
RTD. ARMATURE 
AMPS 

ADC 2.0 1250.0   

4 ARMATURE OHMS OHMS 0.001 5.000 0.100  

6 
ARMATURE 
INDUCTANCE 

HNY 0.0010 1.000 0.0100  

7 
RTD. ARMATURE 
VOLTS 

VDC 150 550 230  

8 I REG CROSSOVER RAD 100 1000 500  

9 NOMINAL AC INPUT VAC 150 525 240  

10 ENCODER PPR P/R 600 19999 1024  

11 RATED MOTOR RPM RPM 50.0 1999.0   

12 OVERSPEED % % 0.0 150.0 110.0  

14 V SENSE % % 0.0 100.0 50.0  

15 T SENSE % % 0.0 100.0 10.0  

16 ENCDR/MTR RATIO - 1.000 19.000 1.000  

17 RATED CAR SPEED - 1.0 1900.0   

21 EXT ACCEL LIMIT n/S^2 2.00 10.00 4.86  

22 ERROR LIST RESET LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

32 FULL FIELD DETECT % 30 90 45  

38 ARM VLT RESPONSE RAD 1.0 4.0 2.0  

39 HI SPEED BANDWIDTH RAD 1 15 7.0  

40 
LO SPEED 
BANDWIDTH 

RAD 1 15 12.0  
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FNCT. # DESCRIPTION UNIT 
RANGE DEFAULT 

JRT 
SITE 

SETTING MIN MAX 

41 PER-UNIT INERTIA SEC 0.10 9.99 1.20  

42 STIFFNESS - 0.2 9.9 1.2  

49 WEAK FIELD CURRENT ADC 0.2 40.0 3.7  

50 FULL FIELD CURRENT ADC 0.20 40.00 4.40  

51 MOTOR FIELD L/R SEC 0.10 10.00 0.1  

52 RTD. FIELD VOLTS DC VDC 50 525 220  

53 STANDBY FIELD AMPS % 10 100 50  

54 FIELD RESPONSE RAD 1.0 10.0 5.0  

55 
FIELD CONTROL AC 
SOURCE VOLTS 

VAC 0 525 0  

63 U/D PICK-UP % 0.01 100.0 1.0  

64 
LOW SPEED 
THRESHOLD 

% 0.1 100.0 0.1  

80 OVER SPEED TEST LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

81 OVER SPEED MULT - 1.00 1.50 1.00  

82 REFERENCE MULT - 0.500 2.000 1.000  

83 MOTOR OVERLD TIME SEC 2.0 500.0 15.0  

84 
MOTOR OVERLD 
LEVEL 

PU 0.5 2 1  

85 I DECAY RAMP SEC 0.01 2.50 0.20  

86 
ANALOG SPD REF 
ZERO 

PU -0.02 0.02 0.0000  

87 PRE-TORQUE MULT - 0.25 2.00 1.00  

88 DSPR DELAY TIME MIN 0 60 0 (OFF)  

89 BRAKE PICK TIMER SEC 0.5 5.0 1.0  

90 BRAKE DROP TIMER SEC 0.5 5.0 1.5  

91 MUST STOP TIMER SEC 0.1 5.0 2.0  
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FNCT. # DESCRIPTION UNIT 
RANGE DEFAULT 

JRT 
SITE 

SETTING MIN MAX 

92 BRAKE AUTO STOP ON LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

93 ANALOG OUT 0 BIAS - -1 +1 0.0  

94 ANALOG OUT 1 BIAS - -1 +1 0.0  

95 
ANALOG OUT 0 
SELECT TB1 (45) 

NUM 0 8 0  

96 
ANALOG OUT 1 
SELECT TB1 (46) 

NUM 0 8 0  

97 ANALOG OUT 0 MULT - 00.10 10.00 1  

98 ANALOG OUT 1 MULT - 00.10 10.00 1  

99 
SPEED ERROR TRIP 
TIME 

SEC 0.20 5.00 0.80  

100 
SPEED ERROR TRIP 
LEVEL 

% 0.0 100.0 10.0  

101 
AUTO FAULT RESET 
ON 

LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

102 3S LOOP FLT LOGIC 0 1 1=ON  

104 SERIAL GAIN SWITCH LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

105 GAIN SWITCH SPEED PU 0.00 1.10 0.02  

107 TACH RATE GAIN % 0.0 30.0 0.0  

110 
REFERENCE MODE 
SELECT 

NUM 1 4 2  

111 ARCH TRAV DISABLE LOGIC 0 1 1=ON  

112 FEEDBACK SELECT NUM 0 1 
1=ENCODE
R 

 

113 
ARM VOLTS @ MAX 
SPEED 

VDC 650 0 100  

114 PRE-TORQUE ENABLE LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

115 RNUP RNDN ENABLE LOGIC 0 1 1=ON  

116 DECEL RATE LATCH LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

120 
SPEED ERROR 
DETECT TIME 

SEC 0.0 5.0 0.8  

121 
SPEED ERROR 
THRESHOLD 

% 0.0 15.0 10.0  
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FNCT. # DESCRIPTION UNIT 
RANGE DEFAULT 

JRT 
SITE 

SETTING MIN MAX 

130 ARB MODE NUM 0 2 0 (OFF)  

131 ARB BANDWIDTH RAD 1.0 15.0 6.0  

132 ARB DAMPING - 0.01 20.00 3.91  

133 ARB SPD THRESHOLD % 0.0 10.0 0.1  

150 BINARY SELECT ON LOGIC 0 1 1=ON  

151 PRESET SPEED #1 - 0.0 1900.0 7.0  

152 PRESET SPEED #2 - 0.0 1900.0 30.0  

153 PRESET SPEED #3 - 0.0 1900.0 60.0  

154 PRESET SPEED #4 - 0.0 1900.0 0.0  

155 PRESET SPEED #5 - 0.0 1900.0 200.0  

156 PRESET SPEED #6 - 0.0 1900.0 
Contract 
speed 

 

157 PRESET SPEED #7 - 0.0 1900.0 0.0  

170 ACCEL #1 TIME SEC 0.50 15.00 2.00  

171 ACCEL #2 TIME SEC 0.50 15.00 2.20  

172 DECEL #1 TIME SEC 0.50 15.00 2.00  

173 DECEL #2 TIME SEC 0.50 15.00 2.20  

174 ACCEL #1 % S % 0.1 100.0 50.0  

175 ACCEL #2 % S % 0.1 100.0 50.0  

176 DECEL #1 % S % 0.1 100.0 50.0  

177 DECEL #2 % S % 0.1 100.0 50.0  

178 ACCEL #3 TIME SEC 0.50 15.00 2.00  

179 DECEL #3 TIME SEC 0.50 5.00 1.00  

180 ACCEL #3 % S % 0.1 100.0 5.0  
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FNCT. # DESCRIPTION UNIT 
RANGE DEFAULT 

JRT 
SITE 

SETTING MIN MAX 

181 DECEL #3 % S % 0.1 100.0 5.0  

182 INVERT ALARM RELAY LOGIC 0 1 0=OFF  

183 K3 LGC OUT SELCT NUM 1 4 1  

184 K4 LGC OUT SELCT NUM 1 4 1  

185 K5 LGC OUT SELCT NUM 1 4 1  

186 K6 LGC OUT SELCT NUM 1 4 1  

187 K7 LGC OUT SELCT NUM 1 4 1  

190 NOTCH DEPTH - 0 10 0  

191 NOTCH PERIOD - 0 10 7  

192 F413 DETECTION LVL PU 0.05 0.50 0.05  
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10.4.10.2. Monitoring parameters

FNCT. # DESCRIPTION UNIT 

600 CAR SPEED - 

601 MOTOR RPM RPM 

602 SPEED REF - 

603 PRE-TORQ SIGNL % 

609 CEMF VOLTS VDC 

610 MOTOR ARM V VDC 

611 MOTOR ARM I ADC 

612 MOTOR FIELD I ADC 

613 MEASURED R OHM 

614 MEASURED L HNY 

615 MEAS. FIELD L/R SEC 

616 
MEASURED SPEED 
ERROR 

% 

617 LINE FREQ HZ 

618 HEAT SINK TEMP DEG C 

619 
MEASURED AC LINE 
VOLTS 

VAC 

620 FIELD TRACKING PU 

621 SERIAL COMM ON LOGIC 

688 CUBE I.D. - 

689 FIELD RANGE - 

690 PCU – VERSION 404 

691 PCU – RELEASE - 

692 DAY - 

FNCT. # DESCRIPTION UNIT 

693 MONTH - 

695 YEAR - 

696 BETA "P" - 

697 VERSION "SA" 407 

698 DCU – RELEASE - 

699 CUSTOMER ID 9 

 

FNCT. # DESCRIPTION 

22 CLEAR ERRORS LIST 

000 VIEW FAULT LIST 

800 VIEW ERROR LIST 

801 FAULT/ERROR ACTIONS 

980 TRACE MONITOR 

981 VERIFY I/O 

993 CLEAR NV RAM 

994 
SAVE/RECALL 
FUNCTION 

995 LOAD DEFAULTS 

997 SELF TUNE 

998 PCU DIAGNOSTICS 
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10.4.10.3. Faults parameters

FNCT. # DESCRIPTION 

97 OVERSPEED TRIP 

98 TACH/ENCODER LOSS 

99 
REVERSE 
TACH/ENCODER 

117/118 SERIAL COM FAULT 

400 MOTOR OVER LOAD 

401 
EXCESSIVE FIELD 
CURRENT 

402 CONTACTOR FAULT 

403 
5 MIN FULL FIELD 
FAULT 

404 
OPEN ARMATURE 
CIRCUIT FAULT 

405 SAFETY CIRCUIT FAULT 

406 10% LOW LINE ALARM 

407 DCU CEMF ALARM 

408 PCU CEMF FAULT 

409 PCU RESET FAULT 

410 
SPEED ERROR TRIP 
FAULT 

411 
MAXIMUM AUTO RESET 
FAULT 

413 
FIELD CURRENT 
TRACKING FAULT 

414 
SOFTWARE 
COMPATIBILITY F 

PROT 
CORRUPTED NV RAM 
DATA 

900 PCU LOOP FAULT 

901 PCU IST FAULT 

902 POWER SUPPLY FAULT 

FNCT. # DESCRIPTION 

903 LINE SYNC FAILURE 

904 LOW LINE FAULT 

905 FIELD LOSS 

907 THERMISTOR FAULT 

908 OVER TEMPERATURE 

909 EXCESSIVE RIPPLE 

910 BLOWN FUSE 

915 PARAMETER SETUP 

917 
REVERSE ARM. V. 
FEEDBACK 

919 
RATED VAC SETTING 
ERROR 

920 
RATED ARMS. VOLT. 
SETTING 

921 BRIDGE RATING FAULT 

923 
RATED ARM. I. SETTING 
ERROR 

924 
RATED FIELD I. 
SETTING ERROR 

925 
FIELD PCB SENSE 
FAULT 

926 PCU WATCHDOG 

929 
IFLD FB CANNOT BE 
REDUCED TO ZERO 
DURING SELFTUNE. 

930 
IFLD FB CANNOT GET 
TO RATED 

931 
EXCESS OPEN CIRCUIT 
VOLTAGE DURING 
SELFTUNE 

932 
ARMATURE CEMF 
VOLTAGE IN XCESS 
DURING SELFTUNE. 

933 
IARM DOES NOT 
INCREASE TO NEAR 
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FNCT. # DESCRIPTION 

TEST AMPS DURING 
SELFTUNE 

934 
CALC ARML IS UNDER 
RANGE DURING 
SELFTUNE. 

935 

VOLTAGE FEEDBACK 
AND BUSS VOLTAGE 
DOESN'T MATCH 
DURING SELFTUNE 

936 
ESTOP CONTACT WAS 
OPENED DURING 
SELFTUNE 

937 
LOW READ BACK 
VOLTAGE FEEDBACK 
DURING SELFTUNE 

938 
LOW READ BACK FROM 
DC BUSS CIRCUIT 
DURING SELFTUNE 

939 
FAULTY HARDWARE IN 
THE FIELD INTERFACE 
CIRCUIT 

940 
FIELD A/D READING IS 
SATURATED 
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11. LIST OF SYMBOLS 

 

ID Description 

2D-3D, 4D… Down hall calls 

A, B, C, D, E, F, 

AH, BH, CH,  

DH, EH, FH 

Binary signal for position indicator and voice annunciator.  

ACC Hoistway access 

AIF Power supply of the position indicators with the exception of the designated floor 

ALT Return to the auxiliary floor with the visual signal “Fire hat” illuminated 

ARR Phase II Emergency In-car operation key Off signal 

BAC In-car stop bypass 

BC-2C.3C…  Car calls 

BDS Front door open button 

BFL Bottom final limit switch 

BNL Bottom normal limit switch 

BSL Bottom slowdown limit switch 

BSLD Bottom speed limiting device 

BRST Control reset button 

BR Controls the brake 

BRC Monitoring contact of the normal brake 

BRK Controls the brake on emergency stop 

BU-2U, 3U…  Up hall calls 

BUZ Fire alarm, nudging, overload, Hospital … 

CCA Car call acceptance 

CCF Phase II Emergency In-car operation key Cancel signal 

CDC Car door closed 

CDS Counterweight derailment 

CH2, CL2 Canbus communication 

CIF Power supply for the position indicator of the designated floor 

CL Front door close signal 

CNL Normal limit switch common signal 

CSS Car safety switch 
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ID Description 

CSW In-car stop switch 

DBR Dynamic braking resistor thermal protection 

DCA Run in down direction 

DCL Front door closed limit switch 

DOL Front door opened limit switch 

DZO Door zone 

DZO1 Door zone 

EBR Brake pulses 

EBRC Monitoring contact of the emergency brake 

EHS Escape hatch switch  

EQHS Earthquake hoistway scan key 

EQM Earthquake mode light 

EQSS Earthquake slow speed light 

EQST Earthquake status light 

ERS Emergency rapid stop 

ETSD Emergency terminal stopping device 

FCS Firefighter’s stop switch 

FRA Return to the auxiliary floor with the visual signal “Fire hat” illuminate intermittently 

FRM Return to the designated floor with the visual signal “Fire hat” illuminate intermittently 

FS (input) Return to the designated floor with the visual signal “Fire hat” illuminated 

FS (output) Nudging 

GD Car gong with down arrow light 

GEN1 Emergency power 

GEN2 Emergency power pre-signal 

GOV Governor 

GOVR Governor solenoid reset 

GOVT Governor solenoid test 

GP Passing gong 

GU Car gong with up arrow light 

GTS Emergency brake control circuit 

GSTS  Governors rope tension switch 

HDC Hall doors closed 
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ID Description 

HDCI Inductive charge for hall doors closed 

HDL Hall doors locked 

HLD Holding for the normal brake 

HLDE Holding for the emergency brake 

INC In-car visual signal “Fire hat” 

INCG Designated floor visual signal “Fire hat” 

INS Inspection 

INSC Control inspection  

K Front door close button 

LAU Emergency power indicator light 

LD Down leveling 

LLS Left maintenance locking system switch 

LU Up leveling 

M Motor contactor 

M1 Auxiliary for motor contactor 

MA Drive enable 

MAR Phase II Emergency In-car operation key On signal 

MAT Delays the opening of the motor contactor at stop 

MAS Motor access switch 

MES Motor emergency stop switch 

MNT Maintenance mode 

MR M contactor Monitoring 

MT Delays the opening of the motor contactor at stop 

MTR MT relay monitoring 

NTSD Normal terminal stopping device 

NTSI Indicates to the MAIN-CPU processor that the drive activated the NTSD mode 

NUD Nudging 

OP Front door open signal 

OK1, OK2, …  Signals indicating the presence of each car if the dispatcher is shutdown 

OVLD Motor overload 

PCB Down inspection command 

PCH Up inspection command 
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ID Description 

PH Front door photocell 

PMNT Pre-Maintenance mode 

PSW Pit stop switch 

RBDS Rear door open button 

RCL Rear door close signal 

RCDC Rear car door closed 

RCM Resetting the communication modules 

RDCL Rear door closed limit switch 

RDOL Rear door opened limit switch 

RDY Drive state relay 

RED MAIN-CPU processor redundancy error 

REDE NTSD-CPU / ETSD-CPU processor redundancy error 

RFP Phase I Emergency recall operation key Reset signal (at the designated level) 

RGS Rope gripper monitoring contact 

RHDC Rear hall doors closed 

RK Rear door close button 

RLS Right maintenance locking system switch 

ROP Rear door open signal 

RPA Auxiliary power supply 

RPH Rear door photocell 

RR Auxiliary power supply monitoring 

RRC Redundancy verification before each departure 

RRTS Auxiliary power supply test 

RSD Reset the drive 

RSR Reset the emergency brake 

RUN The drive energized the motor (holds the load) and is ready for a run 

SCS Seismic signal switch 

SD Car in down direction 

SDB Safety device brake 

SFC Beginning of the safety line 

SFCE End of the safety line 

SI Independent service mode 
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ID Description 

SPE Speach enable (binary mode) 

SU Car in up direction 

SW10 Enable brake pulse 

SW20 Brake pulse 

TBBH Temporary bypass, brake holding 

TBS Tape broken switch 

TCS Top of car stop switch 

TFL Top final limit switch 

THM Motor’s thermal contact 

TL4 Car lighting timer 

TLR Traction loss 

TNL Top normal limit switch 

TRR Test to verify the auxiliary power supply 

TSBR Temporary brake power supply for ascending car overspeed test 

TSL Top slowdown limit switch 

TSLD Top speed limiting device 

TSTD Phase I Emergency recall operation key On signal (at the console) 

TSTP Phase I Emergency recall operation key On signal (at the designated level) 

UCA Run in up direction 

UDC In up or in down direction 

UG1, UG2  Emergency power selector switch 

UPDW Movement in inspection 

VENT Control ventilator 
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12. MAINTENANCE  

12.1. BATTERY PROCESSOR 

The duration of the processor battery is approximately 5 years. When the battery is almost totally discharged, 

the ALARM indicator on the processor blinks and the car is put out of order. When this situation occurs, the 

battery must absolutely be replaced in the following 7 days. The battery replacement dates are written on the 

front of the processor. The battery’s catalog number is CJ1W-BAT01. 

The battery must be replaced within 5 minutes of removing the previous battery to preserve the 

program. 

 

To replace the battery, follow the steps below:  

• Cut the power supply of the MAIN-CPU processor by opening the main line disconnect. 

• Open the cover above the peripheral port. It is then possible to see the battery. 

 

• Remove the old battery and pull on the connecter to disconnect it. 

• Install the new battery and connect it immediately. 

• Reconnect the power supply of the MAIN-CPU processor. 

• The green lights (Power and Run) of the MAIN-CPU processor must be turned on. 

• Make a call with the elevator to validate that everything is working. 
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12.2. INPUT/OUTPUT MODULE 

12.2.1. OUTPUT MODULE 

CJ1W-OC211 

This module is equipped with relays that do not detach, with a capacity of 2 amperes. It is possible that the 

contact relay fails after hundreds of thousands of operations or during an overload. 

CJ1W-OD231 

This module is equipped with octocouplers with a capacity of 100ma of 24VDC.  

Problem with an output 

If the red indicator that corresponds to an output is on and there is no voltage at its output, it is then possible 

that the relay or the octocoupler is defective. 

If the red indicator corresponding to an output is off and there is voltage at its output, this indicates that the 

relay contact or the octocoupler can be defective. 

 

12.2.2. INPUT MODULE 

The controller is equipped with various 16-point input modules (CJ1W-ID212), 32-point input modules 

(CJ1W-ID231), or 64-point input modules (CJ1W-ID261) at 24 VDC. This type of octocoupler input can 

serve several hundred thousand operations without failures. An excessive voltage can damage the input. The 

CJ1W-IA111 module is a 16-point input module with 120 VAC. 

Problem on an input 

When the voltage is present in one of the points of the input module and the red indicator corresponding to this 

input remains off, it is very possible that the optical coupler’s LED is damaged. 

 

12.2.3. HOW TO READ A MODULE WITH MORE THAN 16 POINTS 

On the CJ1W-ID261 (64 inputs), CJ1W-ID231 (32 inputs) and CJ1W-OD231 (32 outputs) modules, the 

input and output states are not all displayed at the same time.  

CJ1W-ID231 and CJ1W-OD231  

For the 32-point modules (CJ1W-ID231 and CJ1W-OD231), a small yellow switch situated on top of the 

connectors allows alternating between the first 16 and last 16 points. If the switch is on the left (0), the module 

displays the first 16 points and if it is on the right (1), the last 16 points. On the controller’s electrical drawings, 

the underlined number indicates the selected module. For example, if the numbers are 04/05, the switch must 

be put to the left (0) to see the state of these inputs and outputs and if 04/05 is written on the input or output 

module to be visualized, put the switch to the right (1). 
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For example, to know the state of the TSTD input, verify LED #2 of the CJ1W-ID231 module with the switch 

on the right (1). 

CJ1W-ID261 

For the 64-point modules (CJ1W-ID261), a small yellow switch situated on top of the connectors, allows 

alternating between the first 32 points and the last 32 points. If the switch is on the left (0), the module displays 

the first 32 points on 2 series of LEDs and if it is on the right (1), the last 32. On the controller’s electrical 

drawings, the underlined number indicates the selected module. For example, if the module’s numbers on the 

drawings are 00/01/02/03, the switch must be put to the left (0) and the second row (II) of LEDs must be looked 

at. To see the state of the inputs if 00/01/02/03 is written on the input or output module to be visualized, put 

the switch to the right (1) and look at the first series of LEDs (I). Therefore, if you want to visualize the inputs 

of module 02, the switch must be put to the right (1) and look at the first 16 LEDs (16 of the top of row 1(I)). 

CJ1W-ID231 

CH-04/05 
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For example, to visualixe the TSTD input, you must verify LED #2 of the second row (II) of the CJ1W-ID261 

module with the switch to the left (0). 

 

12.2.4. MODULE CHANGE:  

Always cut the controller’s power supply to turn off the MAIN-CPU processor before connecting, 

disconnecting or replacing a module. 

• Remove the connection block. 

 

• The yellow sliding locks, on top and below each module, lock the modules together. You must slide 

the locks to the back of the modules as indicated below. 

 

CJ1W-ID261 

CH-00/01/02/03 
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• Release the holding clips at the bottom of the module. The holding clips lock the modules on the rail.  

 

• Take the defective module off the rail by releasing the holding clip at the bottom of the module. 

• Put in the new module at the same location and go back through the previous steps. 

Ensure that the end cover is put at the right place or else the MAIN-CPU processor will not work 

properly. 

 

12.2.5. PROGRAM UPDATE  

If you must reprogram an input/output or add a special sequence, contact Automatisation JRT inc. for technical 

assistance or a quotation request. After that, Automatisation JRT inc. will do the modification and will send 

you a program update that can be downloaded in the MAIN-CPU processor with the help of AL•Fred.  

The update will be transmitted by email and you will need to save on a USB key. 

Refer to the 3.10.1 Memory backup section to import and restore the update. 

 

12.3. PROTECTION AGAINST VOLTAGE PEAKS 

Take note that the elevator controls are protected by TVSs (Transient Voltage Suppressor) that can become 

short circuits during a bad connection. They must be verified and replaced as needed. 

To verify them, take the ohmmeter and place the probes on the TVS terminals. If the value is at 0, the TVS are 

short-circuited and must be replaced. 
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13. FAULTS 

13.1. CONTROL 

To consult the list of faults detected by the control, press on the Faults button. 

For more details, refer to the 3.6.1 Faults section. 

 

13.2. DRIVE 

For the M701 drive, refer to the 10.2.5 Diagnostic section.  

For the F5 drive, refer to the 10.3.5 Diagnostic section. 

For the DSD412 drive, refer to the 10.4.5 Diagnostic section. 

For more details, refer to the supplier’s drive user guide. 

 

13.3. ERASE MANUALLY 

• Press on the MANUAL RESET button situated on the JRT-INT-XX board for 2.5 seconds. 

• Turn on the Maintenance switch, located on the JRT-INT-XX board 4 times in a row. 

• Press on the Reset button in the Faults menu. 
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13.4. FAULTS DESCRIPTION 

 

[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6000] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6001] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6002] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6003] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6004] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6005] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6006] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6007] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6008] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6009] -UCM- Unintended car movement detected UCM 

The UCM-CPU processor detected unintended car movement by using: DZO, 

DZO1, LU and LD sensors signals.  

 

Doors opened or closed in inspection, if the elevator loses DZO and DZO1 sensors 

when stopped at a floor, the REDE relay will release the emergency brake.   

Verify the brake operation when the elevator is stopped. 

Be careful if you disconnect the tape selector supply in the door zone and LU or LD 

sensors is activated, that will generate that fault. 
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6010] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6011] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6012] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6013] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6014] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6015] -UCM- The CPU battery has to be replaced See section 12.1 for the battery replacement. 

[HR6100] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6101] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6102] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6103] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6104] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6105] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6106] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6107] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6108] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6109] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6110] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6111] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6112] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6113] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6114] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6115] -UCM- Communication loss with the CPU 

The UCM-CPU processor detected a loss of communication with the MAIN-CPU 

processor. 

Verify the communication cables between them. 

[HR6200] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6201] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6202] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6203] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6204] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6205] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6206] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6207] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6208] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6209] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6210] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6211] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6212] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6213] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6214] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6215] -UCM- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6300] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6301] -NTSD- Positioning system signal loss HT1B - HT2B 

Refer to the drawings to identify the independent positioning feedback used. 

 

If 2 proximities mounted on the tape selector head : 

Verify HT1B and HT2B inputs on the NTSD-CPU processor.  Those inputs must 

blink when the elevator is moving.  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

The maximum detection distance is 5 mm. Verify if the proximity is not too far from 

the perforated tape.  

 

If perforated tape : 

Verify HT1B and HT2B inputs on the NTSD-CPU processor.  Those inputs must 

blink when the elevator is moving.  

Verify the mirror and clean it if dirty.  

Clean holes of the perforated tape. 

 

If governor encoder : 

Verify HT1B and HT2B inputs on the NTSD-CPU processor.  Those inputs must 

blink when the elevator is moving.  

Verify encoder cable connection. 

Verify encoder mounting to be sure the encoder sleeve is well tight on the governor 

shaft. 

[HR6302] -NTSD- The elevator speed exceeds 150fpm in inspection mode 

The elevator speed exceeds 150 fpm in Inspection mode.  

 

Verify if there is a loss of count, refer to section 8.2.3. 

Verify the calculated speed of the NTSD-CPU processor, refer to section 9.3.1. 

[HR6303] -NTSD- HSD signal loss 

The elevator did 5 stops at terminal landings without seeing the HSD (high speed) 

signal coming from the motor drive. 

Verify that the HSD input of the NTSD-CPU processor is activated when the 

elevator run at contract speed. 

Verify that the HSD output of the Drive is activated when the elevator run at 

contract speed. 

[HR6304] -NTSD- Slowdown limits activated at the same time LRH1/LRB1 

and TSL1/BSL1 

Verify the mechanical operation of both switches. 

 

At top landing, the BSL1 input of the NTSD-CPU processor must be activated. 

 

At bottom landing, the TSL1 input of the NTSD-CPU processor must be activated. 
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6305] -NTSD- Slowdown limits activated at the same time LRB/LRH and 

BSL/TSL 

Verify the mechanical operation of both switches. 

 

At top landing, the BSL input of the NTSD-CPU processor must be activated. 

 

At bottom landing, the TSL input of the NTSD-CPU processor must be activated. 

[HR6306] -NTSD- HSD signal stays activated when the elevator is stopped 

Verify the operation of the HSD output of the NTSD-CPU processor, it remains 

activated when the elevator is stopped. 

Verify that the HSD input of the NTSD-CPU processor is deactivated when the 

elevator is stopped. 

[HR6307] -NTSD- UDCR signal stays activated when the elevator is stopped 

Verify UDCR relay operation, it remains activated when the elevator is stopped. 

Verify that the UDCR input of the NTSD-CPU processor is deactivated when the 

elevator is stopped. 

[HR6308] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6309] -NTSD- Unintended car movement detected UCM 

The NTSD-CPU processor detected unintended car movement coming from the 

perforated tape, governor encoder or 2 proximities mounted on the tape selector head 

when the elevator was stopped (HT1B and HT2B).  

 

Verify the brake operation when the elevator is stopped. 

Verify if electrical noise can affect HT1B and HT2B signals. 

[HR6310] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6311] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6312] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6313] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6314] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6315] -NTSD- The CPU battery has to be replaced See section 12.1 for the battery replacement. 

[HR6400] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6401] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6402] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6403] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6404] -NTSD- Reserved 

The NTSD-CPU processor applied the emergency brakes because an unintended 

car movement was detected, an end of trajectory stop or an overspeed.  

For elevators of 200 ft/min and less, the NTSD-CPU processor will deactivate the 

REDE relay. 

[HR6405] -NTSD- Reserved  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6406] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6407] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6408] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6409] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6410] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6411] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6412] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6413] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6414] -NTSD- Reserved  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6415] -NTSD- Communication loss with the CPU 

The NTSD-CPU processor detected a loss of communication with the MAIN-CPU 

processor. 

Verify the communication cables between them. 

[HR6500] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6501] -NTSD- Reserved  

[HR6502] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6503] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6504] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6505] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6506] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6507] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6508] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6509] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6510] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6511] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6512] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6513] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6514] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6515] -NTSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6600] -ETSD- Overspeed 120% 

Verify the speed calculated by the ETSD-CPU processor. 

Verify the registers DM0014 and DM2009 of the ETSD-CPU processor. 

DM0014 = Contract speed (BCD value “Hexadecimal”) 

DM2009 = Speed correction factor between 10% et 150% (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”) 

[HR6601] -ETSD- Positioning system signal loss HT1B - HT2B 

Refer to the drawings to identify the independent positioning feedback used. 

 

If 2 proximities mounted on the tape selector head : 

Verify HT1B and HT2B inputs on the ETSD-CPU processor.  Those inputs must 

blink when the elevator is moving.  

The maximum detection distance is 5 mm. Verify if the proximity is not too far from 

the perforated tape.  

 

If perforated tape : 

Verify HT1B and HT2B inputs on the ETSD-CPU processor.  Those inputs must 

blink when the elevator is moving.  

Verify the mirror and clean it if dirty.  

Clean holes of the perforated tape. 

 

If governor encoder : 
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

Verify HT1B and HT2B inputs on the ETSD-CPU processor.  Those inputs must 

blink when the elevator is moving.  

Verify encoder cable connection. 

Verify encoder mounting to be sure the encoder sleeve is well tight on the governor 

shaft. 

[HR6602] -ETSD- The elevator speed exceeds 150fpm in inspection mode 

The elevator speed exceeds 150 fpm in Inspection mode.  

 

Verify if there is a loss of count, refer to section 8.2.3. 

Verify the calculated speed of the ETSD-CPU processor, refer to section 9.3.1. 

[HR6603] -ETSD- Emergency stop, bottom speed limiting device SLB/BSLD 

When the elevator activates BSLD limit at bottom landing, the elevator speed was 

higher than the threshold programmed in register DM1395 (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”) of the MAIN-CPU. Increase the threshold if needed. 

 

Verify the captured speed in register DM1370 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”) of the 

MAIN-CPU processor. This is the captured speed when the fault occurred. 

 

Make the elevator stopping at bottom landing several times. Verify register DM1380 

(BCD value “Hexadecimal”) of the MAIN-CPU processor. This value shows the 

actual speed when the BSLD limit is activated. 

 

Verify the BSLD limit operation. 

Verify elevator speed, accel and decel curves and readjust if needed. 

[HR6604] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6605] -ETSD- Emergency stop, top speed limiting device SLH/TSLD 

When the elevator activates TSLD limit at top landing, the elevator speed was higher 

than the threshold programmed in register DM1396 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”) 
of the MAIN-CPU. Increase the threshold if needed. 

 

Verify the captured speed in register DM1374 (BCD value “Hexadecimal”) of the 

MAIN-CPU processor. This is the captured speed when the fault occurred. 
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

Make the elevator stopping at bottom landing several times. Verify register DM1384 

(BCD value “Hexadecimal”) of the MAIN-CPU processor. This value shows the 

actual speed when the TSLD limit is activated. 

 

Verify the TSLD limit operation. 

Verify elevator speed, accel and decel curves and readjust if needed. 

[HR6606] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6607] -ETSD- UDCR signal stays activated when the elevator is stopped 

Verify UDCR relay operation, it remains activated when the elevator is stopped. 

Verify that the UDCR input of the ETSD-CPU processor is deactivated when the 

elevator is stopped. 

[HR6608] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6609] -ETSD- Unintended car movement detected UCM 

The ETSD-CPU processor detected unintended car movement coming from the 

perforated tape, governor encoder or 2 proximities mounted on the tape selector head 

when the elevator was stopped (HT1B and HT2B).  

 

Verify the brake operation when the elevator is stopped. 

Verify if electrical noise can affect HT1B and HT2B signals. 

[HR6610] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6611] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6612] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6613] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6614] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6615] -ETSD- The CPU battery has to be replaced See section 12.1 for the battery replacement. 

[HR6700] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6701] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6702] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6703] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6704] -ETSD- Emergency braking 

The ETSD-CPU processor applied the emergency brakes by deactivating the 

REDE relay because of a detection of an unintended car movement, an end of 

trajectory stop or an overspeed. 

[HR6705] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6706] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6707] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6708] -ETSD- Reserved  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6709] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6710] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6711] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6712] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6713] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6714] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6715] -ETSD- Communication loss with the CPU 

The ETSD-CPU processor detected a loss of communication with the MAIN-CPU 

processor. 

Verify the communication cables between them. 

[HR6800] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6801] -ETSD- Reserved  

[HR6802] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6803] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6804] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[Number] - Processor- Fault name Causes and verifications 

[HR6805] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6806] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6807] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6808] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6809] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6810] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6811] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6812] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6813] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6814] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6815] -ETSD- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6900] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6901] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6902] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR6903] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6904] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6905] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6906] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6907] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6908] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6909] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6910] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6911] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6912] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6913] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6914] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR6915] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR7000] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7001] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7002] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7003] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7004] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7005] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7006] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7007] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7008] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7009] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7010] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR7011] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7012] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7013] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7014] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7015] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7100] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7101] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7102] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7103] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7104] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7105] -MAIN- Reserved  
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[HR7106] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7107] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7108] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7109] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7110] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7111] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7112] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7113] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7114] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7115] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7200] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7201] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR7202] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7203] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7204] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7205] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7206] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7207] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7208] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7209] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7210] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7211] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7212] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7213] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7214] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7215] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR7300] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7301] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7302] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7303] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7304] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7305] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7306] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7307] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7308] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7309] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7310] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7311] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7312] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7313] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR7314] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7315] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7400] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7401] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7402] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7403] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7404] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7405] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7406] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7407] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7408] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7409] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7410] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7411] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR7412] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7413] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7414] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7415] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7500] -MAIN- Problem with the toe guard signal SW2, bad wiring or 

bypass 
Verify the electric connection and the mechanical functioning of this switch. 

[HR7501] -MAIN- The toe guard did not retracted or cut wire on SW2 Verify the electric connection and the mechanical functioning of this switch. 

[HR7502] -MAIN- Problem with toe guard bypass relay BPT 
Verify the functioning of the BPT relay, because it remained closed when the BPT 

input of the MAIN-CPU was deactivated. 

[HR7503] -MAIN- Communication loss with COP touchscreen #0 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the dip switch (Refer to the drawings 

for more details). 

[HR7504] -MAIN- Communication loss with COP touchscreen #1 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the dip switch (Refer to the drawings 

for more details). 

[HR7505] -MAIN- Communication loss with COP touchscreen #2 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the dip switch (Refer to the drawings 

for more details). 

[HR7506] -MAIN- Communication loss with COP touchscreen #3 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the dip switch (Refer to the drawings 

for more details). 
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[HR7507] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7508] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7509] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7510] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7511] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7512] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7513] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7514] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7515] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7600] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7601] -MAIN- Rear hall doors closed relay did not activate RHDC 
Verify the functioning of the RHDC relay, because it is not activated when the 

RHDC input of the MAIN-CPU processor was activated. 

[HR7602] -MAIN- Rear hall doors closed relay contacts remained closed 

RHDC 

Verify the functioning of the RHDC relay, because it remained closed when the 

RHDC input of the MAIN-CPU processor was deactivated.  

[HR7603] -MAIN- Rear car door closed relay did not activate RCDC 
Verify the functioning of the RCDC relay, because it is not activated when the 

RCDC input of the MAIN-CPU processor was activated.  
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[HR7604] -MAIN- Rear car door closed relay contacts remained closed RCDC 
Verify the functioning of the RCDC relay, because it remained closed when the 

RCDC input of the MAIN-CPU processor was deactivated.  

[HR7605] -MAIN- Governor speed reducing switch is open GSRS Verify the electric connection and the mechanical functioning of this switch. 

[HR7606] -MAIN- Machine room inspection relay contacts remained closed 

INSM 

Verify the functioning of the INSM relay, because it remained closed when the INSM 

input of the MAIN-CPU processor was deactivated. 

[HR7607] -MAIN- Machine room inspection relay did not activate INSM 
Verify the functioning of the INSM relay, because it is not activated when the INSM 

input of the MAIN-CPU processor was activated. 

[HR7608] -MAIN- Wrong connection, INSM signal Verify the electric connection and the functioning of the INSM relay. 

[HR7609] -MAIN- Normal brake contactor did not activate BRK 
Verify the functioning of the BRK contactor, because it is not activated when the 

BRK output of the MAIN-CPU processor was activated. 

[HR7610] -MAIN- Normal brake contactor contacts remained closed BRK 
Verify the functioning of the BRK contactor, because it remained closed when the 

BRK output of the MAIN-CPU processor was deactivated. 

[HR7611] -MAIN- Motor contactor delay relay contacts remained closed MT 
Verify the functioning of the MT relay, because it remained closed when the MT 

output of the MAIN-CPU processor was deactivated 

[HR7612] -MAIN- Overspeed test has failed 

During the overspeed test, the MAIN-CPU processor detected that the elevator speed 

reached 130% of the speed or that were 4 door zone (DZO) changes without the 

governor switch being triggered. 

Verify the electric connection and the mechanical functioning of the governor.  
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[HR7613] -MAIN- Up front button stuck on 

Put the elevator in Inspection mode and verify the state of each up hall call buttons 

input. Verify the button and the wiring of the button whose MAIN-CPU processor 

input is activated. 

[HR7614] -MAIN- Down front button stuck on 

Put the elevator in Inspection mode and verify the state of each down hall call buttons 

input. Verify the button and the wiring of the button whose MAIN-CPU processor 

input is activated. 

[HR7615] -MAIN- Up rear button stuck on 

Put the elevator in Inspection mode and verify the state of each rear up hall call 

buttons input. Verify the button and the wiring of the button whose MAIN-CPU 

processor input is activated. 

[HR7700] -MAIN- Down rear button stuck on 

Put the elevator in Inspection mode and verify the state of each rear down hall call 

buttons input. Verify the button and the wiring of the button whose MAIN-CPU 

processor input is activated. 

[HR7701] -MAIN- Hall Code Blue signal failure 

Put the elevator in Inspection mode and verify the state of each Code blue call input. 

Verify the button/key/card reader and the wiring of the one whose MAIN-CPU 

processor input is activated. 

[HR7702] -MAIN- Motor contactor delay relay did not activate MT 
Verify the functioning of the MT relay, because it remained open when the MT 

output of the MAIN-CPU processor was activated. 

[HR7703] -MAIN- Motor contactor did not activate M Verify the functioning of the M contactor and the M1 relay.  

[HR7704] -MAIN- Up or down direction contactor did not activate UDC Verify the functioning of the UDC contactor. 

[HR7705] -MAIN- The door zone sensor did not operate properly in leveling 

zone DZO 

Verify the functioning of the DZO detector. 

Verify if the DZO magnet is present at each floor. 
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[HR7706] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7707] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7708] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7709] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7710] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7711] -MAIN- The emergency brake had applied on security line loss 

GTS 

Verify the rope gripper. 

Verify that the MAIN-CPU processor’s GTS input is activated when the rope gripper 

is reset. 

[HR7712] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7713] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7714] -MAIN- Redundancy emergency processor relay did not activate 

REDE 

Verify the functioning of the REDE relay, because it is not activated when the 

REDE input of the MAIN-CPU processor was activated. 

[HR7715] -MAIN- Redundancy emergency processor relay contacts remained 

closed REDE 

Verify the functioning of the REDE relay, because it remained closed when the 

REDE input of the MAIN-CPU processor was deactivated. 

[HR7800] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list   
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[HR7801] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7802] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7803] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR7804] -MAIN- Toe guard failure Verify the electric connection and the mechanical functioning of this switch. 

[HR7805] -MAIN- Drive enable relay remained closed M1 Verify the functioning of the M1 relay. 

[HR7806] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7807] -MAIN- Communication loss with the module 6 JRT-CAN-24IO 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the dip switch (see the CANBUS 

manual). 

[HR7808] -MAIN- Communication loss with the module 7 JRT-CAN-24IO 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the dip switch (see the CANBUS 

manual). 

[HR7809] -MAIN- Rotary Switches on the front of the CPU unit does not 

match configured IP address 

See the electrical drawing to configure the rotary switches that are located on the 

front of the MAIN-CPU processor. 

[HR7810] -MAIN- Missing jumper on construction mode Refer to the Quick Start guide for the required jumpers. 

[HR7811] -MAIN- Start of security line is not supply 

The SFC terminal does not have 120VAC, refer to the drawings. 

Verify the protection fuse FU33. 

Verify the SFC input of the MAIN-CPU processor. 
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[HR7812] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7813] -MAIN- Battery emergency unit not present Verify that the battery emergency unit and the DB9 connector are well connected. 

[HR7814] -MAIN- Battery fault on the battery emergency unit Verify the battery and / or the error code of the battery emergency unit. 

[HR7815] -MAIN- DC choke overheat TPF1/TPF2 Verify the state of the thermal sensor that activates the TPF input. 

[HR7900] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7901] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7902] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7903] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7904] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7905] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7906] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7907] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7908] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7909] -MAIN- Reserved  
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[HR7910] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7911] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7912] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7913] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7914] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR7915] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8000] -MAIN- Regen module fault 
Verify the state of the RRDY signal. The signal must be activated. 

Refer to the manufacturer manual to access the list of alarms.  

[HR8001] -MAIN- The CPU battery has to be replaced See section 12.1 to replace the battery. 

[HR8002] -MAIN- Excessive travel time TTR 

Verify the Too long travel protection delay (TTR) parameter or Too long travel 

protection delay with perforated tape (TTR) parameter, Menu  Parameters  

Elevator  Options  Motor protection 

[HR8003] -MAIN- Reversed or phase loss RPR Verify the main line voltage, the power supply and the RPR relay contact.  

[HR8004] -MAIN- Overload in the car LW2 Verify the state of the load weight device that activates the LW2 input.  

[HR8005] -MAIN- Motor overheat THM Verify the state of the thermal sensor that activates the THM input.  
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[HR8006] -MAIN- Emergency brake contacts 
Verify the contacts of the rope grippers. They opened the security line. (Refer to the 

drawings for more details). 

[HR8007] -MAIN- The door zone sensor remained activated out of the leveling 

zone DZO/DZO1 
Verify the DZO/DZO1 detector. One of the detectors remains activated. 

[HR8008] -MAIN- The door zone sensor did not operate properly in leveling 

zone DZO/DZO1 

 

Verify the DZO/DZO1 detector. One of the detectors is not activated. 

[HR8009] -MAIN- Overheat of the dynamic braking resistor DBR 

Reset by pressing on the red temperature sensor button that is located at the top of 

the panel. 

Cut the power supply if the resistance becomes red and contact Automatisation JRT 

inc. Otherwise, move the elevator at the nominal speed and verify that the resistance 

does not go red. If the contactor does not engage, verify the temperature sensor or 

the contactor. If this fault occurs occasionally, slightly move the temperature sensor 

located in the dynamic braking resistance cage. 

[HR8010] -MAIN- Leveling up sensor did not operate properly in the Leveling 

zone LU 

Verify the relay and sensor operation in the top of car reader connecting box. 

[HR8011] -MAIN- Leveling down sensor did not operate properly in the 

Leveling zone LD 

Verify the relay and sensor operation in the top of car reader connecting box. 

[HR8012] -MAIN- Door close limit switch did not open when front door was 

closed DCL 

Verify the functioning of the door close limit switch DCL.  

The switch did not open before the programmed delay during the closure of the 

front door (the car door closed CDC and hall door closed HDC contacts are closed). 

Verify the Delay before reopening the doors if they did not completely closed, 

Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Door 
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[HR8013] -MAIN- Door close limit switch did not close when front door was 

opened DCL 

Verify the functioning of the door close limit switch DCL.  

The switch did not close during the complete opening of the front door (the door 

open limit switch DOL is open and the car door closed CDC and hall door closed 

HDC contacts are opened). 

[HR8014] -MAIN- Door open limit switch did not open when front door was 

opened DOL 

Verify the functioning of the door open limit switch DOL. 

The switch did not open during the complete opening of the door, or the door did 

not open completely despite the opening instruction after 12 seconds while the DCL 

switch and the OP opening relay are closed. 

[HR8015] -MAIN- Door open limit switch did not close when front door was 

closed DOL 

Verify the functioning of the door open limit switch DOL.  

The switch did not close during the complete door closing of the front door (the 

door close limit switch DCL is open and the car door closed CDC and hall door 

closed HDC contacts are closed). 

[HR8100] -MAIN- Door close limit switch did not open when rear door was 

closed RDCL 

Verify the functioning of the rear door close limit switch RDCL.  

The switch did not open before the programmed delay during the closure of the rear 

door (the car door closed CDC and hall door closed HDC contacts are closed 

(RCDC or RHDC if walkthrough doors)). 

Verify the Delay before reopening the doors if they did not completely closed 

parameter, Menu  Parameters  Elevator  Options  Door 

[HR8101] -MAIN- Door close limit switch did not close when rear door was 

opened RDCL 

Verify the functioning of the rear door close limit switch RDCL.  

The switch did not close during the complete opening of the rear door (the door 

open limit switch RDOL is open and the car door closed CDC and hall door closed 

HDC contacts are opened (RCDC or RHDC if walkthrough doors)). 

[HR8102] -MAIN- Door open limit switch did not open when rear door was 

opened RDOL 
Verify the functioning of the rear door open limit switch RDOL.  
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The switch did not open during the complete opening of the door or the door did not 

completely open despite the opening instruction after 12 seconds when the RDCL 

switches and the ROP opening relay are closed. 

[HR8103] -MAIN- Door open limit switch did not close when the rear door 

was closed RDOL 

Verify the functioning of the rear door open limit switch RDOL. 

The switch did not close during the complete closing of the rear door (the rear door 

close limit switch RDCL is open and the car door closed CDC and hall door closed 

HDC contacts are closed (RCDC or RHDC if walkthrough doors)). 

[HR8104] -MAIN- Hall doors contact did not close when doors were closed 

HDC 

Verify the hall door closed contacts HDC. 

Verify the functioning of the DCL and RDCL switches. 

[HR8105] -MAIN- Car doors contact did not close when doors were closed 

CDC 

Verify the car door closed contacts CDC.  

Verify the functioning of the DCL and RDCL switches. 

[HR8106] -MAIN- Door contacts were bypassed CDC or HDC 

Verify the functioning of the car door closed CDC and hall door closed HDC 

contacts.  

The HDC or CDC contacts did not open when the door were open (the DCL or 

RDCL switch is opened). 

Verify if one of those contacts is short circuited. 

Verify the functioning of the door close limit switches DCL and RDCL, because 

this fault can occur if they are not open when the doors are completely closed.  

[HR8107] -MAIN- Front door did not close completely after 5 attempts CDC 

or HDC 

Verify the front door sill. Something may obstruct it. 

Verify the functioning of the car door closed CDC and hall door closed HDC 

contacts and the door close limit switch DCL. 
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[HR8108] -MAIN- Rear door did not close completely after 5 attempts RCDC 

or RHDC 

Verify the rear door sill. Something may obstruct it.  

Verify the functioning of the car door closed RCDC and hall door closed RHDC 

contacts and the door close limit switch RDCL. 

[HR8109] -MAIN- Water in the hoistway Water presence in the hoistways or verify the water detection switch. 

[HR8110] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8111] -MAIN- Security line is opened J9/SFCE 

The security line is open when the elevator was in movement or after 4 seconds 

when the elevator is stopped.  

Verify the security line switches (Refer to the drawings for more details). 

 

[HR8112] -MAIN- Drive fault 

Refer to section 10 for the drive. 

Verify the RDY signal state, it needs to be activated. 

Refer to the manufacturer manual for more details. 

[HR8113] -MAIN- Motor contactor contacts remained closed M Verify the functioning of the M contactors and the M1 relay.  

[HR8114] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8115] -MAIN- Perforated tape reader malfunction HT1 - HT2 

The MAIN-CPU processor receives too many or not enough pulses from the 

perforated tape or the governor encoder. Verify HT1 and HT2 indicators operation 

on the MAIN-CPU processor (they should be flashing when elevator is moving). 

Clean both infrared transmitters and the hoistway mirror. 

[HR8200] -MAIN- Reserved  
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[HR8201] -MAIN- Up or down direction contactor contacts remained closed 

UDC 

Verify the functioning of the UDC contactor, because it remained closed when the 

UDC input of the MAIN-CPU processor was deactivated. 

[HR8202] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR8203] -MAIN- Unintended car movement 
The elevator moved +/- 6 inches when it stopped at the floor. 

Verify the tension of the brake springs.  

[HR8204] -MAIN- The elevator speed exceeds 150 fpm in Leveling zone or 

inspection mode 

The elevator speed was over 150 fpm in the levelling zone or in Inspection mode. 

The perforated tape or the encoder counter may be losing counts. 

[HR8205] -MAIN- Security line is opened SR/SFCE 

The security line opened when the elevator was in movement or after 4 seconds 

when the elevator was stopped.  

Verify the security line switches (Refer to the drawings for more details). 

[HR8206] -MAIN- Drive motor on signal failure RUN 

Verify the functioning of the MAIN-CPU processor’s MA output.  

Verify if the drive receives a start command. 

Verify the functioning of the drive’s RUN output 

[HR8207] -MAIN- The CPU had applied the emergency brake 

The car door closed CDC or the hall door closed HDC contacts opened outside the 

door zone DZO. 

 

The car relevelled at a floor more than 5 times in 60 seconds. 

 

Verify the functioning of the BRC brake switch. 

 

The car moves more than 6 inches without a command when it was stopped at a 

floor. 
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[HR8208] -MAIN- The car moved in the wrong direction 

Verify the adjustments of the drive. 

Verify if the drive is able to maintain the load.  

Verify the functioning of the M contactor. 

[HR8209] -MAIN- Car door contact relay opened during movement out of 

door zone CDC 
Verify the functioning of the car door closed contact CDC. 

[HR8210] -MAIN- Hall door contact relay opened during movement out of 

door zone HDC 

Verify the functioning of the hall doors closed contacts HDC. 

This fault can occur if the mechanic opens the hall door with a lunar key when the 

elevator is moving. 

[HR8211] -MAIN- Brake malfunction at opening or closing 

Verify the functioning of the mechanical brake and the springs tension in order to 

determine that they are not stuck.  

Verify the functioning of the BRC brake switch.  

[HR8212] -MAIN- Motor speed deviation SDEV 
Verify the motor encoder rotation direction versus the motor’s. Verify the motor 

adjustment parameters. 

[HR8213] -MAIN- Excessive re-Leveling attempts at the same floor Verify the functioning of the brake closing. 

[HR8214] -MAIN- Reserved  
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[HR8215] -MAIN- Weekly emergency battery test failure 

Every week, the controller will do a verification of the emergency power supply 

unit to ensure it works properly. This verification can be done during the day. The 

controller will automatically start up the emergency power supply unit and will 

cycle 5 pulses of 3 seconds each at 120VAC / 4A. 

 

If the emergency unit test fails, the elevator will become out of service and an fault 

will be displayed. 

The car call button light of the bottom level will blink. 

By pressing the manual reset button, the elevator will resume its functions until the 

next weekly test.  

Refer to appendix G for more details. 

[HR8300] -MAIN- Slowdown limits activated at the same time LRH/TSL and 

LRB/BSL 

Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8301] -MAIN- Bottom slowdown limit LRB1/BSL1 Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8302] -MAIN- Top slowdown limit LRH1/TSL1 Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8303] -MAIN- Bottom slowdown limit LRB/BSL Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8304] -MAIN- Top slowdown limit LRH/TSL Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8305] -MAIN- Top speed limiting device activated at the same time 

SLB/BSLD and SLH/TSLD 

Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8306] -MAIN- Bottom speed limiting device SLB1/BSLD1 Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 
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[HR8307] -MAIN- Top speed limiting device SLH1/TSLD1 Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8308] -MAIN- Bottom speed limiting device SLB/BSLD Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8309] -MAIN- Top speed limiting device SLH/TSLD Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8310] -MAIN- Bottom normal limit LNB/BNL Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8311] -MAIN- Top normal limit LNH/TNL Verify electrical wiring and physical contacts. 

[HR8312] -MAIN- Motor overload OVLD 
Verify the electric connection of the motor and the motor parameters in the drive. 

Make sure that a mechanical aspect is not preventing the movement of the car.  

[HR8313] -MAIN- Earthquake 

Verify the electric connection and the mechanical functioning of the switch. 

Verify the SCS seismic and the CDS counterweight derailment inputs of the 

MAIN-CPU processor. 

[HR8314] -MAIN- Bottom slowdown limit is not adjusted correctly LRB/BSL 

The limit is too far from the deceleration point. The register DM360 (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”) of the MAIN-CPU is even to the holes difference between the 

deceleration point and the slowdown limit. Readjust consequently. 

[HR8315] -MAIN- Top slowdown limit is not adjusted correctly LRH/TSL 

The limit is too far from the deceleration point. The DM364 (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”) of the MAIN-CPU is even to the holes difference between the 

deceleration point and the slowdown limit. Readjust consequently. 

[HR8400] -MAIN- Bottom slowdown limit is not adjusted correctly 

LRB1/BSL1 

The limit is too far from the deceleration point. The DM362 (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”) of the MAIN-CPU is even to the holes difference between the 

deceleration point and the slowdown limit. Readjust consequently. 
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[HR8401] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8402] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8403] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8404] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8405] -MAIN- Top slowdown limit is not adjusted correctly LRH1/TSL1 

The limit is too far from the deceleration point. The DM366 (BCD value 

“Hexadecimal”) of the MAIN-CPU processor is even to the holes difference 

between the deceleration point and the slowdown limit. Readjust consequently. 

[HR8406] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8407] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8408] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8409] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8410] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8411] -MAIN- The CPU data memory is corrupted 
The data of the MAIN-CPU processor are corrupted.  

Defect of the MAIN-CPU processor or loss of data. 

[HR8412] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  
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[HR8413] -MAIN- Emergency brake contact failure 
Verify the functioning of the mechanical brake.  

Verify the functioning of the EBRC brake switch.  

[HR8414] -MAIN- Traction loss 

The controller detected a difference between the motor encoder and the positioning 

system.  

Verify that there is not any sliding of the cables on the sheave.  

[HR8415] -MAIN- Custom, refer to user manual list  

[HR8500] -MAIN- Door zone relay did not activate DZO 
Verify the functioning of the DZO relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s DZO input activated. 

[HR8501] -MAIN- Door zone relay contacts remained closed DZO 
Verify the functioning to the DZO relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s DZO input was deactivated. 

[HR8502] -MAIN- Door zone relay did not activate DZO1 
Verify the functioning of the DZO1 relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s DZO1 input was activated. 

[HR8503] -MAIN- Door zone relay contacts remained closed DZO1 
Verify the functioning of the DZO1 relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s DZO1 input was deactivated.  

[HR8504] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8505] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8506] -MAIN- Leveling sensors were activated at the same time LU and 

LD 

Verify the functioning of the LU and LD inputs of the MAIN-CPU processor. 

Verify the sensor operation in the top of car reader connecting box. 
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[HR8507] -MAIN- Inspection relay did not activate INS 
Verify the functioning of the INS relay because it did not activate when the MAIN-

CPU processor’s INS input activated.  

[HR8508] -MAIN- Inspection relay contacts remained closed INS 
Verify the functioning of the INS relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s INS input was deactivated. 

[HR8509] -MAIN- Hall doors closed relay did not activate HDC 
Verify the functioning of the HDC relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s HDC input was activated.  

[HR8510] -MAIN- Hall doors closed relay contacts remained closed HDC 
Verify the functioning of the HDC relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s HDC input was deactivated. 

[HR8511] -MAIN- Car door closed relay did not activate CDC 
Verify the functioning of the CDC relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s CDC input was activated.  

[HR8512] -MAIN- Car door closed relay contacts remained closed CDC 
Verify the functioning of the CDC relay, because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s CDC input was deactivated. 

[HR8513] -MAIN- Bypass in-car stop relay did not activate BAC 
Verify the functioning of the BAC relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s BAC input was activated. 

[HR8514] -MAIN- Bypass in-car stop relay contacts remained closed BAC 

Verify the functioning of the BAC relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s BAC input was deactivated. 

Verify the wiring of the in-car stop switch (see the electrical drawing for more 

details). 

[HR8515] -MAIN- Reserved  
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[HR8600] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8601] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8602] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8603] -MAIN- Hoistway access relay did not activate ACC 
Verify the functioning of the ACC relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s ACC input was activated. . 

[HR8604] -MAIN- Hoistway access relay contacts remained closed ACC 
Verify the functioning of the ACC relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s ACC input was deactivated. 

[HR8605] -MAIN- Redundancy relay did not activate RED 
Verify the functioning of the RED relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s RED input was activated. 

[HR8606] -MAIN- Redundancy relay contacts remained closed RED 
Verify the functioning the RED relay because it remained closed when the MAIN-

CPU processor’s RED input was deactivated. 

[HR8607] -MAIN- Governor sheave tension switch GSTS Verify the electric connection and the mechanical functioning of the switch. 

[HR8608] -MAIN- Communication loss CTOP 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the dip switch (see the CANBUS 

manual). 

[HR8609] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8610] -MAIN- Reserved  
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[HR8611] -MAIN- Hall doors locked relay did not activate HDL 
Verify the functioning of the HDL relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s HDL input was activated. 

[HR8612] -MAIN- Hall doors locked relay contacts remained closed HDL 
Verify the functioning of the HDL relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s HDL input was deactivated. 

[HR8613] -MAIN- 24 volts DC power failure +A 

Verify the protection fuse (Refer to the drawings for more details). 

The filament may be defective. 

A short-circuit occurred.  

[HR8614] -MAIN- Reset governor stuck on 
Verify the functioning of the governor’s reset coil and the MAIN-CPU processor’s 

GOVR input that oversees the reset. 

[HR8615] -MAIN- Normal terminal stopping device relay contacts remained 

closed NTSD 

Verify NTSD relay operation, because the NTSD-CPU processor input was 

deactivated and the relay contact remained closed.   

[HR8700] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8701] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8702] -MAIN- Emergency brake control contactor did not activate GTS 
Verify the functioning of the GTS relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s GTS input was activated. 

[HR8703] -MAIN- Emergency brake control contactor contacts remained 

closed GTS 

Verify the functioning of the GTS relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s GTS input was deactivated. 
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[HR8704] -MAIN- Hall doors closed relay did not activate HDCM 
Verify the functioning of the PPM relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s PPM input was activated. 

[HR8705] -MAIN- Hall doors closed relay contacts remained closed HDCM 
Verify the functioning of the PPM relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s PPM input was deactivated.  

[HR8706] -MAIN- The INSM signal of the unintended car movement 

processor UCM did not activate or remained closed 

The INSM signal from the UCM-CPU processor remained closed or did not 

activate. When the elevator is stopped, at least PR relay or SR safety circuit input 

should activate de corresponding input on the UCM-CPU processor. 

[HR8707] -MAIN- Brake pulse relay contacts remained closed EBR 
Verify the functioning of the EBR contactor because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s EBR output was deactivated. 

[HR8708] -MAIN- Brake pulse switch contacts remained closed SW20 
Verify the functioning of the SW20 switch because it remained closed when the 

SW10 (enable brake pulses) switch was not activated. 

[HR8709] -MAIN- DDZO signal missing 

The MAIN-CPU processor did not receive leveling sensor signals from the UCM-

CPU processor.  

Verify DZO, DZO1, LU and LD signals connected on the UCM-CPU processor.   

If one of those signals is missing or stuck ON after 4 elevator rides, the fault will be 

generated. 

[HR8710] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8711] -MAIN- Reserved  
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[HR8712] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8713] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8714] -MAIN- Movement inspection relay did not activate UPDW 
Verify the functioning of the UPDW relay because it did not activate when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s UPDW input was activated. 

[HR8715] -MAIN- Movement inspection relay contacts remained closed 

UPDW 

Verify the functioning of the UPDW relay because it remained closed when the 

MAIN-CPU processor’s UPDW input was deactivated. 

[HR8800] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-MAS 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8801] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-HCI 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8802] -MAIN- Communication loss with the Car B duplex 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8803] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-24IO module 0 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8804] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-24IO module 1 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8805] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-24IO module 2 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 
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[HR8806] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-24IO module 3 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8807] -MAIN- Communication loss with the hall call network 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8808] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-24IO module 4 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8809] -MAIN- Communication loss with the JRT-CAN-24IO module 5 
Verify the connections, the power supply and the configuration of the switches (See 

CANBUS manual). 

[HR8810] -MAIN- Normal terminal stopping device relay did not activate 

NTSD 

Verify NTSD relay operation, because it did not come on when the NTSD-CPU 

processor input was activated. 

[HR8811] -MAIN- Reserved  

[HR8812] -MAIN- Light curtain 

For a freight elevator with vertical sliding door. 

The functioning of a photocell must be verified before closing the door. 

Verify the functioning of the photocell. 

[HR8813] -MAIN- HSD signal loss 

The elevator did 5 stops at top or bottom landing without receiving the HSD high 

speed signal from the drive. 

Verify that the HSD input of the NTSD-CPU processor is activated when the 

elevator run at contract speed. 

Verify that the HSD output of the Drive is activated when the elevator run at 

contract speed. 
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[HR8814] -MAIN- NTSS signal failure 
Verify the NTSS signal from NTSD-CPU processor. This signal must deactivate 

when BSL/TSL limits opens at terminal landings.  

[HR8815] -MAIN- Door jammed on opening Verify that nothing prevents the closing of the door. 



 


